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I am glad to assume the responsibility of being Chief Editor of this noble academic initiative 
of Jaipuria Institute of Management, Noida in the form of bringing out an international 
refereed journal. I would like to express my sincere thanks to my predecessors for 
enrichment in the quality of the papers and making it a reputed journal in the field of 
Management science.  It is a matter of great pride for us that journal has entered its fourth 
volume and I am happy to put before you the publication of first issue of the fourth volume. 

The current issue is a special issue containing few selected papers from the 3rd International 
Conference on Management Practices for the New (Digital) Economy (ICMAPRANE 
2018) as organized by Jaipuria Institute of Management, Noida on 9-10 February 2018. Out 
of 64 papers presented in the conference, only eleven papers have been shortlisted and found 
suitable by the reviewers for inclusion in this special issue of the journal after thorough 
revision of the papers.

JIJMR is in continuous discussion with a few reputed journal publishers to co-publish the 
journal in order to give a further boost to its already built recognition of a serious and honest 
academic journal that follows all ethical standards in selecting, reviewing, editing and 
publishing of papers in its issue. While there has been a wide spread debate over inclusion of 
many dubious journals in the UGC list of journals, we are proud enough to acclaim that our 
journal has been included in this list on its merit. As mentioned in many of its previous issues 
also, JIJMR doesn’t charge any fee from authors for sending or publishing their papers in the 
journal. Papers in this journal are purely selected on their merit and relevance to the 
theme/sub-themes of the journal and based upon novelty and originality of the contents. All 
submitted papers to Jaipuria International Journal of Management Research pass through a 
stringent double blind review process and plagiarism check to provide our readers genuine 
research articles.

JIJMR under its tie-up with i-Scholar platform of Informatics has been selected by E-Shodh 
Sindhu (ESS) consortia of INFLIBNET to be included in the list of management journals 
under consortia pricing for its e-version. We have extended this facility at a fractional 
pricing to benefit largest segment of research community who couldn’t afford expensive 
pricing of the journals. 

Papers selected in this issue covered different issues like post one-year study of 
demonetization impact, sovereign gold bond scheme, digitalization of Indian economy, 
estimating customer value in transport and hospitality sector, foreign institutional 
investment and exchange rate movement in India, currency futures market, e-governance 
initiatives and value creation for citizens, social networking sites and users’ acceptance 
behavior, employee engagement through gamification, mobile apps use in online shopping, 
and influencing customers through social persuasion marketing. Primarily these issues 
revolve towards digital Indian economy which was the core theme of the conference out of 
which these papers were selected.

Assuming this important role, I assure all our readers that we shall strive to improve the 
quality of this journal further and forge new partnerships and shall try to provide a platform 
to budding researchers in the field of economics and management. We shall work together to 
take this journal to new heights so that it is counted one amongst the leading management 
international journals.

Dr. Dayanand Pandey

Chief Editor’s Desk
With pride, we are releasing first issue of the fourth volume of 
Jaipuria International Journal of Management Research. This is 
a special issue of the journal in which published papers are 
selected from over large number of papers submitted for the 3rd 
International Conference on Management Practices for the 
New Digital Economy (ICMAPRANE 2018) held at Jaipuria 
Institute of Management, Noida during 9-10 February 2018. 
These papers have been included after thorough revision of the 
originally submitted papers during the conference and getting 
afresh feedback from the reviewers. The present issue contains 
10 research papers, a case study and a book review. It is a matter 
of further pride that we have been able to shift its publication 
process one month in advance than from its usual publication 
dates.

The first paper titled “Conceptualizing the Linkages between 
E-Governance Initiatives and Value Creation for Citizens” 
deals with e-governance initiatives taken up by the 
Government of India which brings transparency in the system 
and which is capable of bringing accountability in the 
governance system. It has also dealt with issues currently being 
faced in full implementation of e-governance system. 

Second paper on “Using Logistic Regression to Estimate the 
Customer Value for Transport and Hospitality Services” 
provides a model for predicting the mode of transportation used 
by the tourists in India using logistic regression approach. It has 
identified key parameters those determine consumer needs.

Third paper in this issue “Is Currency Futures Market at NSE 
India Informationally Efficient?” is about analyzing the 
efficiency of currency future market at National Stock 
Exchange (NSE) of India using different parametric and non-
parametric tests. It finds that currency future market at NSE 
India is informationally efficient.

Fourth paper titled “Role of Mobile Applications Quality and 
Smartphones Attributes in Online Shopping: An Insight” is 
about how smart mobile applications help the online retailers in 
determining customers’ preference and tracking their buying 
behavior. This paper discusses key linkages between mobile 
applications quality and smartphones attributes in online 
shopping. 

Next paper titled “Demonetization Impact on Government, 
Digital Transactions, Real Estate Sector and Employment in 
India – Post One Year Study” discusses what have been the pros 
and cons of demonetization observed over one-year period post 
demonetization particularly for the government, for digital 
transactions, real estate sector and for employment generation. 

Sixth paper on “A Study of Relationship between Foreign 
Institutional Investment and Exchange Rate Movement in 
India” is a comparative study between FII and exchange rate 
movement in geographical region of India. This paper finds 
that there exists unidirectional causality in the movement of FII 
investment in equity, debt and the movement of rate of 
exchange in India.

Editorial

Jitender Sharma  •  Shalini Srivastava

Chief Editor – Jaipuria International Journal of Management Research
Director – Jaipuria Institute of Management, Noida

Next paper titled “A Path for Indian Economy towards 
Digitalization- Business Perspective” calls for taking up 
digitalization activity by Indian companies mentioning that 
atmosphere is conducive and this is right time for the same. 
According to the paper, exponentially growing data traffic has 
been able to provide useful business insights hence companies 
should take up digitalization of their activities to remain 
competitive. 

Eighth paper titled “Gamification: A Tool to Boost Employee 
Engagement” deals with concept of employee engagement 
using gamification tool which uses a digital environment to 
make employees accomplish their objectives and mission. 
Primarily, it is the procedure of applying game mechanics and 
game design technique to different business processes to boost 
employee engagement, enhance productivity and lift 
performance. It is all about provoking one’s intrinsic 
motivation. 

Next paper of the issue on “Implications of Social Networking 
Sites on Internet User's Acceptance Behaviour” deals with the 
issue what leads a user to use a social networking site. The user 
process of adoption and use of such recommenders involves 
subjective factors which need a psychological approach. The 
purpose of this paper is to discuss and validate an integrative 
model which adopts various elements and models in order to 
explain such a process.

Tenth paper of this issue is on “Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme” 
describes how gold has traditionally been the most desirable 
type of investment in Indian society and how the Indian 
government has come out with a scheme “Sovereign Gold 
Bond Scheme” for systematic investment in gold bond rather 
than physical gold to reduce import of physical gold and hence 
saving the foreign currency. This paper provides an analysis of 
gold investment trend in India, the scheme scrutiny, its benefits 
and challenges and comparison between the Gold bonds and 
the ETFs.

Last paper is a case study titled “Nykaa.com: Influencing 
Customers through Social Persuasion Marketing” is about 
social persuasion marketing using the case of Nykaa.com. The 
components attempted in this case study are reciprocity, 
commitment, social proof, authority, liking and scarcity. This 
study helps in efficiently targeting potential customers from a 
social gathering.

Finally, the book review of the title “Analytics – The Agile Way 
by Phil Simon” reviews a new book on use of data and analytics 
for the success of organizations. It is an interesting and 
knowledgeable text that describes analytics fundamentals and 
different types of analytics tools explaining with real life 
examples importance of analytics and Big Data in decision 
making. 

Overall, this issue being a special issue looks into the different 
aspects of digital economy from varied angles and is a balanced 
issue encompassing issues faced in all major areas of 
management.
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ABSTRACT

E-governance allows for government transparency. 
Government transparency allows the public to be 
informed about the government’s policies. What ails 
India is not e-governance deficit but governance-deficit. 
It is good governance that will propel and sustain 
economic growth in India. It is good governance that will 
open up new employment opportunities. Good 
governance can restore trust of citizens in governments 
and make governments accountable to them. Good 
governance is not given naturally in any system. It has to 
be nurtured by developing institutions of democracy. 
Good governance implies a framework that has well-
being of the people as its focal point E-governance in 
India is an evolutionary phenomenon, and requires a 
change in the mind-set of all – citizen, executives and the 
government. This paper deals with the issues e-
governance. Security is the main concern for the citizen. 
To be effective, e-government should be integrated

within a holistic approach that includes a supportive and 
democratic leadership, a viable communication 
infrastructure, and qualified personnel to operate the new 
technology. The government needs to make significant 
investments in areas such as IT training, assessment and 
awareness. The need of the hour is to maintain a proper 
database of all the citizens and well developed 
infrastructure. 

The strong political will power and the social 
acceptability of e-governance in urban as well as rural 
areas is required. From the study, it is clear that e-
governance initiatives have been found successful in 
ensuring good governance. Despite various limitations e-
governance has proved meritorious service to the people 
at large.

INTRODUCTION

E-Governance is a systematic mechanism of leveraging 
technology to upgrade the working of the government so

that it can deliver better services to the users i.e. 
specifically citizens. The focal area of E-Governance 
services is to create citizen centric system. It enables 
users of the services to avail, monitor and utilize the 
various services at multiple touch points at their 
convenience. For doing so, the government uses 
technologies such as internet, Wireless Area Network 
[WAN], World Wide Web [WWW], and mobile 
technologies to reach out to citizens. The aim of E-
Governance is to improve the delivery of services by 
ensuring availability, accessibility, and affordability to 
citizens, businesses and other stakeholders which in turn 
helps them to improve the overall quality of life. The 
efficient and effective governance of the government 
bodies plays a very vital role in developing the overall 
performance of the services that they deliver to citizens 
(Subhash Bhatnagar, 2010).

In the year 1977, the Government of India took a major 
step towards E-Governance by focusing on 
“Information” and “Communication” of the various 
services and action plans. This initiative got a boost with 
the advent of computerization as mostly all government

offices were using Information Technology to manage 
their working. The government has set up a national level 
policy for E-Governance initiatives i.e. National E-
Governance Plan [NeGP] to manage all E-Governance 
initiatives across the country. The government is ensuring 
the last mile delivery, ease of accessibility, and fast 
digitization of records by bringing public services closer 
to end users. The benefits of such a holistic E-Governance 
plan are enhanced transparency, convenience, 
empowerment, less corruption, revenue growth and cost 
reduction.   The central Government launched 31 
Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) in 2011, consisting of 11 
Central MMP’s, 13 State MMP’s and 7 Integrated MMP’s 
spanning multiple Ministries/Departments.  The 
documentation of land records, banking records is taking 
place in an effective and speedy way with the emergence 
of Mission Mode Projects [MMP]. Within NeGP, 
"mission mode" implies that projects have clearly defined 
objectives, scopes, and implementation timelines and 
milestones, as well as measurable outcomes and service 
levels. Each state Government can also define five MMPs 
specific to its individual needs (www.deity.gov.in).

Figure 01 - E-Governance Applications Suite

Source: www.nisg.org

BASIC TERMS OF THE STUDY

E-Governance Initiatives

Online working of a Government or providing its services 
online to its E-Governance users at their door step can 
also be defined as Electronic Governance. E-Governance 
is using e-commerce technologies so as to make 
government services available online. 

The technology helps to provide a clear, measurable and 
objective oriented blue print for ensuring effective and 
efficient services at the convenience of the end-users.                    
(Nikita Yadav, VB Singh, 2012). 

The various E-Governance projects initiated by Govt of 
Gujarat (GoG) are SICN (Sachivalaya Integrated 
Communication Network), E-Procurement, VATIS (Guj 
VAT Information System) IWDMS (Integrated 
Workflow and Document Management System), E-City, 
Health Management Information System, E-Dhara, E-
Gram Vishwagram, SWAGAT Online, GSWAN, 

Value Creation

Value creation is a process that enhances consumer’s 
evaluation of the attributes of the product or services that 
he/she uses to satisfy his/her given needs and wants. 
Usually, the consumer will develop willingness to pay
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Value Creation

Value creation is a process that enhances consumer’s 
evaluation of the attributes of the product or services that 
he/she uses to satisfy his/her given needs and wants. 
Usually, the consumer will develop willingness to pay
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more for the product for which the perceived benefits are 
high. Value can be viewed as increasing use value or 
decreasing exchange value, each of which can affect 
consumer surplus (Preim RL, 2007).

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived usefulness is defined as the consumers’ 
subjective perceptions, that using technology will be 
useful. It can also be regarded as an effect on the adoption 
of technology when consumers realize the usefulness of 
the technology (Yang Kiseol, 2006).

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

In this research paper an attempt will be made to 
conceptualise the relationship between perceived 
Functional Value, Social Value, Emotional Value and 
Monetary Value of E-Governance Initiatives of the 
Government of Gujarat. In this paper, the authors have 
proposed a conceptual model that has been developed 
through concise review of literature as well as taking 
support from earlier research studies that have been 
carried out by the various researchers on the selected 
research problem of the proposed research study. It shows 
that how E-Governance Initiatives are helpful in creating 
and subsequently adding value for E-Governance users,

and aimed at studying and developing understanding of 
linkages between E-Governance initiatives and resultant 
value creation. 

Thus, the key objective of the proposed research study 
shall be to study Government of Gujarat initiatives on E-
Governance comprising of E-Governance Projects, 
Schemes and Services and its implementation aimed at 
value creation for citizens to be called as E-Governance 
users and also integrating new E-Governance tools for 
citizen centric initiatives, in Gujarat State.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The researchers have reviewed various research studies 
undertaken in the field of E-Governance. The researcher 
have carried out a concise literature review on various 
aspects of E-Governance initiatives like citizen centric E-
Governance services and its impact, E-Governance 
initiatives in state of Gujarat and India, a citizen centric 
experience of availing E-Governance services, 
comparative study of E-Governance vs. manual services 
and future prospects for E-Governance implementation. 
The researchers have defined key aspects, which are 
further used for drafting structure of questionnaires and 
also for interview schedules.

Table 1 - Aspects of E-Governance Services

Single window system Convenient Time Predictable Outcome Good Location
 Schedule

Satisfies more citizens Data Security is high Good Complaint  Adherence to
  handling citizens charter

High Clarity and Less time & Effort to  No agents required Lower cost to the
simplicity of processes avail services  citizen

Ease of Administration Equal opportunity  Helpful attitude of  Reduction in 
 for everybody employees Waiting time

Transparency Paperless office Error free transactions Less corruption

Public Access to  Financial and Administrative
Information Transactions traceable

Source: Adapted from Manisha Kumbhar (2012)

The studies undertaken reveal citizen’s satisfaction with 
E-Governance service and freedom from the 
cumbersome manual system and save valuable time, 
effort and money. Some study also considered as per 
employees’ point of view and how implementation of E-
Governance helps them to increase their efficiency by 
delivering quality oriented services to satisfy more 
citizens.

Reviewing E-Governance Initiatives

E-Governance in India was started by the project 
AKSHAYA in the state of Kerala, involving setting up of 
5000  multipurpose community technology centres called 
Akshaya (Yadav Singh, 2012). The four pillars of E-
Governance are Connectivity, Knowledge, Data Content, 
and Capital. 

Figure 02 - Pillars of E-Governance

 

Capital

 

Knowledge

 

Data Content

 

FOUR PILLARS 

Connectivity

Source: Yadav Singh (2012)

Chen, Yu-Che., Hsieh, Jun-Yi (2009) examined the E-
Governance practices of Taiwan and United States and 
found that the Taiwanese Government's effort to make 
mobile device and broadband connections more 
affordable and accessible can serve as models for the 
United Sates and other countries. 

Dawes, Sharon S. (2008) conducted research study and 
identified that despite a popular tendency to assume the 
existence of a "best" form, many different forms of ICT-
enabled governance are possible, and each will have 
attendant priorities, costs, benefits, and consequences. 

Sreekumar, S. S. (2005) identified that an application of 
E-Governance calls for restructuring of the total 
administrative procedure as people demand greater 
diversity of public services and they need everything 
available from one integrated source. 

Kiran Prasad (2012) conducted research study and 
highlighted that India's National E-Governance Plan 
proposes to extend the Internet to the remotest of villages. 
The foundation of this initiative is a program of e-literacy, 
capacity building, and installation of ubiquitous 
broadband-enabled computer kiosks based on 
entrepreneurial public-private partnerships. 

Sumanjeet (2006) opined that successful implementation 
of E-Governance in India will require, more than skills in 
IT, good programme management techniques, good 
programme managers, involvement of stakeholders and 
teamwork. 

Thus for India's development and prosperity in the area of 
E-Governance, a proper planning and adjustment is 
inevitable. Barthwal, C.P. (2003) considered that the E-
Governance is an ongoing exercise whereby systems 
need to be evaluated, new architectures designed, 
processes modelled, infrastructure built and staff trained 
which help in overcoming the issues of accessibility,

usability, security and transparency. D'agostino, Maria J., 
Schwester, Richard., Carrizales, Tony., Melitski, James 
(2011) concluded that providing access of information 
and allowing citizens to transact business via the Internet 
appear to have taken hold more quickly. The lists of E-
Governance projects in practice in the Gujarat State are 
given at the end of the research paper in Annexure-1.

Models of E-Governance

The E-Governance services can be shared between 
citizens, businessmen, Government, Employees. Four 
models of E-Governance are:

a) Government to Citizens (G2C) 

b) Government to Government (G2G) 

c) Government to Employees (G2E)

d) Government to Businessman (G2B)

SPOT MODEL: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
FOR IMPLEMENTING E-GOVERNANCE

The model of E-Governance is based on the efficient 
delivery of information and services to the nation through 
different mode of managing the information as depicted 
in Table 2.

1. The result of implementation of E-Governance is 
SMART (Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsive, 
Transparent) working to accomplish reliable and 
continuous flow of information life ‐cycle of 
E‐Government. It manifests smooth interaction between 
citizens and Government who proactively involve and 
co-create services. 
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TABLE 2 - Comparison of Traditional and E-Governance System

Participation Indicators Traditional Governance Model E Governance Model

Mode of participation Representative Individual collective

Domain of participation In-situ Ex-situ

Approach of participation Passive/reactive Pro-active interactive

Impact of participation Indirect/delayed Direct/immediate

Source: Sangita & Dash (2005)

E-Governance is going to be the game changer especially 
for public sector enterprises as they will undergo a radical 
transformation from a process oriented time bound

business identity to an agile citizen oriented unit that 
performs all the activities optimally through 
technological breakthrough (Kumar, 2004). 

Figure 03 - A Conceptual Model of SPOT Framework for Implementing E-Governance

Social Framework

• Citizen awareness
• Citizen-centric focus
• Citizen training and education

Political Framework

• Political support
• Leadership
• Funds
• Legal regulatory issues

Technological Framework

• Technological infrastructure
• Security and privacy
• System integration
• Implementation and diffusion
 of E- Governance portal

Organizational Framework

• Employee training
• Organizational structure
• Power distribution
• Human resource and building
 manpower

Implementing and Diffusing
E-Governance System

Source: Nityesh Bhatt and Akshai Aggarwal (2011)

The above conceptual model is of SPOT framework that 
provides a ready reference for the implementation and 
operationalization and execution of E-governance 
practices  (Weerakkody et al., 2010).

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
E-GOVERNANCE INITIATIVES

As per Figure 4, the authors’ have made an attempt to 
examine the linkages between  E-Governance Initiatives

to be evaluated through perceived usefulness and value 
creation. This would result into Informed Society, 
Improved E-Governance users' participations, improved 
interactions between E-Governance users, Transparent 
Governance, Accountable Governance, Responsive 
Governance and affordability of E-Governance Services 
which should create a positive attitude amongst the E-
Governance users on E-Governance Initiatives 
implemented in the State of Gujarat.

Figure 04 - Conceptual Model of E-Governance Initiatives

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

Through Will Result Into Will Create Result Into
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Governance 
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• Project
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Initiatives
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• Social Value
• Emotional Value
• Monetary Value

Benefits of 
E-Governance 
Initiatives
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• Improved Citizens’
 Participations
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KEY DISCUSSIONS

Customer Value Creation is the heart of any marketing 
activity. The government needs to inculcate the spirit of 
value creation in all its offerings so as to provide seamless 
citizen centric services to the new burgeoning class of 
connected and empowered citizens (Woodruff, 1997). 

The study will provide the detailed insight on how E-
Governance can help in creating and delivering services 
to satisfy E-Governance users.

E-Governance being the new source of day to day 
processes is recently adopted by all state and Central 
Governments as a source of citizen centric E-Governance 
Services (Holbrook, 1994). This study helps to 
conceptualise that how much E-Governance 
technologies are successful in creating satisfied users of 
E-Governance Initiatives. 

The motto of various E-Governance plans is to empower 
citizens and promote the use of Information and 
Communication Technology [ICT] infrastructure. The 
government has an agenda to make all major services 
accessible to all the citizens by opting for the digital route. 
The government also aims to provide customised 
services to all the citizens and even reaching to the bottom 
of the pyramid [BOP] by low cost technological 
interventions. 

“The E-Governance initiatives would provide universal 
digital literacy to empower citizens to use digital 
platform/ devices. Universal access to digital resources 
would be provided, wherein all documents would be

available in digital form on the cloud. Government 
services would be provided in local languages and a 
platform would be made available to citizens for 
participative governance. Having taken the right steps in 
the direction of introducing economic reforms, it is now 
vital for the government to focus on implementation and 
execution of its policies using technology. India lags 
behind the targets set up by the new government in 
achieving the ambitious dream of providing even the 
remotest villages with high-speed internet. Technology is 
the most crucial enabler in India’s economic growth and 
trends in the Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) sector indicate demand is expected to 
grow fuelling growth firms in this sector. This will lead to 
more investment in development of capabilities and 
higher penetration of computer technology and mobile 
devices. It will be critical for India to use this growth in 
areas of governance and service delivery.

To realize the vision of promoting inclusive growth 
through empowerment of citizens, it is important to reach 
out to citizens in the remotest of locations and make them 
part of India’s growth story. Globally, technology has 
been the greatest enabler in causing disruptive change. 
India’s story is no different, and the use of digital 
technologies to educate and empower citizens is being 
seen as a game-changer. Given India’s vast expanse and 
differences in demographics across the nation, there is 
also a vast difference in the level of adoption among the 
citizens.” 

To ensure success of its initiatives in the digital space, the
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TABLE 2 - Comparison of Traditional and E-Governance System

Participation Indicators Traditional Governance Model E Governance Model

Mode of participation Representative Individual collective

Domain of participation In-situ Ex-situ

Approach of participation Passive/reactive Pro-active interactive

Impact of participation Indirect/delayed Direct/immediate

Source: Sangita & Dash (2005)

E-Governance is going to be the game changer especially 
for public sector enterprises as they will undergo a radical 
transformation from a process oriented time bound

business identity to an agile citizen oriented unit that 
performs all the activities optimally through 
technological breakthrough (Kumar, 2004). 

Figure 03 - A Conceptual Model of SPOT Framework for Implementing E-Governance
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 manpower

Implementing and Diffusing
E-Governance System

Source: Nityesh Bhatt and Akshai Aggarwal (2011)

The above conceptual model is of SPOT framework that 
provides a ready reference for the implementation and 
operationalization and execution of E-governance 
practices  (Weerakkody et al., 2010).

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
E-GOVERNANCE INITIATIVES

As per Figure 4, the authors’ have made an attempt to 
examine the linkages between  E-Governance Initiatives

to be evaluated through perceived usefulness and value 
creation. This would result into Informed Society, 
Improved E-Governance users' participations, improved 
interactions between E-Governance users, Transparent 
Governance, Accountable Governance, Responsive 
Governance and affordability of E-Governance Services 
which should create a positive attitude amongst the E-
Governance users on E-Governance Initiatives 
implemented in the State of Gujarat.

Figure 04 - Conceptual Model of E-Governance Initiatives
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KEY DISCUSSIONS

Customer Value Creation is the heart of any marketing 
activity. The government needs to inculcate the spirit of 
value creation in all its offerings so as to provide seamless 
citizen centric services to the new burgeoning class of 
connected and empowered citizens (Woodruff, 1997). 

The study will provide the detailed insight on how E-
Governance can help in creating and delivering services 
to satisfy E-Governance users.

E-Governance being the new source of day to day 
processes is recently adopted by all state and Central 
Governments as a source of citizen centric E-Governance 
Services (Holbrook, 1994). This study helps to 
conceptualise that how much E-Governance 
technologies are successful in creating satisfied users of 
E-Governance Initiatives. 

The motto of various E-Governance plans is to empower 
citizens and promote the use of Information and 
Communication Technology [ICT] infrastructure. The 
government has an agenda to make all major services 
accessible to all the citizens by opting for the digital route. 
The government also aims to provide customised 
services to all the citizens and even reaching to the bottom 
of the pyramid [BOP] by low cost technological 
interventions. 

“The E-Governance initiatives would provide universal 
digital literacy to empower citizens to use digital 
platform/ devices. Universal access to digital resources 
would be provided, wherein all documents would be

available in digital form on the cloud. Government 
services would be provided in local languages and a 
platform would be made available to citizens for 
participative governance. Having taken the right steps in 
the direction of introducing economic reforms, it is now 
vital for the government to focus on implementation and 
execution of its policies using technology. India lags 
behind the targets set up by the new government in 
achieving the ambitious dream of providing even the 
remotest villages with high-speed internet. Technology is 
the most crucial enabler in India’s economic growth and 
trends in the Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) sector indicate demand is expected to 
grow fuelling growth firms in this sector. This will lead to 
more investment in development of capabilities and 
higher penetration of computer technology and mobile 
devices. It will be critical for India to use this growth in 
areas of governance and service delivery.

To realize the vision of promoting inclusive growth 
through empowerment of citizens, it is important to reach 
out to citizens in the remotest of locations and make them 
part of India’s growth story. Globally, technology has 
been the greatest enabler in causing disruptive change. 
India’s story is no different, and the use of digital 
technologies to educate and empower citizens is being 
seen as a game-changer. Given India’s vast expanse and 
differences in demographics across the nation, there is 
also a vast difference in the level of adoption among the 
citizens.” 

To ensure success of its initiatives in the digital space, the
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government will have to take steps across multiple 
functional areas, some of which are outlined below: 

1. Regulatory framework: With the emergence of E-
Governance implementation various cyber issues 
such as data theft, privacy and other threats remain a 
point of concern for all the government authorities. 
The Digital India imperative needs a regulatory 
mechanism so as to build trust and to ensure safety 
across the digital modes of transactions.

2. Effective implementation: There are two key 
imperatives to be considered for effective 
implementation. 

 • Skill enhancement: The government should focus 
on skill enhancement of its workforce through 
training programmes or hiring of private sector 
experts. The government can collaborate with the 
private sector through PPP model, consulting 
assignment, etc. 

 • Planning and implementation: The government, 
along with system integrators developing various 
platforms, should adopt agile implementation 
practices. The platforms developed should be 
‘future-proof’ i.e. upgradable and scalable in a cost-
effective manner.

3. Budget constraints: The government should tap into 
the available pool of resources such as manpower, 
budgets, private sector fund, etc. in an optimal 
manner and should put monitoring mechanisms in 
place to ensure right allocation of resources at the 
right places. Banking institutions should be more 
liberal in their credit appraisal process for funding 
these initiatives. 

4. Bridge digital divide: There are two key imperatives 
for bridging the digital divide:

 • Capability enhancement of citizens: To enable 
citizens to reap the benefits of Digital India 
initiatives, the government should disseminate 
information through multiple channels and train 
citizens on use of technology devices and various 
interfaces (e.g. web portals, app, etc.). 

 • Design of digital services: The governments 
should design easy-to-use intuitive interfaces. The 
private sector expertise can be leveraged in this 
aspect. Service providers (e.g. government agencies, 
universities, etc.) should design simple process flows 
such that a user can do the transactions with minimal 
human intervention.

5. Security and privacy: The government and system 
integrators should ensure application of state-of-the-
art security protocols (e.g. 256-bit AES encryption, 
etc.). Relevant privacy policies should be instituted

 by the government so that the information is not 
misused by people who have access to it.

CONCLUSION

E-government allows for government transparency. 
Government transparency allows the public to be 
informed about the government’s policies. What ails 
India is not e-governance deficit but governance-deficit. 
It is good governance that will propel and sustain 
economic growth in India. It is good governance that will 
open up new employment opportunities. Good 
governance can restore trust of citizens in governments 
and make governments accountable to them. Citizens 
have to play an active role as democracy cannot be 
healthy without participation. The country needs to make 
serious effort in implementing the policies. The biggest 
contribution of e-governance would be if it channelizes 
all energies, debates and resources into a singular mission 
of improving governance in India not just for service 
delivery but also in policy settings, resources allocation, 
and its implementation. Good governance should be 
technology independent so that the focus is on providing 
good governance to everyone. The institutions should be 
strengthened and re-invented in order to be competitive, 
efficient and accountable. Good governance is not given 
naturally in any system. It has to be nurtured by 
developing institutions of democracy. Good governance 
implies a framework that has well-being of the people as 
its focal point.

E-governance in India is an evolutionary phenomenon, 
and requires a change in the mindset of all – citizen, 
executives and the government. With the support of the 
Internet, the government processes can be made efficient, 
effective, and citizen friendly. There are many 
challenging issues lying ahead. Security is the main 
concern for the citizen. To be effective, e-government 
should be integrated within a holistic approach that 
includes a supportive and democratic leadership, a viable 
communication infrastructure, and qualified personnel to 
operate the new technology. The government needs to 
make significant investments in areas such as IT training, 
assessment and awareness. The need of the hour is to 
maintain a proper database of all the citizens and well 
developed infrastructure.

The strong political will power and the social 
acceptability of e-governance in urban as well as rural 
areas are required. From the study, it is clear that e-
governance initiatives have been found successful in 
ensuring good governance. Despite various limitations e-
governance has proved meritorious service to the people 
at large.

ANNEXURE-1

The list of E-Governance projects in practice in the 
Gujarat State: 

1) eGram: Connecting all Panchayats in the state, 5875 
Village Panchayats (VP) connected, 4826 under 
process, 3000 VP’s will be done in next year (2015)

2) Gujarat Portal: A single point entry portal for the 
state of Gujarat for providing Government 
information and transaction services online to both 
citizens and businesses.

3) E-City: Jan Seva Kendra envisaged providing 
following services to citizens, Eg.tax collections, 
issuing certificates, complaints etc.

4) IWDMS (Integrated Workflow and Document 
Management Services): Integrate workflow of 
Sachivalaya and integrate with other departments.

5) Form Book & GR Book: Online book containing 
various forms for citizens and also book containing 
Government regulations, over 100 forms and 5000 
GR’s online.

6) E-Databank: Collating information from all 
Government offices, as part of Phase-1 50 services 
of 10 departments have been finalized.

7) E-Dhara, Land Records Online: Complete 
compu te r i za t i on  o f  l and  r eco rds ,  A l l  
computerization work completed till Taluka level.

8) E-Nagarpalika: Complete computerization of 
Municipalities, providing services like registration 
of Birth & Death, property tax billing and 
collection, water supply billing and collection etc.

9) Gyan Ganga: The project looks to provide the 
citizens of rural Gujarat the advantage of health 
counseling, information related to agriculture, 
services of veterinary doctors and education right in 
their village. They can videoconference from 
kiosks, helping them interact freely with those far 
away.

10) Mahitishakti: It involves setting up of manned 
information access centres with access to 
information on a computer

11) Sales Tax & Treasury: Online sales tax and treasury 
services deal with payments, books, deposits, EMD, 
stamp management, LC as well as pension.

12) Talimrozgar: It is a website which has data for 
employment.

13) Telefariyad: Chief Minister’s call centre, enables 
easy grievance redressal on 1505.

14) GSWAN: It is backbone network for voice, data and 
video communication, connects more than 1400 
Government offices in all 25 districts, 225 talukas of 
state.

15) SICN (Sachivalaya Integrated Communication

 Network): state of art EPABX system of 5100 
subscribers, CCTV, IMMERSAT telephone for 
disaster management

16) SWAGAT(State-wide attention on Public 
Grievance by Application of Technology): A unique 
complaint redressal facility with direct interface 
with CM of Gujarat on 4th Thursday of the month.

17) Centre of Excellence: Centre provides E-training to 
all personnel of Government.

18) Department of Settlement & Land Records 
(Computerization of Karni Jasti Patrak): it is 
implemented in many districts providing 
documents for mutation of land.

19) Department of Settlement & Land Records 
(Computerization of Cadastral Maps & GIS based 
system): All 23000 villages have been mapped and 
2000 maps created.

20) Department of Settlement & Land Records 
(Computerization of City survey records):

21) Registration & Stamps (Computerization 
registration of documents):

22) Registration & Stamps (registration of documents 
ReD):

23) Revenue Department (LRMIS-Land Records 
Management Information System): It enables 
issuance of extracts of land records.

24) Revenue Department (PCIS-Property card 
information system):

25) Revenue Department (Registration):

26) Revenue Department (Smart Chip License): Smart 
card type license issued.

27) Revenue Department (Receipt Reporting System): 
Receipt entry by RTO offices at a centralized 
database.

28) Revenue Department (Website): Online availability 
of forms.

29) Directorate of Agriculture (Krishi Mahotsav):

30) Directorate of Agriculture (Weather watch module): 
G2G application, all information pertaining to rains 
effect, pest effect, sowing area, expected crop 
production is digitized.

31) Directorate of Agriculture (Farmer Insurance): G2G 
application providing information about farmers’ 
accidental death claims etc.

32) Directorate of Agriculture (Crop cutting 
experiment): comprehensive data of crop yields of 
complete state.
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government will have to take steps across multiple 
functional areas, some of which are outlined below: 

1. Regulatory framework: With the emergence of E-
Governance implementation various cyber issues 
such as data theft, privacy and other threats remain a 
point of concern for all the government authorities. 
The Digital India imperative needs a regulatory 
mechanism so as to build trust and to ensure safety 
across the digital modes of transactions.

2. Effective implementation: There are two key 
imperatives to be considered for effective 
implementation. 

 • Skill enhancement: The government should focus 
on skill enhancement of its workforce through 
training programmes or hiring of private sector 
experts. The government can collaborate with the 
private sector through PPP model, consulting 
assignment, etc. 

 • Planning and implementation: The government, 
along with system integrators developing various 
platforms, should adopt agile implementation 
practices. The platforms developed should be 
‘future-proof’ i.e. upgradable and scalable in a cost-
effective manner.

3. Budget constraints: The government should tap into 
the available pool of resources such as manpower, 
budgets, private sector fund, etc. in an optimal 
manner and should put monitoring mechanisms in 
place to ensure right allocation of resources at the 
right places. Banking institutions should be more 
liberal in their credit appraisal process for funding 
these initiatives. 

4. Bridge digital divide: There are two key imperatives 
for bridging the digital divide:

 • Capability enhancement of citizens: To enable 
citizens to reap the benefits of Digital India 
initiatives, the government should disseminate 
information through multiple channels and train 
citizens on use of technology devices and various 
interfaces (e.g. web portals, app, etc.). 

 • Design of digital services: The governments 
should design easy-to-use intuitive interfaces. The 
private sector expertise can be leveraged in this 
aspect. Service providers (e.g. government agencies, 
universities, etc.) should design simple process flows 
such that a user can do the transactions with minimal 
human intervention.

5. Security and privacy: The government and system 
integrators should ensure application of state-of-the-
art security protocols (e.g. 256-bit AES encryption, 
etc.). Relevant privacy policies should be instituted

 by the government so that the information is not 
misused by people who have access to it.

CONCLUSION

E-government allows for government transparency. 
Government transparency allows the public to be 
informed about the government’s policies. What ails 
India is not e-governance deficit but governance-deficit. 
It is good governance that will propel and sustain 
economic growth in India. It is good governance that will 
open up new employment opportunities. Good 
governance can restore trust of citizens in governments 
and make governments accountable to them. Citizens 
have to play an active role as democracy cannot be 
healthy without participation. The country needs to make 
serious effort in implementing the policies. The biggest 
contribution of e-governance would be if it channelizes 
all energies, debates and resources into a singular mission 
of improving governance in India not just for service 
delivery but also in policy settings, resources allocation, 
and its implementation. Good governance should be 
technology independent so that the focus is on providing 
good governance to everyone. The institutions should be 
strengthened and re-invented in order to be competitive, 
efficient and accountable. Good governance is not given 
naturally in any system. It has to be nurtured by 
developing institutions of democracy. Good governance 
implies a framework that has well-being of the people as 
its focal point.

E-governance in India is an evolutionary phenomenon, 
and requires a change in the mindset of all – citizen, 
executives and the government. With the support of the 
Internet, the government processes can be made efficient, 
effective, and citizen friendly. There are many 
challenging issues lying ahead. Security is the main 
concern for the citizen. To be effective, e-government 
should be integrated within a holistic approach that 
includes a supportive and democratic leadership, a viable 
communication infrastructure, and qualified personnel to 
operate the new technology. The government needs to 
make significant investments in areas such as IT training, 
assessment and awareness. The need of the hour is to 
maintain a proper database of all the citizens and well 
developed infrastructure.

The strong political will power and the social 
acceptability of e-governance in urban as well as rural 
areas are required. From the study, it is clear that e-
governance initiatives have been found successful in 
ensuring good governance. Despite various limitations e-
governance has proved meritorious service to the people 
at large.

ANNEXURE-1

The list of E-Governance projects in practice in the 
Gujarat State: 

1) eGram: Connecting all Panchayats in the state, 5875 
Village Panchayats (VP) connected, 4826 under 
process, 3000 VP’s will be done in next year (2015)

2) Gujarat Portal: A single point entry portal for the 
state of Gujarat for providing Government 
information and transaction services online to both 
citizens and businesses.

3) E-City: Jan Seva Kendra envisaged providing 
following services to citizens, Eg.tax collections, 
issuing certificates, complaints etc.

4) IWDMS (Integrated Workflow and Document 
Management Services): Integrate workflow of 
Sachivalaya and integrate with other departments.

5) Form Book & GR Book: Online book containing 
various forms for citizens and also book containing 
Government regulations, over 100 forms and 5000 
GR’s online.

6) E-Databank: Collating information from all 
Government offices, as part of Phase-1 50 services 
of 10 departments have been finalized.

7) E-Dhara, Land Records Online: Complete 
compu te r i za t i on  o f  l and  r eco rds ,  A l l  
computerization work completed till Taluka level.

8) E-Nagarpalika: Complete computerization of 
Municipalities, providing services like registration 
of Birth & Death, property tax billing and 
collection, water supply billing and collection etc.

9) Gyan Ganga: The project looks to provide the 
citizens of rural Gujarat the advantage of health 
counseling, information related to agriculture, 
services of veterinary doctors and education right in 
their village. They can videoconference from 
kiosks, helping them interact freely with those far 
away.

10) Mahitishakti: It involves setting up of manned 
information access centres with access to 
information on a computer

11) Sales Tax & Treasury: Online sales tax and treasury 
services deal with payments, books, deposits, EMD, 
stamp management, LC as well as pension.

12) Talimrozgar: It is a website which has data for 
employment.

13) Telefariyad: Chief Minister’s call centre, enables 
easy grievance redressal on 1505.

14) GSWAN: It is backbone network for voice, data and 
video communication, connects more than 1400 
Government offices in all 25 districts, 225 talukas of 
state.

15) SICN (Sachivalaya Integrated Communication

 Network): state of art EPABX system of 5100 
subscribers, CCTV, IMMERSAT telephone for 
disaster management

16) SWAGAT(State-wide attention on Public 
Grievance by Application of Technology): A unique 
complaint redressal facility with direct interface 
with CM of Gujarat on 4th Thursday of the month.

17) Centre of Excellence: Centre provides E-training to 
all personnel of Government.

18) Department of Settlement & Land Records 
(Computerization of Karni Jasti Patrak): it is 
implemented in many districts providing 
documents for mutation of land.

19) Department of Settlement & Land Records 
(Computerization of Cadastral Maps & GIS based 
system): All 23000 villages have been mapped and 
2000 maps created.

20) Department of Settlement & Land Records 
(Computerization of City survey records):

21) Registration & Stamps (Computerization 
registration of documents):

22) Registration & Stamps (registration of documents 
ReD):

23) Revenue Department (LRMIS-Land Records 
Management Information System): It enables 
issuance of extracts of land records.

24) Revenue Department (PCIS-Property card 
information system):

25) Revenue Department (Registration):

26) Revenue Department (Smart Chip License): Smart 
card type license issued.

27) Revenue Department (Receipt Reporting System): 
Receipt entry by RTO offices at a centralized 
database.

28) Revenue Department (Website): Online availability 
of forms.

29) Directorate of Agriculture (Krishi Mahotsav):

30) Directorate of Agriculture (Weather watch module): 
G2G application, all information pertaining to rains 
effect, pest effect, sowing area, expected crop 
production is digitized.

31) Directorate of Agriculture (Farmer Insurance): G2G 
application providing information about farmers’ 
accidental death claims etc.

32) Directorate of Agriculture (Crop cutting 
experiment): comprehensive data of crop yields of 
complete state.
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33) Directorate of Agriculture (agricultural portal):

34) Directorate of Animal Husbandry(Livestock census 
information system):

35) Directorate of Municipal Administration (E-
Governance Application): It consists of 7 modules, 
Property and other tax, Death/Birth Certificate, 
Certificates/Licenses, Accounting, Solid Waste 
Management, Public Grievance, Town planning & 
building plans.

36) High Court of Gujarat (Automation of High Court):

37) High Court of Gujarat (District Court Information 
system):

38) State election Commission (Nagar Palika election):

39) Sales Tax Department(VATIS):

40) Sales Tax Department (High seas sales monitoring):

41) Sales Tax Department (Professional tax payers’ 
database):

42) Finance Department (Online Bill/Cheque status and 
voucher info of Treasuries):

43) Finance Department (GIFT-Government Insurance 
Fund Transactions):

44) Finance Department (PF management system):

45) Finance Department (Pension case status online):

46) Panchayat Rural Development Department 
(District panchayat accounting system):

47) Panchayat Rural Development Department (Gram 
Panchayat accounting system):

48) Panchayat Rural Development Department (e-
PRIMA-Panchayati Raj Institution of Maintenance 
of Accounts):

49) Panchayat Rural Development Department (Loan 
Advance/Recovery system)

50) Panchayat Rural Development Department 
(Provident fund software):

51) Panchayat Rural Development Department 
(Manpower system):

52) Panchayat Rural Development Department (E-
Patrak):

53) Panchayat Rural Development Department 
(Panchayat portal):

54) Police Department (FIR Online):

55) Police Department (Vehicle lost/found):

56) Police Department (CCIS): Comprehensive 
application containing 7modules which on 
implementation computerizes all police activities 
and builds a digitized database of all information.

57) Police Department (Dial 100 project):

58) Police Department (Portrait building system):

59) Police Department (Payroll system):

60) Police Department (Jail information system):

61) Police Department  (Pollnet) :  dedicated 
communication network

62) Department of Employment & Training (Training 
management system TRAMS):

63) Department of Employment & Training 
(Employment exchange management system):

64) Department of School education (Mamlatdar 
offices reporting system):

65) Food and Civil Supplies Department (Guj Ration 
card computerization-GRCC):

66) Food and Civil Supplies Department (RRC-
Roaming Ration Card):

67) Food and Civil Supplies Department (Essential 
Commodities and edible oil price monitoring):

68) Department of Health and Family Welfare 
(Integrated Disease Surveillance):

69) Department of Health and Family Welfare 
(Pharmacist registration and monitoring system):

70) Directorate of Social Defense (Computerization of 
schemes and services)

71) Directorate of Scheduled Caste (Computerization of 
schemes and services):

72) Directorate of Developing Caste Welfare 
(Computerization of schemes and services):

73) Department of Archives (Archival information 
system):

74) Commissioner of Cottage and Rural industry:

75) Gujarat State Disaster Monitoring Department 
(Monsoon reporting system):

76) Gujarat State Disaster Monitoring Department 
(scarcity monitoring system):

77) Roads & Building Department (Computerization of 
department):

78) Legal Department (Legal IITS)
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to implement a model for 
predicting the mode of transportation used by the tourists 
in India. The paper is based on a machine learning 
approach, namely logistic regression, which targets to 
analyse the behaviour of tourists in India. The data for the 
model was taken from the 72nd survey by NSSO which 
was conducted to understand the travel patterns of Indian 
tourists. The paper identifies certain key parameters 
which can help in knowing the consumer needs. These 
findings will be helpful for various businesses within the 
tourism sector and will aid them in coming up with better 
informed products and services. 

Most of the tourism related literature fails to consider on 
the impact of cultural and social factors on the choice or 
decisions made by tourists. The paper takes into 
consideration these aspects. 

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade the world has seen a steep increase 
in the expanse of e-commerce market. It has crept in to a 
wide domain of services affecting various major 
contributors of any economy like tourism, transportation, 
telecommunication, industry sector etc. In the context of 
India, a significant contribution to the socio-economic 
development of the nation comes from the tourism 
industry. It is acting as a crucial tool in not only 
generating employment but also bringing foreign 
exchange. The industry has gained an exponential growth 
in the sector. This puts the e-market operators, in the field 
of public-private transportation and hospitality, in the 
fore front of the growth. 

An important aspect of e-market vendors is customized 
user experience and optimization of resource allocation. 
The smart businesses of the day survive, not by procuring

huge profits out of limited customers, but by obtaining 
small profits from a huge customer base. With a lot of 
competitors in the market, the race today is to attract more 
customers and retain the existing user base by providing 
economic and efficient services. This requires a thorough 
understanding of the behaviours and needs of the 
individuals. The increase in research expenditure to 
understand the same is an indication of its importance in 
fostering the growth of strategic partnership business 
model such as OLA and OYO. The growth in tourism and 
the reach of modern transportation and hospitality service 
platforms puts at our disposal, a huge amount of customer 
data that is too complex to be analysed by simple 
statistical techniques. The complex variations and 
patterns and the large size of dataset provides for an ideal 
ecosystem for Machine Learning techniques to be useful. 

This paper provides an overview of one such machine 
learning algorithm i.e. logistic regression. Logistic 
regression is increasingly used in various fields like 
healthcare, Geographic image processing, financial 
prediction, handwriting recognition and the list goes on. 
In this paper, we try to analyse the potential of such 
algorithm in the field of tourism and how can it be helpful 
in identifying the customer demand and satisfaction 
parameters.

GLOBAL TOURISM 

Tourism, often regarded as one of the largest commercial 
sector in the world, annually contributes trillions of 
dollars to the global economy. In 2016 alone Its 
contribution in the global economy, considering direct, 
indirect and induced, was over 7.6 trillion US dollars. 
Leaving the direct impact, this is one industry that 
touches different sectors like IT services, entertainment, 
transportation etc. As per the reports by UNWTO, a 
single job in the tourism sector creates 1.5 indirect jobs in 
the related sectors. Tourism has been a significant 
contributor in helping the recession hit countries. Popular 
tourist destinations like Europe and United States get 
approximately10% contribution in the GDP from tourism 
alone. Other countries are trying their best to emerge in 
the same direction to reap the benefits of this industry. 
The wide reach of this sector has also opened doors for 
growth of small, micro and mid-sized enterprises.  Yet, 
the role of this industry is often overlooked while 
implementation.

TOURISM IN INDIA

The domestic tourism sector in India is experiencing a 
very strong growth period. It has witnessed a double-digit 
jump in the year 2016. The Ministry of Tourism 
registered 1.65 billion domestic trips in the year 2016 
alone. It is clear indicative of the developing 
infrastructure in terms of better transport facilities, 
hospitality and road developments. The tourists 

themselves are more informed and know exactly what 
they are looking for.

The traditional basket analysis approach, used for making 
recommendations for tourists, took days to execute. 
Basket analysis is the technique which forecasts what will 
a customer prefer to buy in the future. Market basket 
analysis has been used in tourism industry to predict the 
preferred destination for possible future trips. Though the 
algorithm is simple and straightforward, complexities 
arise while dealing with huge amounts of data. Adding to 
this, there are many rules involved which may sound 
counterintuitive for people who are familiar with the 
specific business in which it is applied. 

There have been many attempts in the past to come up 
with various models related to tourism (Baloglu and 
McCleary. (1999); Nicolau, Juan & J. Más, Francisco. 
(2007)). These models seem to be less sensitive towards 
the motive or purpose behind the choice of travel. They 
also ignored various cultural factors like the religion and 
social group to which people belong which could be a 
strong determinant in the choice of destination or the 
mode of travel. Including these factors may give us 
interesting aspects with context to domestic tourism in 
India.

The tourists/customers today are smart and make more 
informed decisions. However good your offering is, no-
one will buy if they do not actually need it. Amidst this 
knowing the needs of the tourists become the essence of 
every industry. In this paper we try to identify the key 
determinants which can help in getting a better 
understanding of the requirements of present day 
customers. Considering a set of determinants, we come 
up with a model which can predict the mode of transport a 
consumer is more likely to take. Tourism as an industry 
has given many opportunities for entrepreneurship and 
encouraged various strategic partnership business 
models. The findings of the paper can be helpful for 
business models like OLA and UBER. Based on the 
customer’s expectations they can get more knowledge 
about the type of vehicle more preferred by people in an 
area. This will help them to cutdown on unwanted 
vehicles and come up with the mode of transport which is 
more popular amongst tourists.

DATA DESCRIPTION

The dataset used for implementation and results 
discussed in this paper comes from National Sample 
Survey Organization (NSSO). NSSO 72nd survey targets 
to understand how the Indians travel. It was a nationwide 
survey for India at a household level which was 
conducted in the year 2014-15 supported by the Ministry 
of Statistic and Programme Implementation, 
Government of India. There were two main objectives of 
this all-India survey: (1) Estimating the domestic tourism
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predicting the mode of transportation used by the tourists 
in India. The paper is based on a machine learning 
approach, namely logistic regression, which targets to 
analyse the behaviour of tourists in India. The data for the 
model was taken from the 72nd survey by NSSO which 
was conducted to understand the travel patterns of Indian 
tourists. The paper identifies certain key parameters 
which can help in knowing the consumer needs. These 
findings will be helpful for various businesses within the 
tourism sector and will aid them in coming up with better 
informed products and services. 

Most of the tourism related literature fails to consider on 
the impact of cultural and social factors on the choice or 
decisions made by tourists. The paper takes into 
consideration these aspects. 

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade the world has seen a steep increase 
in the expanse of e-commerce market. It has crept in to a 
wide domain of services affecting various major 
contributors of any economy like tourism, transportation, 
telecommunication, industry sector etc. In the context of 
India, a significant contribution to the socio-economic 
development of the nation comes from the tourism 
industry. It is acting as a crucial tool in not only 
generating employment but also bringing foreign 
exchange. The industry has gained an exponential growth 
in the sector. This puts the e-market operators, in the field 
of public-private transportation and hospitality, in the 
fore front of the growth. 

An important aspect of e-market vendors is customized 
user experience and optimization of resource allocation. 
The smart businesses of the day survive, not by procuring

huge profits out of limited customers, but by obtaining 
small profits from a huge customer base. With a lot of 
competitors in the market, the race today is to attract more 
customers and retain the existing user base by providing 
economic and efficient services. This requires a thorough 
understanding of the behaviours and needs of the 
individuals. The increase in research expenditure to 
understand the same is an indication of its importance in 
fostering the growth of strategic partnership business 
model such as OLA and OYO. The growth in tourism and 
the reach of modern transportation and hospitality service 
platforms puts at our disposal, a huge amount of customer 
data that is too complex to be analysed by simple 
statistical techniques. The complex variations and 
patterns and the large size of dataset provides for an ideal 
ecosystem for Machine Learning techniques to be useful. 

This paper provides an overview of one such machine 
learning algorithm i.e. logistic regression. Logistic 
regression is increasingly used in various fields like 
healthcare, Geographic image processing, financial 
prediction, handwriting recognition and the list goes on. 
In this paper, we try to analyse the potential of such 
algorithm in the field of tourism and how can it be helpful 
in identifying the customer demand and satisfaction 
parameters.

GLOBAL TOURISM 

Tourism, often regarded as one of the largest commercial 
sector in the world, annually contributes trillions of 
dollars to the global economy. In 2016 alone Its 
contribution in the global economy, considering direct, 
indirect and induced, was over 7.6 trillion US dollars. 
Leaving the direct impact, this is one industry that 
touches different sectors like IT services, entertainment, 
transportation etc. As per the reports by UNWTO, a 
single job in the tourism sector creates 1.5 indirect jobs in 
the related sectors. Tourism has been a significant 
contributor in helping the recession hit countries. Popular 
tourist destinations like Europe and United States get 
approximately10% contribution in the GDP from tourism 
alone. Other countries are trying their best to emerge in 
the same direction to reap the benefits of this industry. 
The wide reach of this sector has also opened doors for 
growth of small, micro and mid-sized enterprises.  Yet, 
the role of this industry is often overlooked while 
implementation.

TOURISM IN INDIA

The domestic tourism sector in India is experiencing a 
very strong growth period. It has witnessed a double-digit 
jump in the year 2016. The Ministry of Tourism 
registered 1.65 billion domestic trips in the year 2016 
alone. It is clear indicative of the developing 
infrastructure in terms of better transport facilities, 
hospitality and road developments. The tourists 

themselves are more informed and know exactly what 
they are looking for.

The traditional basket analysis approach, used for making 
recommendations for tourists, took days to execute. 
Basket analysis is the technique which forecasts what will 
a customer prefer to buy in the future. Market basket 
analysis has been used in tourism industry to predict the 
preferred destination for possible future trips. Though the 
algorithm is simple and straightforward, complexities 
arise while dealing with huge amounts of data. Adding to 
this, there are many rules involved which may sound 
counterintuitive for people who are familiar with the 
specific business in which it is applied. 

There have been many attempts in the past to come up 
with various models related to tourism (Baloglu and 
McCleary. (1999); Nicolau, Juan & J. Más, Francisco. 
(2007)). These models seem to be less sensitive towards 
the motive or purpose behind the choice of travel. They 
also ignored various cultural factors like the religion and 
social group to which people belong which could be a 
strong determinant in the choice of destination or the 
mode of travel. Including these factors may give us 
interesting aspects with context to domestic tourism in 
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The tourists/customers today are smart and make more 
informed decisions. However good your offering is, no-
one will buy if they do not actually need it. Amidst this 
knowing the needs of the tourists become the essence of 
every industry. In this paper we try to identify the key 
determinants which can help in getting a better 
understanding of the requirements of present day 
customers. Considering a set of determinants, we come 
up with a model which can predict the mode of transport a 
consumer is more likely to take. Tourism as an industry 
has given many opportunities for entrepreneurship and 
encouraged various strategic partnership business 
models. The findings of the paper can be helpful for 
business models like OLA and UBER. Based on the 
customer’s expectations they can get more knowledge 
about the type of vehicle more preferred by people in an 
area. This will help them to cutdown on unwanted 
vehicles and come up with the mode of transport which is 
more popular amongst tourists.

DATA DESCRIPTION

The dataset used for implementation and results 
discussed in this paper comes from National Sample 
Survey Organization (NSSO). NSSO 72nd survey targets 
to understand how the Indians travel. It was a nationwide 
survey for India at a household level which was 
conducted in the year 2014-15 supported by the Ministry 
of Statistic and Programme Implementation, 
Government of India. There were two main objectives of 
this all-India survey: (1) Estimating the domestic tourism
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expenditure, (2) Estimating total number of the domestic 
tourists based on their purpose of travel. All the states and 
union territories of the country were covered by the 
survey. NSSO has used interview method to collect data 
from a pool of about 1.3 lakh randomly selected 
households. The questionnaire used for data collection 
from respondents consists of 8 blocks.

Block 0 asks for descriptive identification of the 
household to understand the region to which the 
informant belongs. A unique code is assigned to every 
household.

Block 1 and 2 helps to identify geographic location of the 
sample household and details of the survey process for 
the same. These records include of minute details like the 
time taken by the respondent to fill the survey, number of 
investigators who were present to take the survey and all 
the other particulars of the field operation for official 
documentation purpose.

The household characteristics like size, type, social group 
they belong to etc. are captured in block 3. This block 
targets to understand the main source of income of the 
family and their usual monthly expenditure. 

Block 4 gives the demographic information and 
particulars of all household members. It gives the details 
about the members in the family, their relationship with 
the respondent/head, their age, gender, marital status and 
also their educational level.

The specific records of different trips are recorded in 
block 5 under two sub-blocks. The particulars of 
overnight trips completed by the household members 
during last 365 days are recorded in block 5.1 and the 
same data for last 30 days in block 5.2. These sub-blocks 
include information about the number of trips by family, 
types of trips, number of members in trip, major and 
minor mode of transport used in trip, trip duration, major 
and minor type of stay, purpose of trip and other relevant 
details of the domestic trips carried by the household. It 
also gives data about the month in which the trip was 
made and whether the family travelled within their state, 
outside the state or outside the country. This block gives 
crucial data for our predictive model.

The blocks 6 (6.1,6.2) through to 8 record the expenditure 
for all trips recorded in blocks 5.1 and 5.2. Block 6 tracks, 
in detail, the amount of money spent for entertainment in 
terms of cinema, theatre, amusements, sporting activities 
etc. Also, it considers the entry fees and other expenses at 
various cultural and religious sites. In case the family is 
on trip for some medical purpose the table also captures 
the data for money spent on medicine, medical 
accessories and other health services. The expenditure 
information has been segregated in blocks 7 and 8 based 
on the duration of the trips (block 7: same day trips in last 
30 days, block 8: domestic trips of more than 180 days).

METHODOLOGY

Theoretical Background

Logistic regression, also known as logit model or logit 
regression is a predictive analysis approach which is 
conducted when the dependent variable is categorical. 
The elementary implementation of logistic regression is 
used for a binary or dichotomous variable which has only 
two possible outcomes. The approach gets its name from 
the Logistic or Sigmoid [3] function described by the 
following equation:

The sigmoid function is an S-shaped curve that maps the 
domain of real numbers to values between 1 and 0 with a 
steep rise around $x = 0$.  It serves as a differentiable 
approximation of the threshold function. 

Logistic regression analyses a dataset and explains the 
relation between one dependent dichotomous variable 
and one or more independent variables. These 
independent variables can be ordinal, interval, nominal or 
ratio-level. The equation for a logistic regression model is 
given as:

where y is the dependent variable, x is the independent 
variable, b is the model weight of x and c is the model 
bias.

An extension of the dichotomous logistic regression 
technique is the Multinomial logistic regression or 
Polytomous Logistic Regression (as it is generally 
called). It is used when we have more than two categories 
of the outcome variable.  The categories in this case 
cannot be ordered. It can have nominal or continuous 
predictor variables which can interact to predict the 
dependent variable. The dependent variables in case of 
multinomial logistic regression must be mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive. There should not be 
multicollinearity among the predictor variables. The idea 
behind all of them, as in many other statistical 
classification techniques, is to construct a linear predictor 
function that constructs a score from a set of weights that 
are linearly combined with the explanatory variables 
(features) of a given observation using a dot product as:

where X_i is the vector of explanatory variables 
describing i^th observation, β_k is a vector of weights (or 
regression coefficients) corresponding to the outcome 
category k, and score(X_i,k) is the score associated with 
assigning observation i to category k. In discrete choice 
theory, where observations represent people and 
outcomes represent choices, the score is considered the

utility associated with the person i choosing the outcome 
k. The predicted outcome is the one with the highest 
score.

Multicollinearity is another major concept to deal while 
per forming  a  regress ion .  The  problem of  
multicollinearity is amongst the major concerns raised by 
statisticians and researchers. Multicollinearity is defined 
as a condition when the independent/predictor variables 
in a multiple regression model are highly correlated to 
each other. The regression coefficients which we get as 
outcomes of any regression tells us about the change in 
the dependent variable for every unit change in a 
predictor variable while all other predictors are kept 
constant. The problem arises when these predictor 
variables are correlated to each other. When we make a 
change in one predictor variable, the variables correlated 
with it shift as well. Hence it becomes difficult to check 
the impact of an individual predictor in such a case. 
Multicollinearity effects the precision of the coefficients 
which, overall, weakens the strength of the regression 
model. Most of the real-world problems have more than 
one predictor variables, hence understanding the 
relationship between all of them becomes instrumental to 
develop a good regression model. 

Correlation is one of the most useful statistics to detect 
collinearity. It is a number describing the degree of 
relationship between two vectors, functions or in this 
context features/variables. A matrix listing the correlation 
of every variable with every other variable and itself is 
called correlation matrix.

The issue of overfitting is another major challenge in 
machine learning models. The training process of a 
machine learning model aims fitting the model 
parameters to match the behaviour of the training data as 
perfectly as possible. Such a model, when tested on an 
independent test set, performs worse than it did on the 
training set. If, however, the model had been fitted too 
well on training dataset, it learns not only the true patterns 
of the data but also the noise variations. This causes the 
model to fail miserably in practice. This is termed as 
overfitting. Cross Validation is a technique to avoid such 
misguided results and quantify the performance of a 
predictive model on a general dataset.

The K-Fold cross validation begins with randomly 
dividing the entire dataset into K complementary subsets. 
The model is now trained and tested in K iterations. In 
each iteration, one of the K subsets is used as the test set 
and the remaining subsets are used for training the model. 
This randomizes the samples participating in the training 
of the model, hence removing the training dataset bias. At 
the same time, it also reduces the variance as all of the 
available data is used as a part of test set also. The average 
of error estimation for all k trials is considered to get the

total effectiveness of our model. The effectiveness of this 
technique is also a result of the interchanging of the 
training dataset and the test dataset.

Approach

Tourism data is generally made available through survey 
forms filled by the tourists. Such data set contains a 
number of interconnected tables with lot of descriptive 
data fields. The data from the NSSO survey cannot be 
used in its raw form. It requires pre-processing which 
involves recognizing possible prediction tasks followed 
by converting the descriptive data field values into 
identifiable categories and creating a logical set of 
parameters from the different interconnected tables for 
the prediction task at hand.

In our analysis we try to find an answer to the mode of 
transportation preferred by the tourists belonging to any 
given age, social group, religion etc. We do this by 
making a predictive model using Logistic Regression. 
For this purpose, we consider the mode of transportation 
used by the tourists as the dependent variable for our 
model. From the NSSO dataset, independent variables 
are selected. In the model about impulsive buying 
behaviour of customers (Kacen and Lee. (2002)) 
highlight the important role of culture on consumer 
behaviour which needs to be considered to understand 
their buying behaviour. We, therefore, assume that the 
social group and religion of the tourist would play key 
role in choice of mode of transportation. 

The vehicle/transport service a person uses or plans to 
buy depends on the demographic factors like age, income 
level, family size or the number of people he plans to 
travel with. We, therefore, assume that the number of 
members in a tour and their age would play key role in 
choice of mode of transportation. Apart from this, 
features like the place visited, the month in which a tour 
took place and the purpose of the tour also play a 
significant role in the choice of mode of transportation.

Once the dataset features as well as the dependent 
variables are identified, a thorough parameter analysis 
needs to be done in order to identify the key parameters as 
well as remove feature interdependence.

To identify the key parameters, the statistical relevance of 
each of the features to the independent variable is 
calculated in terms of the p-values. The p-values are 
calculated for the null hypothesis that there is no 
statistically significant relationship between the 
dependent variable and the independent variable. At 0.5 
significance level, if the p-value is less than 0.05, then the 
predictor is accepted as a significant feature else it is 
rejected. Table 1 shows a sample of p-value analysis on 
the NSSO dataset, described under the section 
experiments.
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expenditure, (2) Estimating total number of the domestic 
tourists based on their purpose of travel. All the states and 
union territories of the country were covered by the 
survey. NSSO has used interview method to collect data 
from a pool of about 1.3 lakh randomly selected 
households. The questionnaire used for data collection 
from respondents consists of 8 blocks.

Block 0 asks for descriptive identification of the 
household to understand the region to which the 
informant belongs. A unique code is assigned to every 
household.

Block 1 and 2 helps to identify geographic location of the 
sample household and details of the survey process for 
the same. These records include of minute details like the 
time taken by the respondent to fill the survey, number of 
investigators who were present to take the survey and all 
the other particulars of the field operation for official 
documentation purpose.

The household characteristics like size, type, social group 
they belong to etc. are captured in block 3. This block 
targets to understand the main source of income of the 
family and their usual monthly expenditure. 

Block 4 gives the demographic information and 
particulars of all household members. It gives the details 
about the members in the family, their relationship with 
the respondent/head, their age, gender, marital status and 
also their educational level.

The specific records of different trips are recorded in 
block 5 under two sub-blocks. The particulars of 
overnight trips completed by the household members 
during last 365 days are recorded in block 5.1 and the 
same data for last 30 days in block 5.2. These sub-blocks 
include information about the number of trips by family, 
types of trips, number of members in trip, major and 
minor mode of transport used in trip, trip duration, major 
and minor type of stay, purpose of trip and other relevant 
details of the domestic trips carried by the household. It 
also gives data about the month in which the trip was 
made and whether the family travelled within their state, 
outside the state or outside the country. This block gives 
crucial data for our predictive model.

The blocks 6 (6.1,6.2) through to 8 record the expenditure 
for all trips recorded in blocks 5.1 and 5.2. Block 6 tracks, 
in detail, the amount of money spent for entertainment in 
terms of cinema, theatre, amusements, sporting activities 
etc. Also, it considers the entry fees and other expenses at 
various cultural and religious sites. In case the family is 
on trip for some medical purpose the table also captures 
the data for money spent on medicine, medical 
accessories and other health services. The expenditure 
information has been segregated in blocks 7 and 8 based 
on the duration of the trips (block 7: same day trips in last 
30 days, block 8: domestic trips of more than 180 days).

METHODOLOGY

Theoretical Background

Logistic regression, also known as logit model or logit 
regression is a predictive analysis approach which is 
conducted when the dependent variable is categorical. 
The elementary implementation of logistic regression is 
used for a binary or dichotomous variable which has only 
two possible outcomes. The approach gets its name from 
the Logistic or Sigmoid [3] function described by the 
following equation:

The sigmoid function is an S-shaped curve that maps the 
domain of real numbers to values between 1 and 0 with a 
steep rise around $x = 0$.  It serves as a differentiable 
approximation of the threshold function. 

Logistic regression analyses a dataset and explains the 
relation between one dependent dichotomous variable 
and one or more independent variables. These 
independent variables can be ordinal, interval, nominal or 
ratio-level. The equation for a logistic regression model is 
given as:

where y is the dependent variable, x is the independent 
variable, b is the model weight of x and c is the model 
bias.
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predictor variables which can interact to predict the 
dependent variable. The dependent variables in case of 
multinomial logistic regression must be mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive. There should not be 
multicollinearity among the predictor variables. The idea 
behind all of them, as in many other statistical 
classification techniques, is to construct a linear predictor 
function that constructs a score from a set of weights that 
are linearly combined with the explanatory variables 
(features) of a given observation using a dot product as:

where X_i is the vector of explanatory variables 
describing i^th observation, β_k is a vector of weights (or 
regression coefficients) corresponding to the outcome 
category k, and score(X_i,k) is the score associated with 
assigning observation i to category k. In discrete choice 
theory, where observations represent people and 
outcomes represent choices, the score is considered the

utility associated with the person i choosing the outcome 
k. The predicted outcome is the one with the highest 
score.

Multicollinearity is another major concept to deal while 
per forming  a  regress ion .  The  problem of  
multicollinearity is amongst the major concerns raised by 
statisticians and researchers. Multicollinearity is defined 
as a condition when the independent/predictor variables 
in a multiple regression model are highly correlated to 
each other. The regression coefficients which we get as 
outcomes of any regression tells us about the change in 
the dependent variable for every unit change in a 
predictor variable while all other predictors are kept 
constant. The problem arises when these predictor 
variables are correlated to each other. When we make a 
change in one predictor variable, the variables correlated 
with it shift as well. Hence it becomes difficult to check 
the impact of an individual predictor in such a case. 
Multicollinearity effects the precision of the coefficients 
which, overall, weakens the strength of the regression 
model. Most of the real-world problems have more than 
one predictor variables, hence understanding the 
relationship between all of them becomes instrumental to 
develop a good regression model. 

Correlation is one of the most useful statistics to detect 
collinearity. It is a number describing the degree of 
relationship between two vectors, functions or in this 
context features/variables. A matrix listing the correlation 
of every variable with every other variable and itself is 
called correlation matrix.

The issue of overfitting is another major challenge in 
machine learning models. The training process of a 
machine learning model aims fitting the model 
parameters to match the behaviour of the training data as 
perfectly as possible. Such a model, when tested on an 
independent test set, performs worse than it did on the 
training set. If, however, the model had been fitted too 
well on training dataset, it learns not only the true patterns 
of the data but also the noise variations. This causes the 
model to fail miserably in practice. This is termed as 
overfitting. Cross Validation is a technique to avoid such 
misguided results and quantify the performance of a 
predictive model on a general dataset.

The K-Fold cross validation begins with randomly 
dividing the entire dataset into K complementary subsets. 
The model is now trained and tested in K iterations. In 
each iteration, one of the K subsets is used as the test set 
and the remaining subsets are used for training the model. 
This randomizes the samples participating in the training 
of the model, hence removing the training dataset bias. At 
the same time, it also reduces the variance as all of the 
available data is used as a part of test set also. The average 
of error estimation for all k trials is considered to get the

total effectiveness of our model. The effectiveness of this 
technique is also a result of the interchanging of the 
training dataset and the test dataset.

Approach

Tourism data is generally made available through survey 
forms filled by the tourists. Such data set contains a 
number of interconnected tables with lot of descriptive 
data fields. The data from the NSSO survey cannot be 
used in its raw form. It requires pre-processing which 
involves recognizing possible prediction tasks followed 
by converting the descriptive data field values into 
identifiable categories and creating a logical set of 
parameters from the different interconnected tables for 
the prediction task at hand.

In our analysis we try to find an answer to the mode of 
transportation preferred by the tourists belonging to any 
given age, social group, religion etc. We do this by 
making a predictive model using Logistic Regression. 
For this purpose, we consider the mode of transportation 
used by the tourists as the dependent variable for our 
model. From the NSSO dataset, independent variables 
are selected. In the model about impulsive buying 
behaviour of customers (Kacen and Lee. (2002)) 
highlight the important role of culture on consumer 
behaviour which needs to be considered to understand 
their buying behaviour. We, therefore, assume that the 
social group and religion of the tourist would play key 
role in choice of mode of transportation. 

The vehicle/transport service a person uses or plans to 
buy depends on the demographic factors like age, income 
level, family size or the number of people he plans to 
travel with. We, therefore, assume that the number of 
members in a tour and their age would play key role in 
choice of mode of transportation. Apart from this, 
features like the place visited, the month in which a tour 
took place and the purpose of the tour also play a 
significant role in the choice of mode of transportation.

Once the dataset features as well as the dependent 
variables are identified, a thorough parameter analysis 
needs to be done in order to identify the key parameters as 
well as remove feature interdependence.

To identify the key parameters, the statistical relevance of 
each of the features to the independent variable is 
calculated in terms of the p-values. The p-values are 
calculated for the null hypothesis that there is no 
statistically significant relationship between the 
dependent variable and the independent variable. At 0.5 
significance level, if the p-value is less than 0.05, then the 
predictor is accepted as a significant feature else it is 
rejected. Table 1 shows a sample of p-value analysis on 
the NSSO dataset, described under the section 
experiments.
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Table 1 - Sample p-Value Analysis

Once the significant parameters are identified, they need 
to be checked for feature interdependence in order to 
avoid multicollinearity. Two statistically significant 
features, if highly correlated, constitutes only one 
significant feature. Such interdependencies can be

identified from a co-relation matrix. Table 2 shows a 
sample correlation matrix of some of the features 
identified from the NSSO dataset, described under the 
section experiments.

Variables Mean Standard Deviation p-Value

-10No. of Members 2.188 1.014 1.85 x 10

-13
Age Median 37.158 15.197 4.89 x 10

-4Trip Duration 5.810 8.881 6.63 x 10

Leading Purpose 4.860 1.839 0

 No. of Members Age Median Trip Duration Leading Purpose

No. of Members 1.000

Age Median -0.260 1.000

Trip Duration -0.025 0.030 1.000

Leading Purpose -0.127 0.247 -0.008 1.000

Table 2 - Sample Correlation Matrix

The selected independent and dependent variables are 
then used to train and test a logistic regression model, as 
described in the section theoretical background.

RESULTS

The available dataset was found suitable for the task of 
estimation of mode of transport. For this purpose, the 
details of various trips, logged in block 5, undertaken by 
the households questioned in the survey was used as 
sample points. Of the various fields, number of members 
in trip, trip duration, purpose of trip, destination code,

month of travel corresponding to each trip were chosen as 
prediction parameters from block 5. Furthermore, the 
values of median age of the members of the trip from 
block 4 and religion code and social group of the 
households from block 3 were also selected as prediction 
parameters. The details of the mode of transport for the 
trips from block 5 was selected as the prediction task. The 
details of different fields were converted into numeric 
codes for the regression model. For example, the codes 
for modes of travel are shown in table 3.

Modes of Travel Code

On Foot 1
Bus 2
Train (Railways) 3
Ship/Boat 4
Air 5
Own Transport : Motorized 6
Own Transport : Non-Motorized 7
Transport equipment, Rental (hired transport) : Motorized 8
Transport equipment, Rental (hired transport) : Non-Motorized 10
Others 19

Table 3 - Modes of Travel Codes

These parameters were then plugged into individual p-
value analysis. The p-values for different parameters are 
given in table 4.  As the table shows, the p-value of the

month of travel is less than 0.05 and hence it is rejected for 
the task of training the regression model.

Variables Mean Standard Deviation p-Value Acceptance

-10
No. of Members 2.188 1.014 1.85 x 10  Accept

-13
Age Median 37.158 15.197 4.89 x 10  Accept

-4
Trip Duration 5.810 8.881 6.63 x 10  Accept
Leading Purpose 4.860 1.839 0 Accept
Destination 1.777 0.781 0 Accept
Month of Travel 6.543 3.352 0.1266 Reject

-5
Religion 1.483 1.158 8.19 x 10  Accept

-9
Social Group 4.583 3.194 4.9 x 10  Accept

Table 4 - p-Value Analysis

The remaining features are then tested for 
interdependence. Table 5 shows the correlation matrix for 
the selected features. The small correlation values imply

feature independence and making them suitable for 
regression model.

 Mem. Age Med. Trip Dur. Purp. Dstn. Reg. Soc. grp.

Mem. 1.000
Age Med. -0.260 1.000
Trip Dur. -0.025 0.030 1.000
Purp. -0.127 0.247 -0.008 1.000
Dstn. 0.055 -0.004 0.102 -0.416 1.000
Reg. -0.042 -0.009 -0.012 0.007 0.005 1.000
Soc. grp. 0.042 0.066 0.027 -0.181 0.197 -0.108 1.000

Table 5 - Correlation Matrix

Note: Feature Name Abbreviations

Mem. : No. of Members | Age Med. : Age Median

Trip Dur.  : Trip Duration | Purp. : Leading Purpose

Dstn. : Destination | Reg. : Religion

Soc. grp. : Social group

The logistic regression model is implemented in R using 
NNet library and the algorithm was trained and tested 
using 5-fold cross validation. The model gave a

cumulative accuracy of about 49%. Figure 1 shows the 
accuracy details of the model through each iteration.

Iteration 1: Accuracy = 49.192710 %
Iteration 2: Accuracy = 50.013858 %
Iteration 3: Accuracy = 49.771468 %
Iteration 4: Accuracy = 49.538591 %
Iteration 5: Accuracy = 49.244332 %

Cumlative Accuracy = 49.552845 %

Figure 1 - Model Accuracies

With each iteration showing a consistent result, the model 
is good to work on such datasets. This is a clear indicative 
of the fact that a consumer’s choice of mode of 
transportation is determined by the demographic as well 
as cultural factors. The age of the tourist for example, 
whether he is young or old decides if he will prefer a bike 
or a car. Similarly, the leading purpose for which a tourist

travels will give a better understanding of the choice of 
transport mode they will prefer. If they are traveling for 
health and medical purpose, they will more likely hire a 
big car.  

Other factors to be considered are the destination to 
which travel is being planned and the duration of the trip.
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Table 1 - Sample p-Value Analysis

Once the significant parameters are identified, they need 
to be checked for feature interdependence in order to 
avoid multicollinearity. Two statistically significant 
features, if highly correlated, constitutes only one 
significant feature. Such interdependencies can be

identified from a co-relation matrix. Table 2 shows a 
sample correlation matrix of some of the features 
identified from the NSSO dataset, described under the 
section experiments.

Variables Mean Standard Deviation p-Value

-10No. of Members 2.188 1.014 1.85 x 10

-13
Age Median 37.158 15.197 4.89 x 10

-4Trip Duration 5.810 8.881 6.63 x 10

Leading Purpose 4.860 1.839 0

 No. of Members Age Median Trip Duration Leading Purpose

No. of Members 1.000

Age Median -0.260 1.000

Trip Duration -0.025 0.030 1.000

Leading Purpose -0.127 0.247 -0.008 1.000

Table 2 - Sample Correlation Matrix

The selected independent and dependent variables are 
then used to train and test a logistic regression model, as 
described in the section theoretical background.

RESULTS

The available dataset was found suitable for the task of 
estimation of mode of transport. For this purpose, the 
details of various trips, logged in block 5, undertaken by 
the households questioned in the survey was used as 
sample points. Of the various fields, number of members 
in trip, trip duration, purpose of trip, destination code,

month of travel corresponding to each trip were chosen as 
prediction parameters from block 5. Furthermore, the 
values of median age of the members of the trip from 
block 4 and religion code and social group of the 
households from block 3 were also selected as prediction 
parameters. The details of the mode of transport for the 
trips from block 5 was selected as the prediction task. The 
details of different fields were converted into numeric 
codes for the regression model. For example, the codes 
for modes of travel are shown in table 3.

Modes of Travel Code

On Foot 1
Bus 2
Train (Railways) 3
Ship/Boat 4
Air 5
Own Transport : Motorized 6
Own Transport : Non-Motorized 7
Transport equipment, Rental (hired transport) : Motorized 8
Transport equipment, Rental (hired transport) : Non-Motorized 10
Others 19

Table 3 - Modes of Travel Codes

These parameters were then plugged into individual p-
value analysis. The p-values for different parameters are 
given in table 4.  As the table shows, the p-value of the

month of travel is less than 0.05 and hence it is rejected for 
the task of training the regression model.

Variables Mean Standard Deviation p-Value Acceptance

-10
No. of Members 2.188 1.014 1.85 x 10  Accept

-13
Age Median 37.158 15.197 4.89 x 10  Accept

-4
Trip Duration 5.810 8.881 6.63 x 10  Accept
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Month of Travel 6.543 3.352 0.1266 Reject
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Religion 1.483 1.158 8.19 x 10  Accept

-9
Social Group 4.583 3.194 4.9 x 10  Accept
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The remaining features are then tested for 
interdependence. Table 5 shows the correlation matrix for 
the selected features. The small correlation values imply

feature independence and making them suitable for 
regression model.
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The logistic regression model is implemented in R using 
NNet library and the algorithm was trained and tested 
using 5-fold cross validation. The model gave a

cumulative accuracy of about 49%. Figure 1 shows the 
accuracy details of the model through each iteration.
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With each iteration showing a consistent result, the model 
is good to work on such datasets. This is a clear indicative 
of the fact that a consumer’s choice of mode of 
transportation is determined by the demographic as well 
as cultural factors. The age of the tourist for example, 
whether he is young or old decides if he will prefer a bike 
or a car. Similarly, the leading purpose for which a tourist

travels will give a better understanding of the choice of 
transport mode they will prefer. If they are traveling for 
health and medical purpose, they will more likely hire a 
big car.  

Other factors to be considered are the destination to 
which travel is being planned and the duration of the trip.
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Though the month of travel did not come out to be a 
strong determinant as per the analysis. Considering all 
these features, there is a good likelihood to understand a 
customer’s behavior.

CONCLUSION

Tourism industry in India is growing at a rapid pace and is 
contributing significantly to country’s GDP. It affects 
many other sectors like construction, transportation, food 
and beverage industry etc. But there still exists a gap in 
the demand and supply in these sectors. This is due to the 
failure in analysing the response of the consumers/ 
tourists to a product. The paper attempts to fill the void for 
the transportation sector. 

The paper implements a logistic regression model for the 
prediction of mode of transportation using the data from 
72nd survey by NSSO. The model gives promising 
results on the test dataset. The key is in identifying the 
significant parameters and reducing feature

interdependence, that has been done through p-value 
analysis and correlation matrix calculations and 
implementing machine learning concepts like regression 
analysis on the selected parameters. Conclusions drawn 
from the model suggest that the selection of a mode of 
transportation by tourists is dependent on demographic 
and cultural factors. 

The government, tourism managers and private tour 
operators should concentrate more on tourist profiling 
considering their cultural and demographic factors. This 
will improve in proper targeting and help in channelizing 
marketing efforts. Secondly, for hotel/travel aggregators 
this model can help in expansion based on the demand of 
transportation mode in an area. They can also use it for 
cost cutting on spread in an area if the demand there is too 
low. Thus, an in-dept understanding of tourist behaviour 
in selection of transportation mode is crucial in 
effectively managing demand and coming up with correct 
marketing strategies.
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ABSTRACT

In a perfectly efficient and frictionless market, futures 
price should move concurrently with the underlying spot 
price without any lead or lag in price movements across 
markets. Futures price should be an unbiased estimator of 
the future spot price at the expiration date. Traders, 
exporters, importers and MNCs are exposed to foreign 
exchange risk to hedge their foreign currency exposures. 
They enter in to currency future contract. The hedging 
effectiveness depends on the efficiency of currency 
future market. In this paper, we analyse the efficiency of 
currency future market at National Stock Exchange 
(NSE) of India for sample period. The various parametric 
and non-parametric tests have been applied to test the 
efficiency of US $ currency futures market at NSE in 
India. Johansen’s Cointegration reports that US dollar 
futures and spot series are cointegrated and possess long 
run equilibrium with each other. From Granger Causality 
results, we find that there is one-way causality from US 
dollar futures to spot market. Therefore, we conclude that

currency future market at NSE India is informationally 
efficient. Hence, US dollar futures can be used to hedge 
against US dollar denominated foreign exchange 
exposure. 

INTRODUCTION

Recently, International Monetary Fund (IMF) has 
forecasted GDP growth for India at 7.4% for 2018-19. 
Even after Demonetization and GST rollover, India 
manages to maintain its position and is still one of the 
fastest growing economies in the world. Owing to its 
trade policies, demographic dividend, government 
policies (Digital India, Make in India and Skill India) and 
inherent economic strengths, India has become a global 
preferred destination for Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI). 

“The root of wealth is economic activity and lack of it 
brings material distress. In the absence of fruitful activity, 
both current prosperity and future growth are in danger 
of destruction.”
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Though the month of travel did not come out to be a 
strong determinant as per the analysis. Considering all 
these features, there is a good likelihood to understand a 
customer’s behavior.

CONCLUSION

Tourism industry in India is growing at a rapid pace and is 
contributing significantly to country’s GDP. It affects 
many other sectors like construction, transportation, food 
and beverage industry etc. But there still exists a gap in 
the demand and supply in these sectors. This is due to the 
failure in analysing the response of the consumers/ 
tourists to a product. The paper attempts to fill the void for 
the transportation sector. 

The paper implements a logistic regression model for the 
prediction of mode of transportation using the data from 
72nd survey by NSSO. The model gives promising 
results on the test dataset. The key is in identifying the 
significant parameters and reducing feature

interdependence, that has been done through p-value 
analysis and correlation matrix calculations and 
implementing machine learning concepts like regression 
analysis on the selected parameters. Conclusions drawn 
from the model suggest that the selection of a mode of 
transportation by tourists is dependent on demographic 
and cultural factors. 

The government, tourism managers and private tour 
operators should concentrate more on tourist profiling 
considering their cultural and demographic factors. This 
will improve in proper targeting and help in channelizing 
marketing efforts. Secondly, for hotel/travel aggregators 
this model can help in expansion based on the demand of 
transportation mode in an area. They can also use it for 
cost cutting on spread in an area if the demand there is too 
low. Thus, an in-dept understanding of tourist behaviour 
in selection of transportation mode is crucial in 
effectively managing demand and coming up with correct 
marketing strategies.
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ABSTRACT

In a perfectly efficient and frictionless market, futures 
price should move concurrently with the underlying spot 
price without any lead or lag in price movements across 
markets. Futures price should be an unbiased estimator of 
the future spot price at the expiration date. Traders, 
exporters, importers and MNCs are exposed to foreign 
exchange risk to hedge their foreign currency exposures. 
They enter in to currency future contract. The hedging 
effectiveness depends on the efficiency of currency 
future market. In this paper, we analyse the efficiency of 
currency future market at National Stock Exchange 
(NSE) of India for sample period. The various parametric 
and non-parametric tests have been applied to test the 
efficiency of US $ currency futures market at NSE in 
India. Johansen’s Cointegration reports that US dollar 
futures and spot series are cointegrated and possess long 
run equilibrium with each other. From Granger Causality 
results, we find that there is one-way causality from US 
dollar futures to spot market. Therefore, we conclude that

currency future market at NSE India is informationally 
efficient. Hence, US dollar futures can be used to hedge 
against US dollar denominated foreign exchange 
exposure. 

INTRODUCTION

Recently, International Monetary Fund (IMF) has 
forecasted GDP growth for India at 7.4% for 2018-19. 
Even after Demonetization and GST rollover, India 
manages to maintain its position and is still one of the 
fastest growing economies in the world. Owing to its 
trade policies, demographic dividend, government 
policies (Digital India, Make in India and Skill India) and 
inherent economic strengths, India has become a global 
preferred destination for Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI). 

“The root of wealth is economic activity and lack of it 
brings material distress. In the absence of fruitful activity, 
both current prosperity and future growth are in danger 
of destruction.”
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The above statement in Kautilya’s Arthashastra clearly 
indicates that economic activities are the root of wealth, 
but it is also true that expansion of economic activities 
leads to exposure to various types of risk. Economic 
activities of country decide the valuation of its currency 
vis-à-vis foreign currency and fluctuation of currency 
lead to foreign exchange risk. In 2018, the forecasting 
trade growth by World Trade Organization (WTO) is 
between 2.1% and 4%. As all the international business 
transactions involve an exchange of various currencies, 
there is a need to hedge against unforeseen currency 
movements and interest rates. Currency Derivatives 
(forwards, futures, options and swaps) are used as 
efficient risk management tools in the Forex market. But, 
risk management is possible only when currency 
derivatives markets are efficient. Thus, it becomes 
imperative to study the efficiency currency future market 
in India. 

Currency Futures is an agreement or contract in which 
one currency is bought and sold for another currency on a 
specified future date, at a specified price. These are 
complex financial instruments which are traded over the 
counter and are used for hedging. This hedging involves a 
future payment or receipt in a foreign currency. In India, 
the first Currency Futures Trading was launched on 
August 29, 2008 at the National Stock Exchange (NSE). 
Indian Foreign exchange markets have trading of 
derivative contracts, at NSE and MCX for four currency 
pairs are permitted by SEBI and RBI. These currency 
pairs are of US$INR, INRGBP, INREUR and INRYEN. 
Owing to the worldwide use of US dollar (USD) in 
international trade and need to hedge against forex risk, 
the present study intends to analyse the efficiency of US 
dollar currency futures market at National Stock 
Exchange of India (NSE).  

According to Fama (1970) the concept of efficient market 
is concerned with the adjustment of security prices to the 
relevant information. An efficient currency futures 
market can provide effective signals for the spot market 
price and eliminates the possibility that profit can be 
guaranteed as part of the trading process. This price 
reflects the equilibrium value for suppliers and procurers 
in the market. It also helps the exporter in quoting a 
realistic price. Moreover, the study of market efficiency 
in currency futures markets is important to both the 
government and the exporter/marketers in India.

There are a few studies on efficiency of currency futures 
market in India. There are two distinct stands in the 
existing literature on currency futures market efficiency. 
Out of these, Ogden and Tucker (1987) and Mahanta 
(2012) conclude that the Forex markets have become 
more efficient in recent years. However, Bhat and Arekar 
(2013) and Singhvi and Pandya (2016) do not find 
material evidence of the same. Looking at the research

gap we are motivated to take up this study. The objective 
of the study is to analyse the informational efficiency of 
the currency future market at NSE India.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Cornell (1977) finds that there is no evidence of liquidity 
premium on forward exchange, indicating that the 
forward rate can be used as a proxy of the market's 
expectations and that open exchange positions involve 
little systematic risk. Hodrick and Srivastava (1987) 
examine the theoretical nature of risk premium in 
currency futures. They report that unbiasedness of daily 
futures prices as predictors of the following day's futures 
price is rejected for all currencies. 

Ogden and Tucker (1987) investigate the efficiency of 
currency futures options market. By analysing 
synchronous transactions data using several arbitrage 
pricing conditions applicable to American futures 
options, they conclude that market is efficient for the 
sample period. Jochum and Kodres (1988) analyse the 
behavioural aspect of emerging currency markets and the 
influence of corresponding future contracts. The result 
shows that there is a stable dependence between the 
markets and futures market does not have any 
destabilising effect on the spot market.

DeMaskey (1995) compares the hedging effectiveness of 
both currency futures and options for both covered and 
uncovered positions. They find that the choice of 
appropriate foreign exchange rate risk management tool 
will depend on factors like the type of currency exposure, 
expectations regarding the direction of exchange rate 
changes, the company’s risk tolerance profile etc. They 
conclude that these instruments help corporate to manage 
foreign exchange and exploit investment opportunities 
over the globe. Dixit et al. (2010) assess the informational 
efficiency of S&P CNX Nifty index options in Indian 
securities market. They examine the informational 
efficiency of implied volatilities has been tested. The 
results reveal that implied volatilities do not impound all 
the information available in the past returns.

Mahanta (2012) suggests that currency futures market in 
India will lead to greater price transparency for end-users 
and benefit the risk hedgers as well as to the entire 
economy. He concludes that the scope of currency futures 
market and its success will increase in near future. Singh 
(2012) focus on the weak form efficiency and the effect of 
sub-prime crisis on the informational efficiency of Indian 
Stock markets during the selected period. He concludes 
that random walk hypothesis is rejected. However, the 
weak form of efficiency has increased post sub-prime 
crisis. Singh et al. (2012) study the impact of exchange 
rate & inflation rate on performance of BSE SENSEX. 
They suggest that inflation rate and exchange rate 
significantly affect the performance of BSE Sensex.

Malavizhi and Jaya (2012) examine the movement of 
NIFTY index and exchange rate. They find that there is a 
bidirectional causal relationship between exchange rate 
and Nifty index. 

Bhat and Arekar (2013) examine the efficiency of 
exchange traded currency options in India. They report 
that market is not efficient as they find evidence of 
various violations of put-call parity in the USD-INR 
currency options market and presence of significant 
arbitrage opportunities. They conclude that there is 
mispricing of currency options in India. Gaikwad, 
Abhijeet (2013) analyse the Indian derivatives market 
with a special focus on currency derivatives. He 
concludes that the derivatives market is becoming highly 
liquid and is growing at a much faster pace than cash 
market. Kohlscheen and Andrade (2013) conclude that 
currency swap auctions impact the level of the exchange 
rate, even though they do not directly alter the supply of 
foreign currency in the market. 

Sehgal et al. (2015) examine the price discovery and 
volatility spillovers in spot and futures prices of four 
currencies (namely, USD/INR, EURO/INR, GBP/INR 
and JPY/INR). They report that there is long-term 
equilibrium relationship between spot and futures 
markets. They also find evidence that futures price leads 
the spot price in the short-run. Singhvi and Pandya (2016) 
aim to explore the Indian currency market so as to find out 
reasons to why this market has not been evolved to a 
larger extent. They try to find out what are the 
perspective, thoughts and different reasons that people 
invest in different assets markets. They also concluded 
that the inconsistencies in the currency market have a 
huge impact on currency derivatives trading.

From literature, it is evident that there are a few studies on 
futures efficiency with reference to forex market. Thus, to 
fill up this research gap we aim to analyse the currency 
futures market efficiency and its risk management 
function.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Data Source and Period of Study

This data on currency futures (near month contract) & 
daily spot prices is collected from the website of National 
Stock Exchange (NSE) of India for the sample period 1st 
Jan 2015 – 31st May 2017. Daily futures price series is 
constructed from near month futures contract prices. 
Here, we have used natural logarithmic series of futures 
prices (FP) and spot prices (SP). Returns have been 
calculated using continuous compounding concept as 
shown in equation 1.

…………….. (1)

Techniques Used for Analysis

Descriptive Statistics and Test for Normality

Descriptive statistics give mean, median, mode, standard 
deviation, variance, kurtosis and skewness of currency 
return series. In this skewness and kurtosis should be 
equal to zero for normal distribution. Further, we use 
Jarque bera test of normality based on the OLS residuals. 
The null hypothesis of this test is that Residuals are 
normally distributed.

Run Test

It is another approach to test randomness of data series. 
The null hypothesis states that successive prices changes 
are independent, i.e., returns are normally distributed. 
The number of runs is computed as a sequence of the price 
changes of same sign. The Run test converts the total 
number of runs into Z statistic. On the basis of run test 
null hypothesis is accepted at 5% level of significance if Z 
lies between -1.96 to +1.96. That means, Random walk 
theory holds.

Unit Root Test-ADF Test

Augmented Dickey Fuller test is the most commonly 
used unit root test (Sutha and Vanitha, 2015; Sehgal and 
Ahmed, 2015). Thus, this study uses ADF test to analyse 
the unit root properties of the given series. The null 
hypothesis is that the given series are non-stationary. If 
the given series are stationery on first differencing, then 
they are said be integrated series of first order’ i.e., I (1). If 
the given series are found to be non-stationary, we 
conduct Johansen’s cointegration.

Johansen’s Cointegration

Cointegration and unbiasedness are two important 
conditions for futures market efficiency. Two series are 
said to be cointegrated if there is long run equilibrium 
between them. Here, we have employed Johansen’s 
cointegration test to analyse cointegration. If both the 
futures price and spot price series are I (1), Johansen’s 
cointegration tests can be conducted. Consider a general 
kth order VAR (Vector Autoregressive) model:

................... (2)

Where Y  is the vector to be tested for cointegration and t

ΔY  = Y  − Y  and other symbols have their usual t t t-1

meaning. There are two likelihood ratios to test for 
cointegration under Johansen’s cointegration approach. 
These statistics are trace, λ  and max eigenvalue, λ  _trace _max.

Granger Causality Test

In this study, we have employed Granger causality test to 
study lead-lag relationship between spot and futures price
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indicates that economic activities are the root of wealth, 
but it is also true that expansion of economic activities 
leads to exposure to various types of risk. Economic 
activities of country decide the valuation of its currency 
vis-à-vis foreign currency and fluctuation of currency 
lead to foreign exchange risk. In 2018, the forecasting 
trade growth by World Trade Organization (WTO) is 
between 2.1% and 4%. As all the international business 
transactions involve an exchange of various currencies, 
there is a need to hedge against unforeseen currency 
movements and interest rates. Currency Derivatives 
(forwards, futures, options and swaps) are used as 
efficient risk management tools in the Forex market. But, 
risk management is possible only when currency 
derivatives markets are efficient. Thus, it becomes 
imperative to study the efficiency currency future market 
in India. 

Currency Futures is an agreement or contract in which 
one currency is bought and sold for another currency on a 
specified future date, at a specified price. These are 
complex financial instruments which are traded over the 
counter and are used for hedging. This hedging involves a 
future payment or receipt in a foreign currency. In India, 
the first Currency Futures Trading was launched on 
August 29, 2008 at the National Stock Exchange (NSE). 
Indian Foreign exchange markets have trading of 
derivative contracts, at NSE and MCX for four currency 
pairs are permitted by SEBI and RBI. These currency 
pairs are of US$INR, INRGBP, INREUR and INRYEN. 
Owing to the worldwide use of US dollar (USD) in 
international trade and need to hedge against forex risk, 
the present study intends to analyse the efficiency of US 
dollar currency futures market at National Stock 
Exchange of India (NSE).  

According to Fama (1970) the concept of efficient market 
is concerned with the adjustment of security prices to the 
relevant information. An efficient currency futures 
market can provide effective signals for the spot market 
price and eliminates the possibility that profit can be 
guaranteed as part of the trading process. This price 
reflects the equilibrium value for suppliers and procurers 
in the market. It also helps the exporter in quoting a 
realistic price. Moreover, the study of market efficiency 
in currency futures markets is important to both the 
government and the exporter/marketers in India.

There are a few studies on efficiency of currency futures 
market in India. There are two distinct stands in the 
existing literature on currency futures market efficiency. 
Out of these, Ogden and Tucker (1987) and Mahanta 
(2012) conclude that the Forex markets have become 
more efficient in recent years. However, Bhat and Arekar 
(2013) and Singhvi and Pandya (2016) do not find 
material evidence of the same. Looking at the research

gap we are motivated to take up this study. The objective 
of the study is to analyse the informational efficiency of 
the currency future market at NSE India.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Cornell (1977) finds that there is no evidence of liquidity 
premium on forward exchange, indicating that the 
forward rate can be used as a proxy of the market's 
expectations and that open exchange positions involve 
little systematic risk. Hodrick and Srivastava (1987) 
examine the theoretical nature of risk premium in 
currency futures. They report that unbiasedness of daily 
futures prices as predictors of the following day's futures 
price is rejected for all currencies. 

Ogden and Tucker (1987) investigate the efficiency of 
currency futures options market. By analysing 
synchronous transactions data using several arbitrage 
pricing conditions applicable to American futures 
options, they conclude that market is efficient for the 
sample period. Jochum and Kodres (1988) analyse the 
behavioural aspect of emerging currency markets and the 
influence of corresponding future contracts. The result 
shows that there is a stable dependence between the 
markets and futures market does not have any 
destabilising effect on the spot market.

DeMaskey (1995) compares the hedging effectiveness of 
both currency futures and options for both covered and 
uncovered positions. They find that the choice of 
appropriate foreign exchange rate risk management tool 
will depend on factors like the type of currency exposure, 
expectations regarding the direction of exchange rate 
changes, the company’s risk tolerance profile etc. They 
conclude that these instruments help corporate to manage 
foreign exchange and exploit investment opportunities 
over the globe. Dixit et al. (2010) assess the informational 
efficiency of S&P CNX Nifty index options in Indian 
securities market. They examine the informational 
efficiency of implied volatilities has been tested. The 
results reveal that implied volatilities do not impound all 
the information available in the past returns.

Mahanta (2012) suggests that currency futures market in 
India will lead to greater price transparency for end-users 
and benefit the risk hedgers as well as to the entire 
economy. He concludes that the scope of currency futures 
market and its success will increase in near future. Singh 
(2012) focus on the weak form efficiency and the effect of 
sub-prime crisis on the informational efficiency of Indian 
Stock markets during the selected period. He concludes 
that random walk hypothesis is rejected. However, the 
weak form of efficiency has increased post sub-prime 
crisis. Singh et al. (2012) study the impact of exchange 
rate & inflation rate on performance of BSE SENSEX. 
They suggest that inflation rate and exchange rate 
significantly affect the performance of BSE Sensex.

Malavizhi and Jaya (2012) examine the movement of 
NIFTY index and exchange rate. They find that there is a 
bidirectional causal relationship between exchange rate 
and Nifty index. 

Bhat and Arekar (2013) examine the efficiency of 
exchange traded currency options in India. They report 
that market is not efficient as they find evidence of 
various violations of put-call parity in the USD-INR 
currency options market and presence of significant 
arbitrage opportunities. They conclude that there is 
mispricing of currency options in India. Gaikwad, 
Abhijeet (2013) analyse the Indian derivatives market 
with a special focus on currency derivatives. He 
concludes that the derivatives market is becoming highly 
liquid and is growing at a much faster pace than cash 
market. Kohlscheen and Andrade (2013) conclude that 
currency swap auctions impact the level of the exchange 
rate, even though they do not directly alter the supply of 
foreign currency in the market. 

Sehgal et al. (2015) examine the price discovery and 
volatility spillovers in spot and futures prices of four 
currencies (namely, USD/INR, EURO/INR, GBP/INR 
and JPY/INR). They report that there is long-term 
equilibrium relationship between spot and futures 
markets. They also find evidence that futures price leads 
the spot price in the short-run. Singhvi and Pandya (2016) 
aim to explore the Indian currency market so as to find out 
reasons to why this market has not been evolved to a 
larger extent. They try to find out what are the 
perspective, thoughts and different reasons that people 
invest in different assets markets. They also concluded 
that the inconsistencies in the currency market have a 
huge impact on currency derivatives trading.

From literature, it is evident that there are a few studies on 
futures efficiency with reference to forex market. Thus, to 
fill up this research gap we aim to analyse the currency 
futures market efficiency and its risk management 
function.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Data Source and Period of Study

This data on currency futures (near month contract) & 
daily spot prices is collected from the website of National 
Stock Exchange (NSE) of India for the sample period 1st 
Jan 2015 – 31st May 2017. Daily futures price series is 
constructed from near month futures contract prices. 
Here, we have used natural logarithmic series of futures 
prices (FP) and spot prices (SP). Returns have been 
calculated using continuous compounding concept as 
shown in equation 1.

…………….. (1)

Techniques Used for Analysis

Descriptive Statistics and Test for Normality

Descriptive statistics give mean, median, mode, standard 
deviation, variance, kurtosis and skewness of currency 
return series. In this skewness and kurtosis should be 
equal to zero for normal distribution. Further, we use 
Jarque bera test of normality based on the OLS residuals. 
The null hypothesis of this test is that Residuals are 
normally distributed.

Run Test

It is another approach to test randomness of data series. 
The null hypothesis states that successive prices changes 
are independent, i.e., returns are normally distributed. 
The number of runs is computed as a sequence of the price 
changes of same sign. The Run test converts the total 
number of runs into Z statistic. On the basis of run test 
null hypothesis is accepted at 5% level of significance if Z 
lies between -1.96 to +1.96. That means, Random walk 
theory holds.

Unit Root Test-ADF Test

Augmented Dickey Fuller test is the most commonly 
used unit root test (Sutha and Vanitha, 2015; Sehgal and 
Ahmed, 2015). Thus, this study uses ADF test to analyse 
the unit root properties of the given series. The null 
hypothesis is that the given series are non-stationary. If 
the given series are stationery on first differencing, then 
they are said be integrated series of first order’ i.e., I (1). If 
the given series are found to be non-stationary, we 
conduct Johansen’s cointegration.

Johansen’s Cointegration

Cointegration and unbiasedness are two important 
conditions for futures market efficiency. Two series are 
said to be cointegrated if there is long run equilibrium 
between them. Here, we have employed Johansen’s 
cointegration test to analyse cointegration. If both the 
futures price and spot price series are I (1), Johansen’s 
cointegration tests can be conducted. Consider a general 
kth order VAR (Vector Autoregressive) model:

................... (2)

Where Y  is the vector to be tested for cointegration and t

ΔY  = Y  − Y  and other symbols have their usual t t t-1

meaning. There are two likelihood ratios to test for 
cointegration under Johansen’s cointegration approach. 
These statistics are trace, λ  and max eigenvalue, λ  _trace _max.

Granger Causality Test

In this study, we have employed Granger causality test to 
study lead-lag relationship between spot and futures price
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return series. Granger causality test can be represented as 
a bi-variate of kth order VAR as given below: 

...................... (3)

...................... (4)

Where X  and Y  are currency spot and futures price series t t

variables, α  and γ  are constant drift terms, and ∈  0 0 t 

and∈’  are error terms. If y Granger causes x then the lags t

of y should be significant in the equation of x.

MS-Excel, SPSS 19.0 and Eviews-8 have been used to 
test currency futures and spot markets for efficiency and 
causality.

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Descriptive Statistics and Jarque Bera

The results descriptive statistics for currency futures and 
spot series are shown in Table 2. Both markets are equally 
volatile as the spot & futures prices are almost same. The 
distributions are non-normal as the values of skewness 
and kurtosis are non-zero. The return series of currency 
futures and spot prices are positively skewed. Also the 
returns are leptokurtic in nature. From Table 2, we can see 
that the probability values for JB test are zeros. Hence the 
null hypothesis for residual normality is rejected 
implying that the currency future markets are inefficient 
in weak form. 

Run Test

The results of the run test are presented in Table 3. Here, 
the p-value currency futures and spot return series are 
0.429 and 0.479 respectively. We can say that null 
hypothesis is accepted at 5 percent level of significance as 
Z value lies in -1.96 to +1.96 i.e. random walk theory 
holds for currency futures and spot return series. Thus, we 
can say that return series are random and the currency 
markets are efficient.

Unit Root Test – ADF

Figure 1 shows that movements in the currency future & 
spot prices are upward trending. This indicates that the 
given series may be non-stationery. However, their

returns graphs show that the return series may be 
stationary (see Figure 2 & 3). For statically testing it, we 
employ Augmented Dickey – Fuller (ADF) test has been 
employed in the all forms viz. ‘intercept’, ‘trend and 
intercept’ and ‘none’ form. The results in table 4 show that 
all spot price series and futures price series are non-
stationary in level form as the computed value of test-
statistic is less than the given critical values. So, the null 
hypothesis of unit root (non-stationarity) is accepted at 
5% level of significance. However, these series are 
stationary on first differencing (return series). We can see 
that all the p-values are 0.00 suggesting that these series 
are I(1).

Johansen Cointegration Test

The presence of cointegration between the spot and 
futures price series is a necessary condition for market 
efficiency. Here we have employed Johansen 
cointegration test. Table 5 show the results of Johansen 
cointegration test applied on LSP and LFP. It suggests 
that there is cointegrating relation. It shows the results for 
λ  and λ  statistics. Examining the trace test, we can trace max

see that the null hypothesis of r = 0 is rejected at 5% 
significance level as the λ  statistics 87.58 considerably trace

exceeds the critical value (15.49). However, in the second 
row, the tracestatistics is considerably less than the 
critical value (3.84). Similarly, λ  statistics 85.07 max

considerably exceeds the critical value (14.26) and in the 
second row, the λ  statistics is considerably less than the max

critical value (3.84). So the null hypothesis of “at most 
one cointegrating relation” cannot be rejected. Thus 
overall Johansen’s test results support the hypothesis that 
the spot and futures prices for currency are cointegrated 
and they have a long run equilibrium relationship.

Granger Causality Test

From Table 6, the null hypothesis of ‘no causality’ from 
log return of currency spot prices (RLSP) to log return of 
currency futures prices (RLFP) is rejected at 5% level of 
significance. It means RLSP Granger causes RLFP. Also, 
the null hypothesis of ‘no causality’ from log return of 
currency futures prices (RLFP) to log return of currency 
spot prices (RLSP) is rejected at 5% level of significance. 
It means RLFP Granger causes RLSP. Thus, we conclude 
that there is bidirectional causality between spot and 
futures currency market.

Figure 1 - Futures and Spot Price Co-movement 

Figure 2 - Futures Price Return Movement

Figure 3 - Spot Price Return Movement
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...................... (3)

...................... (4)
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Table 1 - Contract Specifications of US $ Futures Contract at NSE

Symbol USD - INR

Market Type N

Instrument Type FUTCUR

Unit of Trading 1 - 1 unit denotes 1000 USD.

Underlying / Order Quotation The exchange rate in Indian Rupees for US Dollars

Tick Size 0.25 paise  or INR 0.0025

Trading Hours Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Contract Trading Cycle 12 month trading cycle.

Last Trading Day Two working days prior to the last business day of the expiry month at
 12:30 pm.

Final Settlement Day Last working day (excluding Saturdays) of the expiry month. The last
 working day will be the same as that for Interbank Settlements in Mumbai

Source: NSE

Table 2 - Statistics Summary

 RLSP RLFP

Mean 0.001449 0.000965

Std. Dev. 0.129517 0.140592

Skewness 0.067928 0.378743

Kurtosis 4.091037 4.435039

J B Prob. 0.000000 0.000000

Source: Author's Computation

Table 3 - Runs Test

 Return of LFP Return of LSP

Test Value -0.0097056270 -0.0012150307a 

Total Cases 579 579

Number of Runs 300 299

Z 0.790 0.707

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 0.429 0.479

a. Median

Source: Author's Computation

Table 4 - Augmented Dickey Fuller Test for Spot Price and Future Price Series

Price Model Form Critical Values @ 5% Test Statistics p-value

 Intercept -2.866313 -1.512237 0.5269

LFP Trend and Intercept -3.417600 -0.993920 0.9427

 None -1.941371 0.154768 0.7307

 Intercept -2.866322 -23.52388 0.0000

RFP Trend and Intercept -3.417627 -18.41326 0.0000

 None -1.941372 -23.54289 0.0000

Price Model Form Critical Values @ 5% Test Statistics p-value

 Intercept -2.866313 -1.489184 0.5386

LSP Trend and Intercept -3.417600 -0.819579 0.9621

 None -1.941371 0.258885 0.7609

RSP Intercept -2.866322 -22.77499 0.0000

 Trend and Intercept -3.417613 -22.82326 0.0000

 None -1.941372 -22.79188 0.0000

Source: Author's Computation

Table 5 - Johansen Cointegration Test Results

Hypothesised Eigen λtrace Prob. For λmax Prob for Max
No of CE(s) Value Statistics Trace Test Statistics Eigen value Test

r=0 (None) 0.137524 87.57565 0.0000 85.07015 0.0000
  (15.4947)  (14.26460) 

r≤1 (at most 1) 0.004348 2.505496 0.1134 2.505496 0.1134
  (3.8414)  (3.84147) 

Note: The critical values have been shown in parentheses.

Source: Author’s Computation

Table 6 - Granger Causality Test Results 

Null Hypothesis F-Statistic Prob.

RLFP does not Granger Cause RLSP 17.1771 0.0000

RLSP does not Granger Cause RLFP 2.29198 0.0340

Note: *represents significant results at 5% level of significance.

Source: Author's Computation
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CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RESEARCH 
IMPLICATION 

In this paper, we analyse the efficiency of currency 
futures market at NSE for the sample period 1st Jan 2015 - 
31st May 2017.The results of ADF test show that both the 
series are I (1), i.e., on levels these are non-stationary 
while their return series are stationary (first difference). 
From the results of Johansen’s Cointegration test, we 
conclude that US dollar futures and spot series are 
cointegrated and possess a long run equilibrium with each 
other. From the results of Granger causality, we conclude 
that there is bidirectional causality from US dollar futures 
to spot market. In other words, we can say that US dollar

futures market at NSE performs price discovery function. 
Hence, US dollar futures can be used to manage US dollar 
denominated foreign exchange risk. Thus, we infer that 
currency futures market is informationally efficient and 
performs foreign exchange risk management function. 
The results of this study are useful to exporters, 
importers, government and regulators of currency spot 
and futures markets. The same study can be extended to 
other currencies market other than USD such as JPY, 
EUR and GBP. The data for the study can be for longer 
period. To get more robust results, high frequency data 
can be used to study this problem.
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ABSTRACT

Today, there are 2.6 Billion Smartphone subscriptions 
globally, and while growth has been levelling off in 
developed markets like the U.S. and Europe, it is not 
stalling altogether by a long shot. By 2020, globally there 
will be 6.1 Smart phone users led by huge growth in less 
mature markets. And, with 6.1 Billion Smart phones in 
circulation, we will see a tipping point of sorts: Smart 
phones will finally overtake the number of active fixed 
line subscriptions worldwide in 2020 (Neilsen Survey, 
2012).

Mobile browsing and shopping has become the new 
sensation of the consumers. But, it is not enough to cater 
the needs of the new generation that are born with the 
usage of Smartphone in their homes. It has created the 
vacuum of user interface technology. The marketers are 
more afraid of losing their customers and they have begun

to concentrate on increasing the number of online 
customers to their mobile friendly websites, since every 
smartphone has the access to the Internet at any given 
point of time. As a human being, his or her needs are 
undergoing a change in accordance with the 
technological change. The desire for shopping will never 
go down to any customer with their increased income and 
exposure to too much information about the new and 
innovative products available in the markets.  E-tailors 
are much more interested to know the preference of their 
precious customers by knowing them more closely, to 
track their buying behaviour, even providing the support 
when they are intermittent to the Internet connectivity.  
Technology has paved new ways to solve the limitations 
in online shopping websites by developing a tool called 
Mobile Shopping Applications called as Apps that allows 
customers to download the shopping tool developed by 
the seller into their mobile phones. In this paper, an
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sensation of the consumers. But, it is not enough to cater 
the needs of the new generation that are born with the 
usage of Smartphone in their homes. It has created the 
vacuum of user interface technology. The marketers are 
more afraid of losing their customers and they have begun

to concentrate on increasing the number of online 
customers to their mobile friendly websites, since every 
smartphone has the access to the Internet at any given 
point of time. As a human being, his or her needs are 
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technological change. The desire for shopping will never 
go down to any customer with their increased income and 
exposure to too much information about the new and 
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Role of Mobile Applications Quality and Smartphones
Attributes in Online Shopping: An Insight

attempt will be to conceptualise the key linkages between 
mobile applications quality and smartphones attributes in 
online shopping. Mobile apps have given the comfort 
zone to the customers to shop at ease with lesser mobile 
interactions. Mobile shopping Apps are mostly preferred 
by the customers than the direct purchase from the 
website itself. 

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the improvements and innovations in the 
information technologies, Internet has become a vital tool 
in individuals’ lives. In fact, it has changed the way we 
read books, we listen to music, we watch films, we send 
mails and we shop. This change has important 
implications for both firms and consumers. E-Commerce 
becomes yesteryear story with the arrival of smartphones. 
Websites that were designed for the Personal Computers 
were modified to fit the screen of Smartphone.                
The developing technology has made the consumers 
much more accessible to the Smartphone than to their 
Personal Computers. 

Though, it requires one time of downloading and 
installation, it gives all the benefits that a customer would 
expect from an e-tailor. By installing the mobile shopping 
application, both the customer and e-tailor are 
beneficially rewarded.  Developing a quality mobile 
shopping app can increase the desire of the e-tailor to 
come back to the same apps for frequent buying. The 
Apps that are not trust worthy and less user interface will 
lose its market share to its competitors. Buying of Smart 
phones has increased to that of mobile phones in the 
recent past. Customers tend to change their mobile 
phones based on the latest Smartphone models arrival in 
the market. Attributes related to the Smart phones can be a 
great factor to make the purchasing decisions in the 
mobile among the customers. 

There are differences in the device penetration rates 
between Men and Women among all countries, with 
China and Brazil showing the largest gender divides 
among smart phone owners (17 and 16 percentage points, 
respectively, skewing Males). In general, smart phone 
owners globally tend to skew male except for Australia 
and feature phone owners tend to skew Females. Younger 
users are more likely to own a smart phone and older 
users are more likely to own a Feature phone, which 
makes sense since Feature phones are more established in 
the marketplace. Though, there are some exceptions in 
Customer of Italy who had revealed higher ownership of 
Smart phone among users in the age-group of 35 to 64 
years, whereas in India Feature phones have far more 
penetration than Smart phones across all age groups. The 
broader trend suggests that Smart phone adoption is 
likely to continue to rise as younger customers’ age 
(Nielsen Survey, 2012).

Keeping in mind the above stated facts & issues, the 
authors in this paper have made an attempt to study the 
influences of mobile phone applications and the attributes 
of the Smart phones. The study also seeks to 
conceptualise the key linkages between the mobile phone 
applications and the attributes of the Smart phones with 
Smartphone users’ perceived usefulness, perceived 
enjoyment, trust, convenience & Price sensitivity 
respectively. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

E-commerce has come a long way in a short time. Online 
purchase intention rates have doubled from 2011 for more 
than half of the categories measured between year 2011 
and 2014 respectively. And, these high-growth categories 
still have plenty of room to grow digitally.

Global online purchase intention rates in the year 2014 
have doubled since 2011 for Event Tickets   (41 percent); 
Electronic Books (34 Percent); Sporting Goods (31 
Percent); Toys/Dolls (29 Percent); Videos/DVDs/Games 
(28 Percent); Music (27 Percent); Pet Supplies (21 
Percent); Flowers (18 Percent), Cars/Accessories (17 
Percent), and Alcoholic Drinks (17 Percent) respectively.                       
And, rates have tripled since 2011 for Computer Software 
(27 percent) and nearly tripled for Baby Supplies (20 
percent) respectively. 

Young Moms should be an obvious e-commerce focus for 
e-marketers for these products. While Durable and 
entertainment based categories are showing a substantial 
rise in intent, consumable categories like Pet Supplies 
and Baby Supplies are also gaining traction quickly. 
While online transactions make it easy to download a 
Book; Buy a Ticket to a Sporting Event or Book a Hotel 
Room; Building a consumer base for consumable 
categories requires more marketing muscle. Finding the 
right balance between meeting mobile shoppers’ needs 
for assortment and value, while also building trust and 
overcoming negative perceptions, such as high costs and 
shipment fees, is vital for continued and sustainable 
growth. Other Consumable Categories, such as 
Cosmetics and Groceries are also growing. Global online 
buying or shopping intentions for the Cosmetic Category 
had increased 6 percentage points since 2011, from 25 
percent in 2011 to 31 percent in 2014, and Groceries rose 
5 percentage points, from 22 percent in the year 2011 to 
27 percent in the year 2014. China and South Korea are 
leaders in both these categories, with purchase intentions 
exceeding the Global average by about 20 percentage 
points each (e-Commerce: Evolution or Revolution in the 
Fast Moving Consumer Goods World, August 2014)

Since, the M-Commerce is the new trend in the retail 
industry all around the world, different studies have been 
carried out in different parts of the world to analyse and 
understand the mobile shoppers’ behaviour based on the

quality of the mobile shopping applications and attributes 
of smartphones.

As per the study conducted by Nielsen in 2012, 27 
Million Indians are using Smart phone. Highlighting that 
customer usage goes beyond voice calling and texting is 
the usage pattern of the smartphone owners. 

Based on their panel of smartphone users, Nielsen Survey 
is projecting that 22 Million use their smart phones for 
social networking; while 24 Million use it for running 
online searches. 19 million Smart phone users are 
chatting and using Webmail. 16 Million Users view 
streaming videos, and use Smartphones for Maps and 
Navigation whereas, 8 Million Smart phone users use it 
for Banking & Finance, Travel, Shopping and also access 
other Web Portals. Accessing Mobile Television on Smart 
phones is also an increasing trend for urban India, and 7 
Million Smart phone users use their phones for this 
purpose. 

Quality of Mobile Shopping Applications

Since the M-Commerce is the new trend in the retail 
industry all around the world, different studies have been 
conducted in different parts of the world to analyse and 
understand the mobile shoppers’ buying or shopping 
behaviour based on the quality of the mobile shopping 
applications and attributes of smartphones. 
Approximately 115 percent Smart phone users are using 
mobile apps for Shopping and Cab Services. 

A sizable number of customers nearly 1 in 2 are not happy 
with their shopping experience. Fortunately, mobile apps 
especially those that make shopping easier and more 
rewarding improve the experience and elevate customer 
satisfaction (Phil Hendrix, 2013).

Amazon India Shopping Apps have received the 4.2 
rating in Google Play Store with the rating of 311864 
users.  According to Google Play Store, India’s Number 
01 Online Shopping App is Flipkart with the user rating of 
4.2 with the number of users as 1496857. 

Attribute of the Mobile Phones

The main driver for choosing the smart phone is better 
newly added features, 44 percent of the customers 
preferred to buy mobile phone considering both price and 
quality together. 36 percent of them had bought mobile 
phones for the sake of Communication and 21 percent 
had bought the phone for status symbol (Bhavika Bhatt 
Saptarshi, 2012). Also, mobile phones have the 
advantage of their flexibility and ubiquity as they can be 
carried anywhere and anytime without being exposed to 
physical and geographical barriers making holding them 
much easier than carrying laptops (Wu and Wang, 2006; 
Yuan, and Cheng, 2004).

Influence of Quality Mobile Apps and Mobile Phones 
Attributes

Telecommunications Companies, Web Developers, 
Mobile Producing Companies in addition to retailers 
dealing in m-shopping have begun to integrate their 
efforts to enhance the m-shopping experience and make it 
as smooth as possible in order to encourage Smart phone 
users to adopt and continue buying online through their 
mobile devices. On the one hand, retail shops offering               
m-shopping service need to consider the user-perceived 
mobile application quality as a one package and take into 
account each factor separately without neglecting any.

On the other hand, the Telecommunication Companies 
are required to put efforts to enhance their radio coverage 
and data transmission speed of the 3G Network in all 
areas as it critically affects the     m-shopping experience 
of Smart phone users. If their shopping transactions are 
almost interruptions-free, it would directly improve 
Smart phone users’ ‘Trust and Enjoyment’ in m-shopping 
and will add up to the subscribers to the 3G service 
benefiting both m-shopping applications’ providers and 
Telecommunications providers respectively.

Mobile Production Companies need to concentrate on 
enhancing the mobile features that have an effect in the 
m-shopping process viz., Weight, Size and Screen 
Display as these factors affect the ease of m-shopping. 

Taken from another perspective, if a Smart phone user 
finds it is difficult to conduct m-shopping from their 
devices, they might think about switch over to other more 
developed mobile devices which would directly affect the 
revenue of that mobile company (Hani Al Dmour, 
Muhammad Alshurideh, Farah Shishan, 2014).

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is one of the 
developing  count r ies  in  the  Middle  Eas t .                         
Nowadays, it is just starting to learn the massive influence 
of the Cyber World and feel the need for using it to keep 
up with the world's knowledge and technology. A survey 
conducted by Arab Advisors Group (2012) found that 42 
percent out of total mobile phone holders in Jordan use 
Smart phones. Additionally, Arab Advisors Group (2012) 
argued that 24.4 percent of Internet users in Jordan have 
used e-Commerce in the year 2011 for Trading, and Bills 
Payment purposes exceeding year 2010 by 9 percent, 
which reflects the rising attention towards the importance 
of involving Internet in more life aspects. Moreover, 
several well-known respected banks in Jordan are issuing 
Internet Shopping Cards to provide Smart phone users 
with flexible and secure online shopping in a much easier 
and convenient way. To illustrate, Arab Bank (Internet 
Shopping), Jordan Kuwait Bank (Visa Pre-Paid) and The 
Housing Bank for Trade and Finance (Iskan Online) have 
been issued. These cards after realizing that there is a 
relatively good segment demanding such cards, thus
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attempt will be to conceptualise the key linkages between 
mobile applications quality and smartphones attributes in 
online shopping. Mobile apps have given the comfort 
zone to the customers to shop at ease with lesser mobile 
interactions. Mobile shopping Apps are mostly preferred 
by the customers than the direct purchase from the 
website itself. 

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the improvements and innovations in the 
information technologies, Internet has become a vital tool 
in individuals’ lives. In fact, it has changed the way we 
read books, we listen to music, we watch films, we send 
mails and we shop. This change has important 
implications for both firms and consumers. E-Commerce 
becomes yesteryear story with the arrival of smartphones. 
Websites that were designed for the Personal Computers 
were modified to fit the screen of Smartphone.                
The developing technology has made the consumers 
much more accessible to the Smartphone than to their 
Personal Computers. 

Though, it requires one time of downloading and 
installation, it gives all the benefits that a customer would 
expect from an e-tailor. By installing the mobile shopping 
application, both the customer and e-tailor are 
beneficially rewarded.  Developing a quality mobile 
shopping app can increase the desire of the e-tailor to 
come back to the same apps for frequent buying. The 
Apps that are not trust worthy and less user interface will 
lose its market share to its competitors. Buying of Smart 
phones has increased to that of mobile phones in the 
recent past. Customers tend to change their mobile 
phones based on the latest Smartphone models arrival in 
the market. Attributes related to the Smart phones can be a 
great factor to make the purchasing decisions in the 
mobile among the customers. 

There are differences in the device penetration rates 
between Men and Women among all countries, with 
China and Brazil showing the largest gender divides 
among smart phone owners (17 and 16 percentage points, 
respectively, skewing Males). In general, smart phone 
owners globally tend to skew male except for Australia 
and feature phone owners tend to skew Females. Younger 
users are more likely to own a smart phone and older 
users are more likely to own a Feature phone, which 
makes sense since Feature phones are more established in 
the marketplace. Though, there are some exceptions in 
Customer of Italy who had revealed higher ownership of 
Smart phone among users in the age-group of 35 to 64 
years, whereas in India Feature phones have far more 
penetration than Smart phones across all age groups. The 
broader trend suggests that Smart phone adoption is 
likely to continue to rise as younger customers’ age 
(Nielsen Survey, 2012).

Keeping in mind the above stated facts & issues, the 
authors in this paper have made an attempt to study the 
influences of mobile phone applications and the attributes 
of the Smart phones. The study also seeks to 
conceptualise the key linkages between the mobile phone 
applications and the attributes of the Smart phones with 
Smartphone users’ perceived usefulness, perceived 
enjoyment, trust, convenience & Price sensitivity 
respectively. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

E-commerce has come a long way in a short time. Online 
purchase intention rates have doubled from 2011 for more 
than half of the categories measured between year 2011 
and 2014 respectively. And, these high-growth categories 
still have plenty of room to grow digitally.

Global online purchase intention rates in the year 2014 
have doubled since 2011 for Event Tickets   (41 percent); 
Electronic Books (34 Percent); Sporting Goods (31 
Percent); Toys/Dolls (29 Percent); Videos/DVDs/Games 
(28 Percent); Music (27 Percent); Pet Supplies (21 
Percent); Flowers (18 Percent), Cars/Accessories (17 
Percent), and Alcoholic Drinks (17 Percent) respectively.                       
And, rates have tripled since 2011 for Computer Software 
(27 percent) and nearly tripled for Baby Supplies (20 
percent) respectively. 

Young Moms should be an obvious e-commerce focus for 
e-marketers for these products. While Durable and 
entertainment based categories are showing a substantial 
rise in intent, consumable categories like Pet Supplies 
and Baby Supplies are also gaining traction quickly. 
While online transactions make it easy to download a 
Book; Buy a Ticket to a Sporting Event or Book a Hotel 
Room; Building a consumer base for consumable 
categories requires more marketing muscle. Finding the 
right balance between meeting mobile shoppers’ needs 
for assortment and value, while also building trust and 
overcoming negative perceptions, such as high costs and 
shipment fees, is vital for continued and sustainable 
growth. Other Consumable Categories, such as 
Cosmetics and Groceries are also growing. Global online 
buying or shopping intentions for the Cosmetic Category 
had increased 6 percentage points since 2011, from 25 
percent in 2011 to 31 percent in 2014, and Groceries rose 
5 percentage points, from 22 percent in the year 2011 to 
27 percent in the year 2014. China and South Korea are 
leaders in both these categories, with purchase intentions 
exceeding the Global average by about 20 percentage 
points each (e-Commerce: Evolution or Revolution in the 
Fast Moving Consumer Goods World, August 2014)

Since, the M-Commerce is the new trend in the retail 
industry all around the world, different studies have been 
carried out in different parts of the world to analyse and 
understand the mobile shoppers’ behaviour based on the

quality of the mobile shopping applications and attributes 
of smartphones.

As per the study conducted by Nielsen in 2012, 27 
Million Indians are using Smart phone. Highlighting that 
customer usage goes beyond voice calling and texting is 
the usage pattern of the smartphone owners. 

Based on their panel of smartphone users, Nielsen Survey 
is projecting that 22 Million use their smart phones for 
social networking; while 24 Million use it for running 
online searches. 19 million Smart phone users are 
chatting and using Webmail. 16 Million Users view 
streaming videos, and use Smartphones for Maps and 
Navigation whereas, 8 Million Smart phone users use it 
for Banking & Finance, Travel, Shopping and also access 
other Web Portals. Accessing Mobile Television on Smart 
phones is also an increasing trend for urban India, and 7 
Million Smart phone users use their phones for this 
purpose. 

Quality of Mobile Shopping Applications

Since the M-Commerce is the new trend in the retail 
industry all around the world, different studies have been 
conducted in different parts of the world to analyse and 
understand the mobile shoppers’ buying or shopping 
behaviour based on the quality of the mobile shopping 
applications and attributes of smartphones. 
Approximately 115 percent Smart phone users are using 
mobile apps for Shopping and Cab Services. 

A sizable number of customers nearly 1 in 2 are not happy 
with their shopping experience. Fortunately, mobile apps 
especially those that make shopping easier and more 
rewarding improve the experience and elevate customer 
satisfaction (Phil Hendrix, 2013).

Amazon India Shopping Apps have received the 4.2 
rating in Google Play Store with the rating of 311864 
users.  According to Google Play Store, India’s Number 
01 Online Shopping App is Flipkart with the user rating of 
4.2 with the number of users as 1496857. 

Attribute of the Mobile Phones

The main driver for choosing the smart phone is better 
newly added features, 44 percent of the customers 
preferred to buy mobile phone considering both price and 
quality together. 36 percent of them had bought mobile 
phones for the sake of Communication and 21 percent 
had bought the phone for status symbol (Bhavika Bhatt 
Saptarshi, 2012). Also, mobile phones have the 
advantage of their flexibility and ubiquity as they can be 
carried anywhere and anytime without being exposed to 
physical and geographical barriers making holding them 
much easier than carrying laptops (Wu and Wang, 2006; 
Yuan, and Cheng, 2004).

Influence of Quality Mobile Apps and Mobile Phones 
Attributes

Telecommunications Companies, Web Developers, 
Mobile Producing Companies in addition to retailers 
dealing in m-shopping have begun to integrate their 
efforts to enhance the m-shopping experience and make it 
as smooth as possible in order to encourage Smart phone 
users to adopt and continue buying online through their 
mobile devices. On the one hand, retail shops offering               
m-shopping service need to consider the user-perceived 
mobile application quality as a one package and take into 
account each factor separately without neglecting any.

On the other hand, the Telecommunication Companies 
are required to put efforts to enhance their radio coverage 
and data transmission speed of the 3G Network in all 
areas as it critically affects the     m-shopping experience 
of Smart phone users. If their shopping transactions are 
almost interruptions-free, it would directly improve 
Smart phone users’ ‘Trust and Enjoyment’ in m-shopping 
and will add up to the subscribers to the 3G service 
benefiting both m-shopping applications’ providers and 
Telecommunications providers respectively.

Mobile Production Companies need to concentrate on 
enhancing the mobile features that have an effect in the 
m-shopping process viz., Weight, Size and Screen 
Display as these factors affect the ease of m-shopping. 

Taken from another perspective, if a Smart phone user 
finds it is difficult to conduct m-shopping from their 
devices, they might think about switch over to other more 
developed mobile devices which would directly affect the 
revenue of that mobile company (Hani Al Dmour, 
Muhammad Alshurideh, Farah Shishan, 2014).

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is one of the 
developing  count r ies  in  the  Middle  Eas t .                         
Nowadays, it is just starting to learn the massive influence 
of the Cyber World and feel the need for using it to keep 
up with the world's knowledge and technology. A survey 
conducted by Arab Advisors Group (2012) found that 42 
percent out of total mobile phone holders in Jordan use 
Smart phones. Additionally, Arab Advisors Group (2012) 
argued that 24.4 percent of Internet users in Jordan have 
used e-Commerce in the year 2011 for Trading, and Bills 
Payment purposes exceeding year 2010 by 9 percent, 
which reflects the rising attention towards the importance 
of involving Internet in more life aspects. Moreover, 
several well-known respected banks in Jordan are issuing 
Internet Shopping Cards to provide Smart phone users 
with flexible and secure online shopping in a much easier 
and convenient way. To illustrate, Arab Bank (Internet 
Shopping), Jordan Kuwait Bank (Visa Pre-Paid) and The 
Housing Bank for Trade and Finance (Iskan Online) have 
been issued. These cards after realizing that there is a 
relatively good segment demanding such cards, thus
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providing further proof those Jordanian customers are 
already shopping online. Furthermore, Lin (2007) had 
mentioned that the rate of new shopping mobile 
application's failure is really high which entice the mobile 
application developers to give attention of the mobile 
application characteristics that affect the user-perceived 
mobile application quality and the way of developing it 
(Kim, et al. (2007) and Lee and Park).

KEY TERMS OF THE RESEARCH STUDY

The key terms of the research study have been explained 
in brief as follows.

Mobile Applications 

Mobile applications are considered as one of the main 
channels that enable Smart phone users to view updated 
displayed products and contact retailers without the need 
of physical presence. Moreover, Jiang et al. (2010) 
confirmed that mobile application developers and 
retailers can use the overall characteristics and 
techniques of mobile applications as external stimuli to 
influence Smart phone users’ emotions which in turn 
drive the online shopping or buying behaviour                                   
(Jiang et al., 2010).

Mobile Attributes

Mobile attributes can be classified into two categories. 
First, Instant connectivity which is defined as the level of 
convenience toward time and places that one feels when 
they participate in m-Shopping and accessibility of 
conforming and searching for information in the moment                                              
(Kim et al., 2007and Ko et al., 2009), and Second, Mobile 
features considering the fact that mobile devices have 
features that are already built in devices viz., large 
Display and Zooming Feature; Size; Weight; Notification 
System and Adjustable Brightness and Contrast 
respectively (Avvannavar et al., 2008; Banister, 2010; 
ORACLE, 2011; Rackspace, 2012; RNIB, 2012).

Mobile Commerce

The phrase Mobile Commerce or m-Commerce was 
originally coined in the year 1997 by Kevin Duffey at the 
launch of the Global Mobile Commerce Forum, to mean 
that the delivery of electronic commerce capabilities 
directly into the consumer’s hand, anywhere, via wireless 
technology. Many choose to think of Mobile Commerce 
as meaning a retail outlet in your customer’s pocket.                
M-Commerce is the buying and selling of goods and 
services through wireless handheld devices such as 
Cellular Telephone and Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDAs) which are known as Next-Generation e-
Commerce, m-Commerce that enables its users to access 
the Internet without a need to find a place to plug in 
(www.wikipedia.org).

Perceived Usefulness 

Perceived Usefulness has been defined   as the degree to 
which a person believes that using a particular system 
which would enhance his or her job performance. Davis 
(1989) had described a system high in perceived 
usefulness as one for which a user believes in the 
existence of a positive user-performance relationship. 
The user perceives the system to be an effective way of 
performing the tasks (Davis, 1989). 

Perceived Enjoyment

Perceived enjoyment is the involvement of consumer in 
to m-shopping with lot of interest, which is influenced by 
smartphone features & ease of use.

Convenience of Use 

Convenience of use is described as a major factor that 
increases the convenience experienced by Smart phone 
users and makes it more efficient to use the m-
applications and thereby contributes to the m-shopping. It 
has been said that convenience or ease of usage is defined 
as the degree to which it is easy to use the product or 
application and find quickly the information needed. 
Since various services are provided online, the more 
services are offered, the Smart phone users need to be 
able to navigate easily and use them. It is argued that this 
is why convenience of use has taken on even more 
importance than before (Yim Ki-Heung, 2015). 

Trust 

Consumer trust on the e-Commerce businesses generally 
comes from their credibility and benevolence. Credibility 
is defined as whether a person believes that the other party 
is honest, competent and reliable (Han & Windsor, 2011). 
Meanwhile, benevolence is a person’s belief that other 
persons are genuinely interested in the other partner’s 
welfare and have intention and motives beneficial to the 
other party even under adverse conditions for which a 
commitment was not made (ibid). Besides, the more 
number of smart phone users’ trust the e-retailer, the more 
likelihood is that the Smart phone users will reveal 
personal and privacy information. 

Han and Windsor (2011) had revealed that improving 
credibility could improve Smart phone users’ trust in e-
retailers’ mobile applications, hence increasing their 
purchase intention in m-commerce sites.

Price Sensitivity 

By providing the information that customers wanted, 
price sensitivity could be lowered. Online media can 
lower price sensitivity by helping customer products that 
fit best their needs. Lynch & Ariely (2000) had found that 
price and quality were offered together, price sensitivity 
went down further than being presenting only price. Such 
results had shown that price sensitivity is not high

because of an online environment but because of 
information that helps consumer evaluation quality is 
often insufficient. Moreover, in an online environment, 
the cost for information search is low but it was argued 
that price sensitivity changes depending on the situation.

FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH STUDY

Mobile phones have the advantage of their ease of use and 
portability as they can be carried anywhere and anytime 
without being exposed to physical and geographical 
barriers (Wu and Wang, 2006). 

M-shoppers’ intention to buy on mobile, if accompanied 
by satisfaction will lead to repurchase. Customers’’ m-
shopping buying decision from a specific mobile 
application will be seen as a competitive advantage, 
which will have a tremendous positive effect on profit 
(Tsai et al., 2007).

Mobile attributes are also highlighted in this model which 
has been which classified as follows:

Instant Connectivity

Instant Connectivity has been defined as the level of 
convenience toward time, and places that one feels when 
they participate in m-shopping and accessibility of 
conforming and searching for information in the moment 
(Kim et al., 2007and Ko et al., 2009).

Mobile Features

Today, mobile devices have those features that are built in 
already in mobiles such as Large Display and Zooming

Feature, Size, Weight, Notification System and 
Adjustable Brightness and Contrast (Avvannavar et al., 
2008; Banister, 2010; ORACLE, 2011; Rackspace, 2012; 
RNIB, 2012). Moreover, those dimensions present the 
first factors that Smart phone users’ notice or deal with at 
the initial phase of communicating with the mobile 
application, therefore, they had present exogenous 
factors which are those factors that facilitate the forming 
of the first impression about the mobile application which 
in turn influences the other internal factors viz., Perceived 
Enjoyment; Perceived Usefulness and Trust respectively 
as these variables symbolizes psychological factors. 

Taking all in mind, the following research model can be 
concluded which consists of three main variable 
categories that affect the mobile shopping success 
equation.

Independent Variables

[A] A Smart Phone User-Perceived Mobile Application’s 
Quality, and [B] Mobile Features

Mediating Variables

[A] A Smart Phone User-Perceived Usefulness [B] 
Perceived Enjoyment, and [C] Enhancing Trust.

Dependent Variables

A Smart Phone User’s Intention of Mobile Shopping 
which will ultimately lead to M-Shoppers’ Shopping or 
Buying Behaviour (Liao et al., 2006)

Source: Hani Al Dmour, Muhammad Alshurideh, Farah Shishan; 2014 
[Modified & Adapted By the Authors’]

Figure 1 - The Conceptual Framework of the Research Study 
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providing further proof those Jordanian customers are 
already shopping online. Furthermore, Lin (2007) had 
mentioned that the rate of new shopping mobile 
application's failure is really high which entice the mobile 
application developers to give attention of the mobile 
application characteristics that affect the user-perceived 
mobile application quality and the way of developing it 
(Kim, et al. (2007) and Lee and Park).

KEY TERMS OF THE RESEARCH STUDY

The key terms of the research study have been explained 
in brief as follows.

Mobile Applications 

Mobile applications are considered as one of the main 
channels that enable Smart phone users to view updated 
displayed products and contact retailers without the need 
of physical presence. Moreover, Jiang et al. (2010) 
confirmed that mobile application developers and 
retailers can use the overall characteristics and 
techniques of mobile applications as external stimuli to 
influence Smart phone users’ emotions which in turn 
drive the online shopping or buying behaviour                                   
(Jiang et al., 2010).

Mobile Attributes

Mobile attributes can be classified into two categories. 
First, Instant connectivity which is defined as the level of 
convenience toward time and places that one feels when 
they participate in m-Shopping and accessibility of 
conforming and searching for information in the moment                                              
(Kim et al., 2007and Ko et al., 2009), and Second, Mobile 
features considering the fact that mobile devices have 
features that are already built in devices viz., large 
Display and Zooming Feature; Size; Weight; Notification 
System and Adjustable Brightness and Contrast 
respectively (Avvannavar et al., 2008; Banister, 2010; 
ORACLE, 2011; Rackspace, 2012; RNIB, 2012).

Mobile Commerce

The phrase Mobile Commerce or m-Commerce was 
originally coined in the year 1997 by Kevin Duffey at the 
launch of the Global Mobile Commerce Forum, to mean 
that the delivery of electronic commerce capabilities 
directly into the consumer’s hand, anywhere, via wireless 
technology. Many choose to think of Mobile Commerce 
as meaning a retail outlet in your customer’s pocket.                
M-Commerce is the buying and selling of goods and 
services through wireless handheld devices such as 
Cellular Telephone and Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDAs) which are known as Next-Generation e-
Commerce, m-Commerce that enables its users to access 
the Internet without a need to find a place to plug in 
(www.wikipedia.org).

Perceived Usefulness 

Perceived Usefulness has been defined   as the degree to 
which a person believes that using a particular system 
which would enhance his or her job performance. Davis 
(1989) had described a system high in perceived 
usefulness as one for which a user believes in the 
existence of a positive user-performance relationship. 
The user perceives the system to be an effective way of 
performing the tasks (Davis, 1989). 

Perceived Enjoyment

Perceived enjoyment is the involvement of consumer in 
to m-shopping with lot of interest, which is influenced by 
smartphone features & ease of use.

Convenience of Use 

Convenience of use is described as a major factor that 
increases the convenience experienced by Smart phone 
users and makes it more efficient to use the m-
applications and thereby contributes to the m-shopping. It 
has been said that convenience or ease of usage is defined 
as the degree to which it is easy to use the product or 
application and find quickly the information needed. 
Since various services are provided online, the more 
services are offered, the Smart phone users need to be 
able to navigate easily and use them. It is argued that this 
is why convenience of use has taken on even more 
importance than before (Yim Ki-Heung, 2015). 

Trust 

Consumer trust on the e-Commerce businesses generally 
comes from their credibility and benevolence. Credibility 
is defined as whether a person believes that the other party 
is honest, competent and reliable (Han & Windsor, 2011). 
Meanwhile, benevolence is a person’s belief that other 
persons are genuinely interested in the other partner’s 
welfare and have intention and motives beneficial to the 
other party even under adverse conditions for which a 
commitment was not made (ibid). Besides, the more 
number of smart phone users’ trust the e-retailer, the more 
likelihood is that the Smart phone users will reveal 
personal and privacy information. 

Han and Windsor (2011) had revealed that improving 
credibility could improve Smart phone users’ trust in e-
retailers’ mobile applications, hence increasing their 
purchase intention in m-commerce sites.

Price Sensitivity 

By providing the information that customers wanted, 
price sensitivity could be lowered. Online media can 
lower price sensitivity by helping customer products that 
fit best their needs. Lynch & Ariely (2000) had found that 
price and quality were offered together, price sensitivity 
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FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH STUDY
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Independent Variables

[A] A Smart Phone User-Perceived Mobile Application’s 
Quality, and [B] Mobile Features

Mediating Variables

[A] A Smart Phone User-Perceived Usefulness [B] 
Perceived Enjoyment, and [C] Enhancing Trust.

Dependent Variables

A Smart Phone User’s Intention of Mobile Shopping 
which will ultimately lead to M-Shoppers’ Shopping or 
Buying Behaviour (Liao et al., 2006)

Source: Hani Al Dmour, Muhammad Alshurideh, Farah Shishan; 2014 
[Modified & Adapted By the Authors’]

Figure 1 - The Conceptual Framework of the Research Study 
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KEY DISCUSSIONS

As the world is becoming more hectic and contemporary 
day by day, every transaction and operation should be 
mobile. With only few clicks on the mobile devices, m-
Commerce and mobile transaction are of great interest of 
numerous innovators. In terms of traditional marketing in 
recent years, it has been difficult for the customers to have 
strong impression on brand names, products, and services 
due to lack of connection and interaction.  Meanwhile, in 
the environment that an enormous number of customers 
wish to possess smart phones and tablets, it should be 
definitely considered taking advantage of the evident 
truth to efficiently create potential marketing channels. 
The other side of the issue is under the customer’s 
perception towards new experience. 

Innovation has become a disruptor among retailers, 
differentiating those who commit to investing in tools 
that better engage their consumers and those who stick to 
more traditional practices.

The rapid evolution of ecommerce has allowed retailers 
to focus on creating a strong online presence, not just 
enhancing their in-store journey. Not only has 
ecommerce been profitable for business but also 
convenient and pleasing for consumers. Yet, despite the 
opportunity intrinsic to online retail and shopping, there 
are also some daunting challenges that companies must 
overcome in order to successfully sell online.

The primary drawback to online shopping is that many of 
the sensory elements that customers use to make their 
purchasing decisions are often lost. When shopping 
online, a customer cannot touch or feel an item, see how it 
works, or know how it will fit in their home. The loss of 
this interactivity and presence in the shopping experience 
leads to uncertain buyers and more abandoned carts.

As the future of ecommerce continues to shape, 
augmented reality (AR) will have a huge impact in how 
customers buy products online. Augmented reality is 
helping to solve these dilemmas with product 
visualization. AR makes it possible to see virtual products 
in your actual environment, and the integration of AR in 
ecommerce is quickly changing how consumers shop by 
allowing them to see what they want to buy before any 
purchase is made.

Even with the knowledge of a product’s dimensions, it’s 
still challenging to envision how it will look in your home 
or on your counter beyond a simple eyeball test. 
Augmented reality is set to revamp the online shopping 
experience in that sense.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO BUILD TRUST IN 
THE MOBILE ECOSYSTEM

For those organizations which have developed or are 
planning to release an app, there are a series of steps they

can take to build trust with their end users. Apps must be 
securely designed to coexist in an environment where 
there are many others from third-parties they do not 
control: they need to be able to react and defend 
themselves, while on the field.

Layers of protection should be implemented, with the 
psychology of security in mind, to make the user feel 
secure. This can range from visible icons to show 
everything is operating as intended, to login procedures 
like biometric authentication such as fingerprint, facial 
recognition, iris scanning. 

App providers must gauge their audience and the purpose 
of their app. In some instances, connecting a user account 
with a social network may be acceptable, but many in 
others—such as banking or government providers should 
tread more cautiously as consumers are more wary about 
sharing credentials across services.

User convenience needs to be part of the design, from 
enrolment through to everyday app usage. It is also 
imperative that the same experience applies regardless of 
the mobile device handset and operating system.

CONCLUSION

Mobile shopping App operators need to communicate 
more effectively with their customers, bearing in mind 
that increased choice can be a burden for many end-users 
who prize convenience at an appealing price. 
Opportunities to educate customers on the suitability of 
data price plans and new services have to be taken. At the 
same time, operators should leverage their trusted 
customer relationships to reassure users that smart 
services add value without compromising privacy and 
security. Much can be done to make services more 
appealing to specific user groups, whether older 
smartphone users or customers in sparsely populated 
areas where mobile networks can reach further than 
traditional infrastructures. Traditional distinctions 
between prepaid and postpaid users in terms of 
propensity to spend and take-up new services also need to 
be revisited. Meanwhile, targeted network investment is 
just more important than an improved dialogue with 
consumers on service and price plan benefits. Closer 
engagement with specific customer segments can drive 
greater take-up of new services, build higher levels of 
customer loyalty and make mobile data propositions 
more profitable. Converting service triallists into users 
and boosting existing usage frequency are vital if the 
explosive take-up of smart devices is to provide a 
platform for the continued growth of the mobile industry

A secure mobile ecosystem is a call for the day, 
encompassing the backend, network and device. 
However, in this report we focus on mobile app security; 
apps are being used increasingly by key players in the 
industry and governments – as this happens, more and

more threats in this space continue to arise. At every step 
of the user journey, protection is crucial. Strong 
authentication and identity protection are necessary to 
ensure mobile software receives adequate protection. 
Moreover, it is crucial to include user convenience and 
the ‘psychology of security’ as part of the security design, 
in order to trigger service adoption. In particular, the use 
of biometry such as fingerprint readers, facial or iris 
recognition is becoming more popular. It’s also worth 
noting how the research has demonstrated there is 
widespread awareness of cyber security issues. 
Consumers clearly value robust protection to the point

that many would pay a premium for guaranteed security. 
In a world where cyber threats are constantly evolving 
and consumers have access to an unprecedented number 
of valuable services through their smartphones, it is 
important each player is prepared. Cybersecurity cannot 
be treated as an afterthought; effective risk management 
and evaluation systems need to be in place to protect end-
users, otherwise trust in mobile apps will be severely 
undermined and the full potential of mobile will not be 
achieved.  As our lives increasingly exist on mobile, it is 
imperative we can trust the devices and services we use 
every day.
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of the user journey, protection is crucial. Strong 
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Moreover, it is crucial to include user convenience and 
the ‘psychology of security’ as part of the security design, 
in order to trigger service adoption. In particular, the use 
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recognition is becoming more popular. It’s also worth 
noting how the research has demonstrated there is 
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In a world where cyber threats are constantly evolving 
and consumers have access to an unprecedented number 
of valuable services through their smartphones, it is 
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and evaluation systems need to be in place to protect end-
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undermined and the full potential of mobile will not be 
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ABSTRACT

Demonetization had been the single event held on 8 
November 2016 which shook the entire nation like never 
before and changed the Indian economy in multiple ways. 
One year has passed by since then and Indian economy 
has seen many changes. Government of India has taken 
digitization of various processes in a big way and efforts 
are on to add AADHAR number to all services like bank 
accounts, subsidies, mobile, utility connections and so 
on. Real Estate Sector was the worst hit sector by 
demonetization. While there are various arguments and 
counter arguments about the benefits or loss of 
demonetization and similarly of digitization, this paper is 
an attempt to study impact of demonetization on digital 
transactions and on real estate sector in India through 
quantified data provided by various government and 
statistical agencies and leading think tanks on Indian 
economy. 

INTRODUCTION

Citizens of India, young or old, male or female, from all 
nooks and corners of the country witnessed and faced the 
impact of demonetization exercise as undertook by the 
Government of India started on 8 November 2016 and run 
over for next few months. In fact, the impact of Indian 
demonetization exercise was felt not only in India but 
across the world and some of our neighborhood nations 
are still not able to recover from its impact as few of them 
were trading in Indian currency also and there is no 
official data what happened to the Indian currency notes 
stocked and spread in those countries. Though the initial 
hardships faced by most of the people had slowly erased 
after normalcy returned back to ATMs withdrawals, 
banks’ transactions and sufficient availability of new 
notes but the fear of government sudden actions will keep 
haunting people for the decades to come. 
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over for next few months. In fact, the impact of Indian 
demonetization exercise was felt not only in India but 
across the world and some of our neighborhood nations 
are still not able to recover from its impact as few of them 
were trading in Indian currency also and there is no 
official data what happened to the Indian currency notes 
stocked and spread in those countries. Though the initial 
hardships faced by most of the people had slowly erased 
after normalcy returned back to ATMs withdrawals, 
banks’ transactions and sufficient availability of new 
notes but the fear of government sudden actions will keep 
haunting people for the decades to come. 
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Demonetization began as a way to curb the black money 
from Indian economy was later addressed as a means of 
making India cashless and giving digital India a boost. 
More than a year has passed by since demonetization in 
India took place and a lot has been written and said about 
the benefits, losses, impact of demonetization and the 
intent of government behind this exercise. Politicians, 
economists, bureaucrats, officials and general public has 
long debated and there are arguments and reasons for 
both pros and cons of demonetization. Sharma (2017) 
paper discusses in detail intent, impact and result of 
demonetization.

After assuming power, NDA government in India took a 
number of bold steps including demonetization and 
digitization. Government is working hard to make 
government processes digitized and offer convenience to 
its citizens to avail government services and facilities 
sitting at their home. In parallel, government is putting its 
best effort in promoting digital financial transactions and 
recently government has reduced to a large extent or 
taken upon itself the online transaction fee that banks 
used to charge from businesses who were accepting 
payment through digital mode to motivate people to shift 
to digital mode of payment and other works.Government 
had to go through a fierce criticism from all corners of the 
society from general public and up to world leading 
economists.

Impact on real estate sector and employment generation 
post demonetization were severe and inter related. Real 
estate sector was worst hit post demonetization being 
cash transactions rich sector and employment generation 
went in negative figures because demonetization 
impacted almost all industrial sector.

DEMONETIZATION COST TO THE 
GOVERNMENT 

Demonetization has costed government a lot. On political 
front, government faced backlash from all corners, 
including well-known economists, policy makers, 
opposition parties and general public. It had to spend a 
huge amount on advertising to reach to the people 
educating them about reasons and benefits of 
demonetization. (Sharma, 2017).

For the fiscal year ended June 2017, the Reserve Bank of 
India has paid Rs 30,659 crore as dividend payout to the 
Government, just half from previous year and against Rs 
58,000 crore in dividend from the RBI in 2017-18 
expectations of the government as estimated in the budget 
provisions. Though no official reason was given by the 
RBI, analysts termed increased printing cost of new 
currency notes and paying interest of Rs17,426 crores to 
the banks after RBI mopped up excess liquidity in the 
banking system post demonetization. Last fiscal, RBI 
dividend payout was Rs 65,876 crore. This sharp decline

in dividend has put pressure on fiscal math and the 
government has to find resources to meet its fiscal deficit 
target of 3.2 per cent for 2017-18.

Public sector banks are still not out from the 
demonetization impact and government didn’t get 
expected dividend payout from them just like RBI. 

Demonetization was one of the biggest contributor for 
slowing down of Indian economy in first two quarters of 
2017. Later in last two quarters introduction of Goods and 
Services Tax (GST) paid further fuel to the already 
slowing down economy. Goss domestic product (GDP) 
growth for the April-June quarter slipped to 5.7%, and the 
World Bank reduced the India GDP growth forecast to 
7% for 2017-18 post demonetization and introduction of 
GST. 

Extracting the idle cash lying in people’s houses and 
depositing the same in banking system was another major 
reason behind demonetization. According to the data 
released by Income Tax Department during 1st April, 
2017 to 5th August, 2017, 2.79 crore e-returns of 
Individual taxpayers were received as against 2.23 crore 
e-returns received during 1st April, 2016 to 5th August, 
2016. Total 9.1 million new taxpayers were added in the 
income tax payers’ list which was about 80% rise over the 
typical yearly rise in number of taxpayers. 

However, this rise in tax payers’ number and e-returns 
filed didn’t actually result in significant revenue 
generation for the government as the actual results have 
been quite modest. According to latest Economic Survey 
estimates, the tax base expansion attributable to 
demonetization was Rs. 10,600 crores, lower than what 
RBI spent on interest expenses, and equivalent to only 
0.1% of India’s gross domestic product (GDP). 

Checking counterfeit notes through demonetization also 
couldn’t generate desired results. The detected 
counterfeit notes amount and money not returned to the 
banking system was not significant as over 90 per cent 
circulated five hundred and one thousand notes came 
back to the system, as per RBI data.  On the other hand, 
counterfeits of the newly issued two thousand and five 
hundred rupees’ notes have already started emerging in 
the system. Moreover, the government reason of 
demonetizing higher denomination notes to curb the 
black money also failed as they issued note of even 
further higher denomination almost in the same amount 
of currency that was withdrawn from the system.

DEMONETIZATION AND DIGITAL INDIA

Pushing India towards becoming a cashless economy was 
one prime reason that demonetization was publicized for. 
People turned towards digital transactions for everything 
from buying groceries from a road side vendor to paying 
utility bills during the time of demonetization. With this

single stroke of demonetization, government has infused 
digital literacy and use of digital transactions even to the 
poorest in India.

With massive number of about 800 million debit cards 
and approximately 30 million credit cards in the market, 
today’s India can safely acclaim access to digital payment 
in every household of India. almost every household in 
India. However, post one-year financial transactions data 
suggests that except during initial months when apps 
based and cards based transactions were on sharp rise, 
these transactions are again on decline. It was observed 
that once the flow of cash into the economy returned to 
normalcy, the use of these apps and digital wallets saw a 
slide once again. 

In fact, there is very little evidence to suggest any 
behavioral change in citizens’ financial transactions 
methods due to demonetization. As said above, the 
sudden rise in digital payments and the decline in ATM 
withdrawals were both caused by artificial constraints, 
and do not seem to have had a lasting impact on Indian 
citizens. Even NEFT/RTGS/IMPS transactions too did 
not register much change after one year of 
demonetization period. 

According to the online news portal, The Wire 
(thewire.in), India has faced fall in GDP growth rate 
linearly for last six quarters. This requires policy makers’ 
immediate attention to avoid economy to pull into 
recession again. Government need to work fast on 
structural reforms and promote proactively its different 
schemes like Jan-DhanYojana, linking Aadhar and PAN 
data, encouraging digital payments through apps like 
Bhim, introduction of RuPay card, mobile banking and so 
on. 

IMAPCT ON REAL ESTATE SECTOR

The demonetization has caused a huge shock in the realty 
sector as it is notably a cash transaction based sector.  For 
decades, real estate sector was the most preferred sector

to absorb large amount of cash and black money as major 
part of financial transactions were in cash and 
unaccounted for and only a minor part was recorded 
under formal system and taxes were also paid on that 
minor part only.  Demonetization has abruptly brought an 
end to the unethical/illegal transactions in this sector. 

According to latest RBI Annual Report 2017-18, with 
respect to financial, real estate and professional services, 
the Gross Value Added (GVA) slowdown was the 
sharpest, accentuated by the impact of demonetization on 
the cash-intensive real estate sector. Reflecting the 
slackening of construction activity, steel consumption 
and cement production decelerated/contracted from their 
levels a year ago. Demonetization has resulted in major 
slowdown in real-estate and construction sector. 

According to CMIE Capex data as published in LiveMint 
(2017), realty sector was facing stalling in projects to the 
tune of 1.27 trillion rupees in the September Quarter and 
has seen consistently stalling rate of double digits for last 
three quarters after demonetization. This data shows that 
new projects had come to a grinding halt in the real estate 
sector. As cash was the king in real estate transactions, so, 
this sector had been worst hit by demonetization. 
Moreover, GST and introduction of Real Estate 
(Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 (RERA) has 
further added to the misery of the sector through 
prolonged delay in new projects announcements and 
sharp increase in stalling rates.

Further adding to the woes of builders was introduction of 
new insolvency law which calls for strict action against 
errant builders. All this resulted in loss of mass scale 
employment in a sector that was providing largest 
number of non-farm jobs in India. 

Going through the industry data for last five years of Real 
Estate Sector as provided by Ace Equity database (Table 
1), all growth ratios are in negative during the year 2017 
after demonetization took place. 

Table 1 - Real Estate Growth Ratios from 2013 to 2017

Indicators/Year 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Net Sales Growth(%) -2.14 11.62 4.17 1.25 5.82

Core EBITDA Growth(%) -10.32 -0.88 9.19 -7.44 0.82

EBIT Growth(%) -14.01 7.16 7.9 -7.86 -3.91

PAT Growth(%) -31.6 9.9 9.01 -21.9 -19.05

Source: Ace Equity Database as updated on 9 January 2018

Similarly, a study of Efficiency Ratios for last five years 
also showed decline in efficiency ratios as inventory was

piling up; receivable days were consistently increasing 
and fixed capital/sales ratio was declining.
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including well-known economists, policy makers, 
opposition parties and general public. It had to spend a 
huge amount on advertising to reach to the people 
educating them about reasons and benefits of 
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banking system post demonetization. Last fiscal, RBI 
dividend payout was Rs 65,876 crore. This sharp decline
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target of 3.2 per cent for 2017-18.

Public sector banks are still not out from the 
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from buying groceries from a road side vendor to paying 
utility bills during the time of demonetization. With this
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With massive number of about 800 million debit cards 
and approximately 30 million credit cards in the market, 
today’s India can safely acclaim access to digital payment 
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suggests that except during initial months when apps 
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Table 2 - Real Estate Efficiency Ratios from 2013 to 2017

Indicators/Years 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Fixed Capital/Sales(x) 0.5 0.53 0.64 0.63 0.49

Receivable days 144.51 126.27 127.58 125.84 127.93

Inventory Days 600.09 549.2 558.07 543.3 499.95

Payable days 149.85 148.83 152.2 144.83 138.04

Source: Ace Equity Database as updated on 9 January 2018

Government has taken many large scale reforms in real 
estate sector to protect the buyers’ interest and for 
creating investment friendly culture. Introduction of Real 
Estate Regulation Act (RERA), GST, REITs and Benami 
Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment Act, 2016, 
besides reforms related to FDI will bring much needed 
transparency in the system.

There is no doubt that demonetization and other reforms 
undertaken by the government for real estate sector in 
long run will bring much needed efficiency, transparency 
& most important affordability in real estate sector. 
Before demonetization, prices of the real estate sectors 
were going sky high artificially as large amount of black 
money was invested in this sector. After a year of 
demonetization, prices have come down significantly. It 
is expected that real estate sector will grow in right 
direction now and play a crucial role in the country GDP 
growth since the investments would be legal and 
government will also get proper revenue through stamp 
duty or other taxes in the sector. With increasing 
transparency in the sector, India’s will move towards 
following global standards and best practices in real 
estate sector. 

IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT

According to data released by Centre for Monitoring 
Indian Economy (CMIE) as reported by the online 
newsletter “thewire.in”, demonetization decision may 
have resulted in the loss of roughly 1.5 million jobs. It 
was based upon the result of consecutive waves of 
household surveys performed from January 2016 to April 
2017 with a sample size: 161,617 households across India 
by CMIE. The data further mentioned while India’s 
employed force grew from 401 million in April 2016 to 
406.5 million in December 2016, it fell to 405 million in 
the four-month survey period of January through April 
2017.

The impact of demonetization was more visible in the 
labour participation rate which reduced to 43.5% as per 
data collected till April 2017 against the 46.9% from 
January to October 2016. Prime reason for this was that 
there was a serious dearth of jobs and fall in new 
investments in the country post demonetization which 
were clear sign of an economic slowdown.

Unlike developed countries where reason of fall in labour 
participate rate is ageing, India’s has rich young 
population, and this fall in labour participation rate hurt 
the younger new labour force. As per data, during 
January-April 2017, job losses were concentrated in the 
younger age brackets.

According to the World Economic and Social Outlook 
2017 published by the International Labour Organisation 
more than 3.4 million people have been added to the 
worldwide unemployed workforce. This number is 
expected to rise to 3.6 million in emerging and transition 
economies like India.

According to CMIE’s Consumer Pyramids Household 
Surveys (CPHS), post demonetization, about 1.5 million 
jobs were lost during January-April 2017. This data takes 
into account the total employment in the country both in 
organized and unorganized sectors, and agricultural and 
non-agricultural sectors. Though it was expected that 
labour participation rate will fall as a result of 
demonetization in first two months’ post demonetization 
but trend continued with rate being 44.5 per cent and 43.5 
per cent in March and April 207 also.  It was considerably 
lower than the 46.9 per cent recorded in the 
corresponding months a year ago. CMIE attributed fall in 
new investment as the prime reason for the same which is 
a sign of economic slowdown.

Introduction of Goods and Services Tax (GST) has 
proven to be another big leg puller in the way of 
employment generation. Many MSMEs, medium and 
small enterprises were badly hit by introduction of GST 
which even faced closure unable to convert and adopt to 
this new system. Traders were just trapped in almost 
continuously e-filing system of GST returns with no 
clarity on different tax rates slapped on various 
categories. GST Council in its regular meetings is trying 
to remove such barriers and trying to simplify the GST 
returns system and also to reduce the tax rates categories 
to make the GST system people’s friendly.

India has yet to achieve its millennial goal of providing 
employment to 20 million people by 2022. So far, in spite 
of several efforts by different governments, employment 
generation has not in tune with the set goal. This implies 
though we are able to maintain a GDP growth rate

between 7 to 8 per cent but it is a jobless growth and even 
the jobs generated are low wages jobs hence India’s failed 
to raise standard of living.

WAY FORWARD

According to Bhambra (2017), after release of current 
forecast of 6.5 per cent growth forecast for India, 
government’s budget calculations have become more 
difficult and the government may curtail expenditure by 
Rs.150 billion. While the last Union Budget estimated a 
11.8 per cent increase in nominal GDP (at current prices) 
of Rs.168.5 trillion, the first advance estimates this year 
suggests a 9.5 per cent increase in nominal GDP growth 
to Rs.166.3 trillion. As a result, the absolute fiscal deficit 
target needs to be pruned by Rs.150 billion to Rs.5.3 
trillion as against the earlier budgeted estimate of Rs.5.5 
trillion. 

Not everyone is however pessimistic. According to Vice 
Chairman, NitiAyog, Shri Rajiv Kumar, India’s 
economic growth will be more robust in 2018-19 and 
GDP growth during the second half of 2017-18 will rise to 
seven per cent meaning by an annual growth rate of 6.5 
per cent for 2017-18. 

Recently, Government has taken a bold step by reducing 
the transaction fee for making payment through card 
swapping. The high fee of 2 per cent was a big barrier and 
traders were reluctant to either accept payment through 
card swap or levy an extra 2 per cent charge to the 
customer, as a result even customers were not willing to 
pay through card swapping. It will again motivate more 
and more people to use the mode. Also banks and fin-tech 
start-ups started offering cashbacks or discounts on 
paying through credit/debit cards and e-wallets. These 
incentives will attract more and more people to use digital 
modes of transaction on regular basis and as preferred 
medium.

India at this junction requires not only to maintain the 
pace of gainful employment growth but it must also 
achieve broadbased, sustainable, and fast economic 
growth. It needs to attract more and more investments to 
achieve the World Bank projected growth rates of 7.2 
percent in 2018 and to 7.7 percent in 2020. Hopefully, the

reforms brought out in various sectors particularly in real 
estate sector, push towards digital India and digital modes 
of transactions to bring more and more transparency in 
the financial system, streamlining and smoothening 
further GST system will bring the much desired results 
and India will march ahead on the road of higher inclusive 
growth.

India needs to invest more on skill building initiatives 
both for new labour force entrants and existing workers. It 
has to take advantage of digital technology to develop 
detailed data on geography-specific employment 
opportunities and manpower availability and also 
training gaps. It needs to fill training gaps wherever 
needed and also increase employer linkages to the 
system. 

CONCLUSION 

Among all havocs that demonetization might have 
created, demonetization has also resulted in many 
benefits for Indian economy. It has pushed India towards 
much faster digital technology adoption. It has made 
available money lying idle in households to the banking 
system giving banks a $100 billion boost to liquidity. As a 
result of sufficient liquidity, interest rates have come 
down and loans are available on cheaper rates to start any 
new venture or for virtually anything. Demonetization is 
progressive shift to a cashless economy with a greater 
focus on electronic transactions. Rising use of 
credit/debit cards, net banking and other online payment 
mechanisms is another positive effect of demonetization. 
The cashless system is not only requirement but also a 
need of today society. All the online market basically 
depends on cashless transaction system. The cashless 
transition is not only safer than the cash transaction but is 
less time consuming and not a trouble of carrying and 
trouble of wear and tear like paper money. It also helps in 
record of the all the transaction done. 

For real estate sector, though, a damper in shorter term, 
demonetization is a bold decision that has created way for 
elimination of black money and the cash transactions 
from the sector. With further steps like RERA and so on, 
people’s trust in real estate sector will grow and everyone 
will be benefitted.
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Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment Act, 2016, 
besides reforms related to FDI will bring much needed 
transparency in the system.

There is no doubt that demonetization and other reforms 
undertaken by the government for real estate sector in 
long run will bring much needed efficiency, transparency 
& most important affordability in real estate sector. 
Before demonetization, prices of the real estate sectors 
were going sky high artificially as large amount of black 
money was invested in this sector. After a year of 
demonetization, prices have come down significantly. It 
is expected that real estate sector will grow in right 
direction now and play a crucial role in the country GDP 
growth since the investments would be legal and 
government will also get proper revenue through stamp 
duty or other taxes in the sector. With increasing 
transparency in the sector, India’s will move towards 
following global standards and best practices in real 
estate sector. 

IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT

According to data released by Centre for Monitoring 
Indian Economy (CMIE) as reported by the online 
newsletter “thewire.in”, demonetization decision may 
have resulted in the loss of roughly 1.5 million jobs. It 
was based upon the result of consecutive waves of 
household surveys performed from January 2016 to April 
2017 with a sample size: 161,617 households across India 
by CMIE. The data further mentioned while India’s 
employed force grew from 401 million in April 2016 to 
406.5 million in December 2016, it fell to 405 million in 
the four-month survey period of January through April 
2017.

The impact of demonetization was more visible in the 
labour participation rate which reduced to 43.5% as per 
data collected till April 2017 against the 46.9% from 
January to October 2016. Prime reason for this was that 
there was a serious dearth of jobs and fall in new 
investments in the country post demonetization which 
were clear sign of an economic slowdown.

Unlike developed countries where reason of fall in labour 
participate rate is ageing, India’s has rich young 
population, and this fall in labour participation rate hurt 
the younger new labour force. As per data, during 
January-April 2017, job losses were concentrated in the 
younger age brackets.

According to the World Economic and Social Outlook 
2017 published by the International Labour Organisation 
more than 3.4 million people have been added to the 
worldwide unemployed workforce. This number is 
expected to rise to 3.6 million in emerging and transition 
economies like India.

According to CMIE’s Consumer Pyramids Household 
Surveys (CPHS), post demonetization, about 1.5 million 
jobs were lost during January-April 2017. This data takes 
into account the total employment in the country both in 
organized and unorganized sectors, and agricultural and 
non-agricultural sectors. Though it was expected that 
labour participation rate will fall as a result of 
demonetization in first two months’ post demonetization 
but trend continued with rate being 44.5 per cent and 43.5 
per cent in March and April 207 also.  It was considerably 
lower than the 46.9 per cent recorded in the 
corresponding months a year ago. CMIE attributed fall in 
new investment as the prime reason for the same which is 
a sign of economic slowdown.

Introduction of Goods and Services Tax (GST) has 
proven to be another big leg puller in the way of 
employment generation. Many MSMEs, medium and 
small enterprises were badly hit by introduction of GST 
which even faced closure unable to convert and adopt to 
this new system. Traders were just trapped in almost 
continuously e-filing system of GST returns with no 
clarity on different tax rates slapped on various 
categories. GST Council in its regular meetings is trying 
to remove such barriers and trying to simplify the GST 
returns system and also to reduce the tax rates categories 
to make the GST system people’s friendly.

India has yet to achieve its millennial goal of providing 
employment to 20 million people by 2022. So far, in spite 
of several efforts by different governments, employment 
generation has not in tune with the set goal. This implies 
though we are able to maintain a GDP growth rate

between 7 to 8 per cent but it is a jobless growth and even 
the jobs generated are low wages jobs hence India’s failed 
to raise standard of living.

WAY FORWARD

According to Bhambra (2017), after release of current 
forecast of 6.5 per cent growth forecast for India, 
government’s budget calculations have become more 
difficult and the government may curtail expenditure by 
Rs.150 billion. While the last Union Budget estimated a 
11.8 per cent increase in nominal GDP (at current prices) 
of Rs.168.5 trillion, the first advance estimates this year 
suggests a 9.5 per cent increase in nominal GDP growth 
to Rs.166.3 trillion. As a result, the absolute fiscal deficit 
target needs to be pruned by Rs.150 billion to Rs.5.3 
trillion as against the earlier budgeted estimate of Rs.5.5 
trillion. 

Not everyone is however pessimistic. According to Vice 
Chairman, NitiAyog, Shri Rajiv Kumar, India’s 
economic growth will be more robust in 2018-19 and 
GDP growth during the second half of 2017-18 will rise to 
seven per cent meaning by an annual growth rate of 6.5 
per cent for 2017-18. 

Recently, Government has taken a bold step by reducing 
the transaction fee for making payment through card 
swapping. The high fee of 2 per cent was a big barrier and 
traders were reluctant to either accept payment through 
card swap or levy an extra 2 per cent charge to the 
customer, as a result even customers were not willing to 
pay through card swapping. It will again motivate more 
and more people to use the mode. Also banks and fin-tech 
start-ups started offering cashbacks or discounts on 
paying through credit/debit cards and e-wallets. These 
incentives will attract more and more people to use digital 
modes of transaction on regular basis and as preferred 
medium.

India at this junction requires not only to maintain the 
pace of gainful employment growth but it must also 
achieve broadbased, sustainable, and fast economic 
growth. It needs to attract more and more investments to 
achieve the World Bank projected growth rates of 7.2 
percent in 2018 and to 7.7 percent in 2020. Hopefully, the

reforms brought out in various sectors particularly in real 
estate sector, push towards digital India and digital modes 
of transactions to bring more and more transparency in 
the financial system, streamlining and smoothening 
further GST system will bring the much desired results 
and India will march ahead on the road of higher inclusive 
growth.

India needs to invest more on skill building initiatives 
both for new labour force entrants and existing workers. It 
has to take advantage of digital technology to develop 
detailed data on geography-specific employment 
opportunities and manpower availability and also 
training gaps. It needs to fill training gaps wherever 
needed and also increase employer linkages to the 
system. 

CONCLUSION 

Among all havocs that demonetization might have 
created, demonetization has also resulted in many 
benefits for Indian economy. It has pushed India towards 
much faster digital technology adoption. It has made 
available money lying idle in households to the banking 
system giving banks a $100 billion boost to liquidity. As a 
result of sufficient liquidity, interest rates have come 
down and loans are available on cheaper rates to start any 
new venture or for virtually anything. Demonetization is 
progressive shift to a cashless economy with a greater 
focus on electronic transactions. Rising use of 
credit/debit cards, net banking and other online payment 
mechanisms is another positive effect of demonetization. 
The cashless system is not only requirement but also a 
need of today society. All the online market basically 
depends on cashless transaction system. The cashless 
transition is not only safer than the cash transaction but is 
less time consuming and not a trouble of carrying and 
trouble of wear and tear like paper money. It also helps in 
record of the all the transaction done. 

For real estate sector, though, a damper in shorter term, 
demonetization is a bold decision that has created way for 
elimination of black money and the cash transactions 
from the sector. With further steps like RERA and so on, 
people’s trust in real estate sector will grow and everyone 
will be benefitted.
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ABSTRACT

The issue is contentious since a huge proportion of the 
population is still devoid of easy access to capital markets 
for fruitful investments. Often, FIIs do not act rationally 
and excessive dependence on them can have disastrous 
consequences for the economy. FIIs are the first to-flee in 
case of any undesirable circumstances and this 
necessitates the need for having a strong domestic 
support. The FII flows also have another dark side. They 
normally invest in the top-run companies and this creates 
a buying pressure, which forced the indices upward, quite 
analogous to the rise in the price of a commodity due to a 
heightened demand. This leads to a cascading effect on 
even the undeserving stocks among others and because of 
the heavy manipulation that follows, the promoters and 
operators manage to escape the scrutiny. As a result, the 
small investors who are looking for cheap bargains get 
maneuvered into such stocks. Foreign Institutional 
Investors are now allowed to invest in equity, debts and

derivative instruments subject to the limits of foreign 
ownership as well as ceilings on total investment per 
investor. As FII affects the real economy of India via rate 
of exchange and many other factors, there is a need to 
study the effect of FII (both equity and debt) on the 
movement of foreign rate of exchange (rupee to US 
dollar). 

This paper aims to study and identify the relationship 
between foreign capital flow andrate of exchange in India 
for the period January 2006 to January 2015 using 
monthly data. The data includes the Inflow of FII both 
Equity and Debt into India, Net FII, and Rate of exchange 
between Indian Rupee to US Dollar. Foreign investors are 
attracted to success stories; they are drawn to countries 
already growing, politically stable, and with a sizable 
purchasing power. It is attracting towards high rate of 
interest and large market size as well as certain level of 
scope for new business and innovative ideas. Foreign 
investment inflows to India continued to increase over the
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ABSTRACT

The issue is contentious since a huge proportion of the 
population is still devoid of easy access to capital markets 
for fruitful investments. Often, FIIs do not act rationally 
and excessive dependence on them can have disastrous 
consequences for the economy. FIIs are the first to-flee in 
case of any undesirable circumstances and this 
necessitates the need for having a strong domestic 
support. The FII flows also have another dark side. They 
normally invest in the top-run companies and this creates 
a buying pressure, which forced the indices upward, quite 
analogous to the rise in the price of a commodity due to a 
heightened demand. This leads to a cascading effect on 
even the undeserving stocks among others and because of 
the heavy manipulation that follows, the promoters and 
operators manage to escape the scrutiny. As a result, the 
small investors who are looking for cheap bargains get 
maneuvered into such stocks. Foreign Institutional 
Investors are now allowed to invest in equity, debts and

derivative instruments subject to the limits of foreign 
ownership as well as ceilings on total investment per 
investor. As FII affects the real economy of India via rate 
of exchange and many other factors, there is a need to 
study the effect of FII (both equity and debt) on the 
movement of foreign rate of exchange (rupee to US 
dollar). 

This paper aims to study and identify the relationship 
between foreign capital flow andrate of exchange in India 
for the period January 2006 to January 2015 using 
monthly data. The data includes the Inflow of FII both 
Equity and Debt into India, Net FII, and Rate of exchange 
between Indian Rupee to US Dollar. Foreign investors are 
attracted to success stories; they are drawn to countries 
already growing, politically stable, and with a sizable 
purchasing power. It is attracting towards high rate of 
interest and large market size as well as certain level of 
scope for new business and innovative ideas. Foreign 
investment inflows to India continued to increase over the
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last two decades as a result of investment favourable 
policies adopted by the Indian government. There is 
sufficient evidence to show that there is significant 
relationship foreign capital flow on foreign rate of 
exchange. Research concludes that there exists 
unidirectional causality in the movement of FII 
investment in equity, Debt and the movement of rate of 
exchange in India.

INTRODUCTION

Foreign Institutional Investors are now allowed to invest 
in equity, debts and derivative instruments subject to the 
limits of foreign ownership as well as ceilings on total 
investment per investor. There also exists a relationship 
between the flows of FII’s and economic factors 
impacting it. Likewise the positive correlation between 
flows of FII and Stock Market Return determines returns 
in equity market. However, this relationship is one of the 
other associations explaining the nature and impact of FII 
on Indian Market. As the portfolio of foreign investors 
usually comprise of FIIs, there are various country bound 
and external factors impacting flows of FII. The factors 
include changes in the rate of interest, volatility of stock 
market, measures of economy’s risk, rate of exchange etc. 
In case of India, the given factors do not serve projecting 
role in encouraging the flows of FII.

The measures of country risk which encompass 
economic, political, financial and other risks are 
anticipated to have an impact on portfolio flows to India 
though they are likely to impact more on FDI. To ensure 
the effect of country risk on flows of FII, semi-annual 
country risk scores for developing country like India were 
collected from a significant country-rating agency, i.e., 
the Institutional Investor magazine. These underdone 
ratings were then allocated by the world average rating to 
acquire standardized ratings. The instinct after this 
normalization is as India’s credit rating advances but if 
other countries recover even more, then India may not 
progress its relative magnetism as a endpoint of outlay 
flows. 

RATE OF EXCHANGE

In funding, rate of exchange (also known as a foreign- 
rate of exchange, i.e., rate of forex) between currencies of 
two countries is the rate for exchanging one currency with 
the other. It is also observed as the worth of currency of 
one country in relation to currency of another country.

Determinants of Rate of Exchange

Several factors establish rate of exchange, and all are 
linked to the transactions bond between two countries. 
Rate of exchange are relative, and are stated as an 
assessment of the currencies of two economies. The 
following are certain primary determinants of the rate of 
exchange among two nations:

1. Variances in Inflation 

As a common rule, a nation with a reliably lesser inflation 
rate reveals a rising currency value, as its purchasing 
power increases relative to other currencies. In the last 
half of the 20th century, the nations with lesser inflation 
comprised Japan, Germany and Switzerland, while the 
U.S. and Canada attained lesser inflation only posterior. 
Those nations with greater inflation usually see 
downgrading in their currency relatively to the currencies 
of other dealing partners. This is also normally 
supplemented by greater rate of interest. 

2. Disparities in Rates of Interest

Rate of Interest, inflation and rate of exchange are all 
extremely interconnected. By manipulating rate of 
interest, central banks exert impact over both inflation 
and rate of exchange and fluctuating rate of interest effect 
inflation and value of currencies. Higher rate of interest 
provide lenders in a country a higher return in relation to 
other economies. Hence, higher rate of interests entice 
foreign capital and trigger the rate of exchange to rise. 
The effect of higher rate of interest is moderated, though, 
if inflation in the economy is much greater than in other 
economies, or if supplementary factors act to drive the 
currency downcast. The conflicting association exists for 
diminishing rate of interest - that is, lesser rate of interest 
tend to cut rate of exchange. 

3. Deficits in Current Account

Current account deficit is the balance of trade amongst an 
economy and its dealing associates, reproducing all 
outlays between economies for goods, services, dividend 
and interest. A discrepancy in the current account 
demonstrates the economy is spending more on external 
trade than it is receiving, and that it is taking capital from 
overseas sources to sort up with the insufficiency. In other 
words, the economy needs more foreign exchange than it 
obtains over sales of exports, and it provides more of its 
own exchange than foreigners claim for its products. The 
additional demand for foreign currency drops the 
economy's rate of exchange until native goods and 
services are economical enough for non-nationals, and 
overseas assets are high-priced to create sales for 
domestic benefits. 

4. Public Deficits

Nations will engross in across-the-board deficit financing 
to pay for public division projects and governmental 
capital. While such activity arouses the domestic country, 
economies with large public debts and deficits are less 
appealing to foreign stakeholders. As a large debt boosts 
inflation, and if inflation is elevated, the debt will be 
checked and eventually paid off with lower real dollars in 
the prospect. 

In the worst-case situation, a government may print

money to pay portion of a large debt, but mounting the 
money supply unescapably triggers inflation. Likewise, 
if a government is not able to overhaul its deficit through 
domestic funds (selling inland bonds, rising the money 
supply), then it must expand the supply of securities for 
sale to non-nationals, thus lessening their prices. Finally, 
a huge debt may prove troublesome to foreigners if they 
consider the country risks nonpayment on its onuses. 
Non-nationals will be less keen to possess securities 
denominated in that currency if the risk of nonpayment is 
huge. For this cause, the nation's debt ranking (as 
determined by credit rating agencies) is a vital cause of its 
rate of exchange. 

5. Conditions of Trade 

A fraction matching export prices to import prices, the 
conditions of trade is connected to current account and 
the balance of payments. If the price of a nation's exports 
increases by a larger rate in comparison to that of its 
imports, its conditions of trade have positively upgraded. 
Growing conditions of trade displays better demand for 
the country's exports. This, in turn, leads to increasing 
returns from exports, which delivers augmented demand 
for the economy's currency (and an upsurge in the 
currency's worth). If the price of exports increases by a 
minor rate than that of its imports, the currency's worth 
will decline relative to its dealing associates. 

6. Political Steadiness and Economic Functioning

Foreign investors inexorably pursue secure nations with 
robust economic functioning in which they endow their 
capital. A country with such positive traits will lure 
investment capitals away from other nations seeming to 
have more political and economic threat. Political 
turbulence, for example, can produce a loss of assurance 
in a currency and a movement of funds to the currencies 
of more secure countries. 

FII AND RATE OF EXCHANGE

Influence of FII Flows: Research signifies that portfolio 
flows from FIIs enhance the sources of funds for the 
Indian capital markets, intensify market liquidity and 
their existing efficacy, propagate recent viewpoints in 
market design and comprehensive corporate governance 
practices, and reveal Indian investors to current financial 
practices and global best practices and techniques. FIIs 
carry an organizational flavour in terms of market 
proficiency and fund controlling by way of combining 
small savings from retail stakeholders; their main 
purposes are amplifying revenues and reducing risk 
while keeping liquidity of the investments complete. 
Foreign portfolio investment inflows are said to satiate 
the space between national savings and investment, 
without rising the foreign currency debt of the nation. 
Even the rate of exchange risk connected with such 
movements is abided by foreign investors. Portfolio 
inflows from FIIs benefit

the prices of stocks, lesser the cost of equity capital, and 
hence reassure domestic firms to choose for new follow-
on issues of equity capital and encourage investment and 
output growth in the nation. Equity investment, though, 
may not constantly lead to growth in real investment in 
the private sector while the buying of shares takes place in 
the secondary market rather than in the primary market. 
One disapproval leveled against a vivacious stock market 
is that it does not essentially replicate the economic 
advancement of an economy. Capital markets settle the 
social demand for investment with the individual 
investors’ objective of risk, return and liquidity. In this 
process, secondary markets offer prospects for 
speculation. Speculation hints a state where the players 
indulge in guessing the market in anticipating 
fluctuations in the short-term financial ratios. This 
transforms the secondary market into a quasi-casino 
where people speculate on other people’s speculation 
(Keynes, 1936). Portfolio flows may discover their 
approach into speculative investment possibilities, viz., 
real estate, stock markets, and threaten the domestic 
financial markets when unexpected reverses of such 
flows take place. Such speculative flows are integrally 
volatile; they can produce a turmoil in the financial 
markets. When investors escape from securities markets 
sharply in a group, the prices of bonds and shares are 
effected and when investors exile the redemption 
earnings to their home country, rate of exchanges go out 
of stability. In such situations, if the Reserve Bank of 
India interferes to bring methodical conditions into the 
foreign currency market, liquidity will dry up in the short-
term money markets. Portfolio flows are taken as ‘hot 
capital’ and flows at short notice from one financial area 
to another in explore of the highest economic benefits and 
constant market conditions. Even if the domestic 
financial market situations remain intact, portfolio flows 
may flow to other markets because of the existence of 
enhanced market conditions somewhere else. FIIs are 
known as fair-weather allies; and portfolio movements 
will display unidirectional flows in large quantum at the 
smallestclue of any variation in economic policy, market 
situations or the political environment. As the Indian 
capital market is comparatively thin due to a lesser retail 
investment base (less than 10 per cent), FII inflows will 
have a noteworthy effect on the drive of stock prices. 
Besides, an unexpected outpouring in portfolio inflows 
could lead to ‘easy money’ circumstances (relaxing of 
rate of interests) and a consumer-centric country; and the 
subsequent extreme liquidity in the banking system may 
be focused towards riskier regions. 

This paper tries to examine into the causal association 
between FII Equity investment, FII Debt investment and 
Rate of exchange. The organization of the paper is done as 
provided: The first segment outlines the theoretical 
background and the next segmentpacts with literature
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last two decades as a result of investment favourable 
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sufficient evidence to show that there is significant 
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exchange. Research concludes that there exists 
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investment in equity, Debt and the movement of rate of 
exchange in India.
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usually comprise of FIIs, there are various country bound 
and external factors impacting flows of FII. The factors 
include changes in the rate of interest, volatility of stock 
market, measures of economy’s risk, rate of exchange etc. 
In case of India, the given factors do not serve projecting 
role in encouraging the flows of FII.

The measures of country risk which encompass 
economic, political, financial and other risks are 
anticipated to have an impact on portfolio flows to India 
though they are likely to impact more on FDI. To ensure 
the effect of country risk on flows of FII, semi-annual 
country risk scores for developing country like India were 
collected from a significant country-rating agency, i.e., 
the Institutional Investor magazine. These underdone 
ratings were then allocated by the world average rating to 
acquire standardized ratings. The instinct after this 
normalization is as India’s credit rating advances but if 
other countries recover even more, then India may not 
progress its relative magnetism as a endpoint of outlay 
flows. 

RATE OF EXCHANGE

In funding, rate of exchange (also known as a foreign- 
rate of exchange, i.e., rate of forex) between currencies of 
two countries is the rate for exchanging one currency with 
the other. It is also observed as the worth of currency of 
one country in relation to currency of another country.

Determinants of Rate of Exchange

Several factors establish rate of exchange, and all are 
linked to the transactions bond between two countries. 
Rate of exchange are relative, and are stated as an 
assessment of the currencies of two economies. The 
following are certain primary determinants of the rate of 
exchange among two nations:

1. Variances in Inflation 

As a common rule, a nation with a reliably lesser inflation 
rate reveals a rising currency value, as its purchasing 
power increases relative to other currencies. In the last 
half of the 20th century, the nations with lesser inflation 
comprised Japan, Germany and Switzerland, while the 
U.S. and Canada attained lesser inflation only posterior. 
Those nations with greater inflation usually see 
downgrading in their currency relatively to the currencies 
of other dealing partners. This is also normally 
supplemented by greater rate of interest. 

2. Disparities in Rates of Interest

Rate of Interest, inflation and rate of exchange are all 
extremely interconnected. By manipulating rate of 
interest, central banks exert impact over both inflation 
and rate of exchange and fluctuating rate of interest effect 
inflation and value of currencies. Higher rate of interest 
provide lenders in a country a higher return in relation to 
other economies. Hence, higher rate of interests entice 
foreign capital and trigger the rate of exchange to rise. 
The effect of higher rate of interest is moderated, though, 
if inflation in the economy is much greater than in other 
economies, or if supplementary factors act to drive the 
currency downcast. The conflicting association exists for 
diminishing rate of interest - that is, lesser rate of interest 
tend to cut rate of exchange. 

3. Deficits in Current Account

Current account deficit is the balance of trade amongst an 
economy and its dealing associates, reproducing all 
outlays between economies for goods, services, dividend 
and interest. A discrepancy in the current account 
demonstrates the economy is spending more on external 
trade than it is receiving, and that it is taking capital from 
overseas sources to sort up with the insufficiency. In other 
words, the economy needs more foreign exchange than it 
obtains over sales of exports, and it provides more of its 
own exchange than foreigners claim for its products. The 
additional demand for foreign currency drops the 
economy's rate of exchange until native goods and 
services are economical enough for non-nationals, and 
overseas assets are high-priced to create sales for 
domestic benefits. 

4. Public Deficits

Nations will engross in across-the-board deficit financing 
to pay for public division projects and governmental 
capital. While such activity arouses the domestic country, 
economies with large public debts and deficits are less 
appealing to foreign stakeholders. As a large debt boosts 
inflation, and if inflation is elevated, the debt will be 
checked and eventually paid off with lower real dollars in 
the prospect. 

In the worst-case situation, a government may print

money to pay portion of a large debt, but mounting the 
money supply unescapably triggers inflation. Likewise, 
if a government is not able to overhaul its deficit through 
domestic funds (selling inland bonds, rising the money 
supply), then it must expand the supply of securities for 
sale to non-nationals, thus lessening their prices. Finally, 
a huge debt may prove troublesome to foreigners if they 
consider the country risks nonpayment on its onuses. 
Non-nationals will be less keen to possess securities 
denominated in that currency if the risk of nonpayment is 
huge. For this cause, the nation's debt ranking (as 
determined by credit rating agencies) is a vital cause of its 
rate of exchange. 

5. Conditions of Trade 

A fraction matching export prices to import prices, the 
conditions of trade is connected to current account and 
the balance of payments. If the price of a nation's exports 
increases by a larger rate in comparison to that of its 
imports, its conditions of trade have positively upgraded. 
Growing conditions of trade displays better demand for 
the country's exports. This, in turn, leads to increasing 
returns from exports, which delivers augmented demand 
for the economy's currency (and an upsurge in the 
currency's worth). If the price of exports increases by a 
minor rate than that of its imports, the currency's worth 
will decline relative to its dealing associates. 

6. Political Steadiness and Economic Functioning

Foreign investors inexorably pursue secure nations with 
robust economic functioning in which they endow their 
capital. A country with such positive traits will lure 
investment capitals away from other nations seeming to 
have more political and economic threat. Political 
turbulence, for example, can produce a loss of assurance 
in a currency and a movement of funds to the currencies 
of more secure countries. 

FII AND RATE OF EXCHANGE

Influence of FII Flows: Research signifies that portfolio 
flows from FIIs enhance the sources of funds for the 
Indian capital markets, intensify market liquidity and 
their existing efficacy, propagate recent viewpoints in 
market design and comprehensive corporate governance 
practices, and reveal Indian investors to current financial 
practices and global best practices and techniques. FIIs 
carry an organizational flavour in terms of market 
proficiency and fund controlling by way of combining 
small savings from retail stakeholders; their main 
purposes are amplifying revenues and reducing risk 
while keeping liquidity of the investments complete. 
Foreign portfolio investment inflows are said to satiate 
the space between national savings and investment, 
without rising the foreign currency debt of the nation. 
Even the rate of exchange risk connected with such 
movements is abided by foreign investors. Portfolio 
inflows from FIIs benefit

the prices of stocks, lesser the cost of equity capital, and 
hence reassure domestic firms to choose for new follow-
on issues of equity capital and encourage investment and 
output growth in the nation. Equity investment, though, 
may not constantly lead to growth in real investment in 
the private sector while the buying of shares takes place in 
the secondary market rather than in the primary market. 
One disapproval leveled against a vivacious stock market 
is that it does not essentially replicate the economic 
advancement of an economy. Capital markets settle the 
social demand for investment with the individual 
investors’ objective of risk, return and liquidity. In this 
process, secondary markets offer prospects for 
speculation. Speculation hints a state where the players 
indulge in guessing the market in anticipating 
fluctuations in the short-term financial ratios. This 
transforms the secondary market into a quasi-casino 
where people speculate on other people’s speculation 
(Keynes, 1936). Portfolio flows may discover their 
approach into speculative investment possibilities, viz., 
real estate, stock markets, and threaten the domestic 
financial markets when unexpected reverses of such 
flows take place. Such speculative flows are integrally 
volatile; they can produce a turmoil in the financial 
markets. When investors escape from securities markets 
sharply in a group, the prices of bonds and shares are 
effected and when investors exile the redemption 
earnings to their home country, rate of exchanges go out 
of stability. In such situations, if the Reserve Bank of 
India interferes to bring methodical conditions into the 
foreign currency market, liquidity will dry up in the short-
term money markets. Portfolio flows are taken as ‘hot 
capital’ and flows at short notice from one financial area 
to another in explore of the highest economic benefits and 
constant market conditions. Even if the domestic 
financial market situations remain intact, portfolio flows 
may flow to other markets because of the existence of 
enhanced market conditions somewhere else. FIIs are 
known as fair-weather allies; and portfolio movements 
will display unidirectional flows in large quantum at the 
smallestclue of any variation in economic policy, market 
situations or the political environment. As the Indian 
capital market is comparatively thin due to a lesser retail 
investment base (less than 10 per cent), FII inflows will 
have a noteworthy effect on the drive of stock prices. 
Besides, an unexpected outpouring in portfolio inflows 
could lead to ‘easy money’ circumstances (relaxing of 
rate of interests) and a consumer-centric country; and the 
subsequent extreme liquidity in the banking system may 
be focused towards riskier regions. 

This paper tries to examine into the causal association 
between FII Equity investment, FII Debt investment and 
Rate of exchange. The organization of the paper is done as 
provided: The first segment outlines the theoretical 
background and the next segmentpacts with literature
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survey, while the third segment summaries the objectives 
and hypothesis of the analysis. Section four presents the 
data source and research methodology. Section five 
elaborates the findings of the analysis. Finally, 
conclusions are given in segment six. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The significance of foreign fund in economic aid for 
economic development is a controversial issue. Some 
analyses have empirically showed that it has a positive 
influence on economic growth; on the other hand some 
studies have presented inverse result as well. The paper 
discovers that an incursion of foreign capital in this era 
has caused real rate of exchange appreciate/depreciate 
and has had a substantial influence on domestic money 
supply. 

Kumar (2001) examined the impact of FII inflows on the 
Indian stock market signified by the Sensex using 
monthly data from January 1993 to December 1997. 
Kumar (2001) concluded that FII investments are more 
determined by Rudiments and they do not react to short-
term variations or technical situation of the market. In 
testing whether Net FII Investment (NFI) has any 
influence on Sensex, a regression of NFI was assessed on 
lagged values of the first difference of NFI, first 
difference of Sensex and one lagged value of the error 
correction term (the residual obtained by estimating the 
regression between NFI and Sensex). The study 
determined that Sensex causes NFI. Similarly, regression 
with Sensex as dependent variable presented that one 
month lag of NFI is important, implying that there is 
causality from FII to Sensex. 

Mukherjee, Bose and Coondoo (2002) reviewed the 
cause-and-effect association between FII flows and 
proceeds on the Indian equity market. They discovered 
that, though there is a common insight that FII activities 
apply a robust validation effect and thus initiate the 
domestic stock market in India, confirmation from 
causality tests indicates that FII flows to and from the 
Indian market verge to be initiated by return in the 
domestic equity market and not the other way round. 

Stanley Morgan (2002) has observed that FIIs have acted 
a very significant role in erecting up India’s forex 
reserves, which have empowered a host of economic 
reforms. Secondly, FIIs are now significant investors in 
the country’s economic progress despite slothful 
domestic sentiment. The Morgan Stanley report notes 
that FII strongly effect short-term market actions during 
bear markets. However, the correlation between returns 
and flows lessens during bull markets as other market 
partakers raise their participation dropping the impact of 
FIIs. Research by Morgan Stanley displays that the 
correlation between foreign inflows and market yields is 
extreme through bearish and weakens with bolstering

equity prices due to augmented participation by other 
players. 

Desislava Dimintrova (2005) examined the link between 
the stock prices, exchange rate, fiscal and monetary 
policy. The study resolved that the interest rate parity 
condition disturbs the stock prices considerably. 

Sundaram, Kumar (2009) has explored the association 
between macroeconomic factors like Exchange rate and 
foreign institutional investment with stock returns in 
India, in specific at National Stock Exchange. Results 
illustrates that both stock returns and exchange rate are 
unified of order one. Additionally the Engle–Granger 
Cointegration test was acted, proposing that there is no 
long-run equilibrium bond between stock returns and 
exchange rates at 5% significance level. 

G.Raju, Kumar, Shahab and Tavishi (2011) in the study 
named as, “Transmission Effects of Exchange Rate on 
Foreign Institutional Investments in India” explored the 
direction and active interface between four major 
exchange rates viz. Dollar, Euro, Pound and Yen and net 
FII flows in India using daily data of exchange rates and 
net FII flows. The direction of association is figured by 
using Granger Causality Test and the vigorous interaction 
is measured by VAR results and Impulse Response 
Function at six lags. Results indicate that dollar show bi-
directional association whereas pound and yen have one 
sided impact on net foreign institutional investments. 
Further it also concluded from Impulse Response 
Function that exchange rate shocks die out in two days 
whereas net FII flows took five to six days. 

Srikanth and Kishore (2012) discovered that there was bi-
directional causality between net FII inflows and the BSE 
Sensex— which conjointly strengthened each other. Net 
FII inflows ensued in the growth of foreign exchange 
reserves, thereby boosting India’s image in worldwide 
financial markets. Interest rates in India pushed FIIs to 
invest further on account of the positive interest rate 
disparity. The analysis also establish that development in 
the Index of Industrial Production enhanced market 
sentiment and enlarged net FII flows into India. On the 
whole, it was spotted that net FII inflows had a positive 
influence on the Indian stock market and foreign 
exchange reserves 

Chauhan, Ajay and Malhotra, Amarjeet (2012) evaluated 
the effect of foreign institutional investment on the 
foreign exchange rate in India. Research determines that 
there exists unidirectional causality in the drive of FII 
investment in equity and the flow of exchange rate in 
India. However, no causal relation is found in case of FII 
debt investment on the exchange rate movement in India. 

Sharma, Sathya Pal (2013) has reviewed the role of 
foreign institutional investors in Indian investment 
walkway development by making objective to identify

the organized stakeholders participation to Indian Capital 
walkaway growth & to learn the scope and trading 
instrument of External Organized stakeholders in India 
for the time period of 1992-93 to Nov 30 2012.The study 
accomplish that Domestic sources of external finance are 
limited in many countries, mainly those with developing 
arcades. Through capital arcade liberalization, external 
capital has become progressively noteworthy source of 
finance. 

Though, there is a rising literature on the factors of 
international investment flows, their apportionments and 
influence on stock market and risks related with foreign 
capital, but the effect of FI investment on foreign 
exchange rate is not reviewed thoroughly. Most of the 
past researches engrossed on international portfolio 
flows and surveyed the association between portfolio 
flows and stock returns. These studies have analyzed 
worldwide and country level factors that effect 
investment apportionments and stock market 
movements. But, we don’t have very diminutive work 
undertaken on the influence of FII (both equity and debt) 
on the exchange rate (Indian Rupee per US dollar) in 
India. Hence, there is a scope for learning the association 
between FII Equity investment, FII debt investment and 
Exchange rate movement in India. 

To synopsize from the literature in this concern, even 
though the theoretical explanation may seem noticeable 
at times, empirical results have always been diverse and 
existing literature is indecisive on issue of causality. 
However, Granger causality test form vital part of 
methodology embraced by researchers across the globe. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

In order to offer an insight into the compassion of foreign 
exchange rate to FII flows in India, the empirical study 
aims at whether FII flows in equity and FII flow in debt 
grounds any alteration in foreign exchange rate in the 
country and then which of the flow (equity or debt) has 
more influence on exchange rate. The present study 
reflects on the issue whether FIIs set direction to 
exchange rate or not? The primary objective of the study 
is: 

• To examine the relationship between FII’s investment 
in equity and debt securities in Indian capital market 
on the exchange rate movement in India. �

• To report either Foreign Investment in Equity or Debt 
has robust association with exchange rate in India. 

The above given objectives can be confirmed with the 
help of following hypothesis specified in the analyses: 

H0:-There is no relationship between FII’s equity and 
debt investments in Indian capital market with the 
exchange rate flows.�

H1:- There is relationship between FII’s equity and debt 
investments in Indian capital market with the exchange 
rate flows. �

H0 :-There is frail relationship between FII’s equity in 1

Indian capital market and the exchange rate flows.�

H1 :-There is robust relationship between FII’s debt 1

investments in Indian capital market and the exchange 
rate flows.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Our sample period of analysis is from January 2006 to 
January 2016. The dataset comprises monthly purchases 
and sales of FII investments in equity and debt, along with 
exchange rate stated in Indian rupees per dollar. The data 
for the study taken from three sources. The first source is 
FII investments attained from www.moneycontrol.com 
the second source is USD-INR exchange rate obtained 
from www.oanda.com and world bank website 
(www.worldbank.org/).

Primarily the net investment of FII investment in equity 
and debt in India is measured for the study but due the 
presence of unit root in the time series, the ratio of gross 
purchase to gross sales in equity and debt is contemplated 
in the study. Similarly in case of exchange rate the first 
difference of the series is calculated and used for the 
study. 

The study includes the following tools, namely: 

1.  Graphs

 A form of representation of data in form of picture which 
helps in observing trends and patterns in the data.

2.  Descriptive Statistics

A set of brief evocative coefficients that recapitulates a 
given data set, which can either be a depiction of the 
entire population or a sample. The measures used to 
describe the data set are measures of central tendency and 
measures of inconsistency or dispersion. 

3. Unit Root Test using ADF test 

Augmented Dickey–Fuller test (ADF) is a test for a unit 
root in a time series sample. It is an amplified version of 
the Dickey–Fuller test for a larger and more complex set 
of time series models. It performs the augmented 
Dickey–Fuller test that a variable follows a unit-root 
process. The null hypothesis is that the variable contains a 
unit root, and the alternative is that the variable was 
created by a stationary process. Series of points, discrete 
or continuous, as notifying a curve or surface, each of 
which represents a value of a given function. 

4. Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis measures the association between 
two items, for example, a security's price and an indicator.
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survey, while the third segment summaries the objectives 
and hypothesis of the analysis. Section four presents the 
data source and research methodology. Section five 
elaborates the findings of the analysis. Finally, 
conclusions are given in segment six. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The significance of foreign fund in economic aid for 
economic development is a controversial issue. Some 
analyses have empirically showed that it has a positive 
influence on economic growth; on the other hand some 
studies have presented inverse result as well. The paper 
discovers that an incursion of foreign capital in this era 
has caused real rate of exchange appreciate/depreciate 
and has had a substantial influence on domestic money 
supply. 

Kumar (2001) examined the impact of FII inflows on the 
Indian stock market signified by the Sensex using 
monthly data from January 1993 to December 1997. 
Kumar (2001) concluded that FII investments are more 
determined by Rudiments and they do not react to short-
term variations or technical situation of the market. In 
testing whether Net FII Investment (NFI) has any 
influence on Sensex, a regression of NFI was assessed on 
lagged values of the first difference of NFI, first 
difference of Sensex and one lagged value of the error 
correction term (the residual obtained by estimating the 
regression between NFI and Sensex). The study 
determined that Sensex causes NFI. Similarly, regression 
with Sensex as dependent variable presented that one 
month lag of NFI is important, implying that there is 
causality from FII to Sensex. 

Mukherjee, Bose and Coondoo (2002) reviewed the 
cause-and-effect association between FII flows and 
proceeds on the Indian equity market. They discovered 
that, though there is a common insight that FII activities 
apply a robust validation effect and thus initiate the 
domestic stock market in India, confirmation from 
causality tests indicates that FII flows to and from the 
Indian market verge to be initiated by return in the 
domestic equity market and not the other way round. 

Stanley Morgan (2002) has observed that FIIs have acted 
a very significant role in erecting up India’s forex 
reserves, which have empowered a host of economic 
reforms. Secondly, FIIs are now significant investors in 
the country’s economic progress despite slothful 
domestic sentiment. The Morgan Stanley report notes 
that FII strongly effect short-term market actions during 
bear markets. However, the correlation between returns 
and flows lessens during bull markets as other market 
partakers raise their participation dropping the impact of 
FIIs. Research by Morgan Stanley displays that the 
correlation between foreign inflows and market yields is 
extreme through bearish and weakens with bolstering

equity prices due to augmented participation by other 
players. 

Desislava Dimintrova (2005) examined the link between 
the stock prices, exchange rate, fiscal and monetary 
policy. The study resolved that the interest rate parity 
condition disturbs the stock prices considerably. 

Sundaram, Kumar (2009) has explored the association 
between macroeconomic factors like Exchange rate and 
foreign institutional investment with stock returns in 
India, in specific at National Stock Exchange. Results 
illustrates that both stock returns and exchange rate are 
unified of order one. Additionally the Engle–Granger 
Cointegration test was acted, proposing that there is no 
long-run equilibrium bond between stock returns and 
exchange rates at 5% significance level. 

G.Raju, Kumar, Shahab and Tavishi (2011) in the study 
named as, “Transmission Effects of Exchange Rate on 
Foreign Institutional Investments in India” explored the 
direction and active interface between four major 
exchange rates viz. Dollar, Euro, Pound and Yen and net 
FII flows in India using daily data of exchange rates and 
net FII flows. The direction of association is figured by 
using Granger Causality Test and the vigorous interaction 
is measured by VAR results and Impulse Response 
Function at six lags. Results indicate that dollar show bi-
directional association whereas pound and yen have one 
sided impact on net foreign institutional investments. 
Further it also concluded from Impulse Response 
Function that exchange rate shocks die out in two days 
whereas net FII flows took five to six days. 

Srikanth and Kishore (2012) discovered that there was bi-
directional causality between net FII inflows and the BSE 
Sensex— which conjointly strengthened each other. Net 
FII inflows ensued in the growth of foreign exchange 
reserves, thereby boosting India’s image in worldwide 
financial markets. Interest rates in India pushed FIIs to 
invest further on account of the positive interest rate 
disparity. The analysis also establish that development in 
the Index of Industrial Production enhanced market 
sentiment and enlarged net FII flows into India. On the 
whole, it was spotted that net FII inflows had a positive 
influence on the Indian stock market and foreign 
exchange reserves 

Chauhan, Ajay and Malhotra, Amarjeet (2012) evaluated 
the effect of foreign institutional investment on the 
foreign exchange rate in India. Research determines that 
there exists unidirectional causality in the drive of FII 
investment in equity and the flow of exchange rate in 
India. However, no causal relation is found in case of FII 
debt investment on the exchange rate movement in India. 

Sharma, Sathya Pal (2013) has reviewed the role of 
foreign institutional investors in Indian investment 
walkway development by making objective to identify

the organized stakeholders participation to Indian Capital 
walkaway growth & to learn the scope and trading 
instrument of External Organized stakeholders in India 
for the time period of 1992-93 to Nov 30 2012.The study 
accomplish that Domestic sources of external finance are 
limited in many countries, mainly those with developing 
arcades. Through capital arcade liberalization, external 
capital has become progressively noteworthy source of 
finance. 

Though, there is a rising literature on the factors of 
international investment flows, their apportionments and 
influence on stock market and risks related with foreign 
capital, but the effect of FI investment on foreign 
exchange rate is not reviewed thoroughly. Most of the 
past researches engrossed on international portfolio 
flows and surveyed the association between portfolio 
flows and stock returns. These studies have analyzed 
worldwide and country level factors that effect 
investment apportionments and stock market 
movements. But, we don’t have very diminutive work 
undertaken on the influence of FII (both equity and debt) 
on the exchange rate (Indian Rupee per US dollar) in 
India. Hence, there is a scope for learning the association 
between FII Equity investment, FII debt investment and 
Exchange rate movement in India. 

To synopsize from the literature in this concern, even 
though the theoretical explanation may seem noticeable 
at times, empirical results have always been diverse and 
existing literature is indecisive on issue of causality. 
However, Granger causality test form vital part of 
methodology embraced by researchers across the globe. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

In order to offer an insight into the compassion of foreign 
exchange rate to FII flows in India, the empirical study 
aims at whether FII flows in equity and FII flow in debt 
grounds any alteration in foreign exchange rate in the 
country and then which of the flow (equity or debt) has 
more influence on exchange rate. The present study 
reflects on the issue whether FIIs set direction to 
exchange rate or not? The primary objective of the study 
is: 

• To examine the relationship between FII’s investment 
in equity and debt securities in Indian capital market 
on the exchange rate movement in India. �

• To report either Foreign Investment in Equity or Debt 
has robust association with exchange rate in India. 

The above given objectives can be confirmed with the 
help of following hypothesis specified in the analyses: 

H0:-There is no relationship between FII’s equity and 
debt investments in Indian capital market with the 
exchange rate flows.�

H1:- There is relationship between FII’s equity and debt 
investments in Indian capital market with the exchange 
rate flows. �

H0 :-There is frail relationship between FII’s equity in 1

Indian capital market and the exchange rate flows.�

H1 :-There is robust relationship between FII’s debt 1

investments in Indian capital market and the exchange 
rate flows.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Our sample period of analysis is from January 2006 to 
January 2016. The dataset comprises monthly purchases 
and sales of FII investments in equity and debt, along with 
exchange rate stated in Indian rupees per dollar. The data 
for the study taken from three sources. The first source is 
FII investments attained from www.moneycontrol.com 
the second source is USD-INR exchange rate obtained 
from www.oanda.com and world bank website 
(www.worldbank.org/).

Primarily the net investment of FII investment in equity 
and debt in India is measured for the study but due the 
presence of unit root in the time series, the ratio of gross 
purchase to gross sales in equity and debt is contemplated 
in the study. Similarly in case of exchange rate the first 
difference of the series is calculated and used for the 
study. 

The study includes the following tools, namely: 

1.  Graphs

 A form of representation of data in form of picture which 
helps in observing trends and patterns in the data.

2.  Descriptive Statistics

A set of brief evocative coefficients that recapitulates a 
given data set, which can either be a depiction of the 
entire population or a sample. The measures used to 
describe the data set are measures of central tendency and 
measures of inconsistency or dispersion. 

3. Unit Root Test using ADF test 

Augmented Dickey–Fuller test (ADF) is a test for a unit 
root in a time series sample. It is an amplified version of 
the Dickey–Fuller test for a larger and more complex set 
of time series models. It performs the augmented 
Dickey–Fuller test that a variable follows a unit-root 
process. The null hypothesis is that the variable contains a 
unit root, and the alternative is that the variable was 
created by a stationary process. Series of points, discrete 
or continuous, as notifying a curve or surface, each of 
which represents a value of a given function. 

4. Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis measures the association between 
two items, for example, a security's price and an indicator.
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The resulting value shows if changes in one item will 
result in changes in the other item. When matching the 
correlation between two items, one item is called the 
"dependent" item and the other the "independent" item. 
The goal is to see if a variation in the independent item 
will result in a change in the dependent item. This 
knowledge helps one recognize an indicator's predictive 
abilities

5. VAR Granger Causality Test

The VAR can be measured as a means of conducting 
causality tests, or more specifically Granger causality 
tests. Granger causality really implies a correlation 
between the present value of one variable and the 
historical values of others; it does not mean variations in 
one variable cause fluctuations in another. 

6. Forecast Error Variance Decomposition 

In econometrics and other applications of multivariate 
time series study, a variance decomposition or forecast 
error variance decomposition (FEVD) is used to support 
the explanation of a vector auto regression (VAR) model 
once it has been close-fitting. The variance 
decomposition specifies the amount of knowledge each

variable supplies to the other variables in the auto 
regression. It decides how much of the forecast error 
variance of each of the variables can be clarified by 
exogenous shocks to the other variables. 

The ADF unit root test is pertained in order to test the 
existence of the unit root in the time series variables, the 
Vector Auto Regression (VAR) is used to examine the 
multivariate causality bond between the FII investment in 
equity and debt in India and the exchange rate. The 
detailed examination is done using Block Exogeneity 
test, Variance decomposition. E-views, SPSS and MS 
Excel software are used to analyze the data. The various 
other statistical tools which are used include Descriptive 
Analysis, line graphs etc. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The line graph of all the variables (monthly data of FII 
investment in equity and debt in India and the exchange 
rate) studied in the study is shown in figure 1 to 3. The 
figure signifies the accumulative trend in the investment 
behaviour of FII investments in equity and debt segments 
in India. Also the exchange rate change is moving in 
growing trend during the period of this study. 

Figure 1 - FII Gross Equity Purchase and Gross Equity Sales in Indian Capital Market 

Figure 2 - FII Gross Debt Purchase and Gross Debt Sales in Indian Capital Market 

Figure 3 - Exchange Rate Movement (Indian rupee per dollar) in India

Descriptive Statistics

 Net Equity  Net Debt  Exchange Rate
 Investment (`Crore) Investment (`Crore) (`per Dollar)

Mean 35520.09 5023.303 50.92926

Median 35415.35 4774.000 48.39000

Maximum 59465.65 29195.80 67.30000

Minimum 11226.20 -17326.30 39.36000

Std. Dev. 9549.196 9600.350 7.991848

Skewness -0.131067 0.190155 0.481392

Kurtosis 2.760457 2.708436 1.921739

Jarque-Bera 0.635732 1.157796 10.53506

Probability 0.727700 0.560516 0.005156

Sum 4297930 607819.6 6162.440

Sum square dev. 1.09E+10 1.11E+10 7664.356

Observations 121 121 121

Table 1 - Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics of the FII investment in equity 
and debt in India and the exchange rate are shown in Table 
1. The result shows the developed average investment of 
FII's in debt segment (`35520.09 crores) as equated to 
average investment in equity securities (`5023.303 
crores). The average investment in both equity and debt 
securities are found larger than median which 
postulatesconsiderable FII's inflow in later period

measured in the research learning. The skewness in the 
FII investment in equity is positive and negative in debt in 
India. However, in instance of exchange rate behavior the 
outcomesstipulate the average price of `50.592926 per 
dollar in the last ten years. The distribution of exchange 
rate is also found to be normal as indicated by p value 
(higher 5 percent level of significance) of Jarque Bera 
Test. 
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Augmented Dickey Fuller Test

 At level   At first difference

Variables T Values Probability Variables T Values Probability 

Net Debt -7.307523 0.0000 Net debt - -
Investment   investment

Net Equity -7.269866 0.000 Net equity - -
Investment   investment

USD INR -0.055109 0.9507 USD INR -8.250587 0.0000
Exchange Rate   Exchange Rate

Table 2 - Unit Root Test using ADF Test

Since it is a documented fact that many financial time 
series are random walk and contains unit root, hereafter 
testing of the unit root in the FII investment in equity and 
debt in India and the exchange rate is essential as the 
existence of unit root may give unacceptable implications 
in the examination. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test 
is the widespread test for unit root testing of time series. 
Table 2 shown above specifies the results of unit root test 
functional on the FII investment in the equity and debt in

India as well as in exchange rate series data using ADF 
test. The outcome of the ADF unit root test specifies the 
both of the net investments of FII in equity and debt are 
stationary. In the case of the exchange rate time series, the 
series at the level is found to be non-stationary, but 
converts into stationary at their first difference. Thus, for 
more study where stationary series are needs, the 
investment ratios of gross purchase to gross sales and the 
first difference in exchange rate is used.

Correlation Analysis

Variables USD/INR Net Debt investment Net Equity Investment

USD/INR 1 0.07676707 0.02260530

Net Debt Investment 0.07676707 1 -09937985

Net Equity Investment 0.02260530 -09937985 1

Table 3 - Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis measures the association among two 
items. When equating the correlation among two items, 
one item is called the "dependent" item and the other the 
"independent" item. The objective is to see if a alteration 
in the independent item (which is usually an indicator) 
will effect in a alteration in the dependent item (usually a 
security's price). This evidence helps one to comprehend 
an indicator's predictive capabilities. Here, the 
correlation analysis is done in order to examine the 
relation between FII Equity investment, FII debt 
investment and Exchange rate movement.

The correlation coefficient can range between ±1.0 (plus 
or minus one). A coefficient of +1.0, a "perfect positive 
correlation," means that changes in the independent item 
will result in an identical change in the dependent item. A 
coefficient of -1.0, a "perfect negative correlation," 
means that changes in the independent item will result in

an identical change in the dependent item, but the change 
will be in the opposite direction. A coefficient of zero 
means there is no relationship between the two items and 
that a change in the independent item will have no effect 
in the dependent item. A low correlation coefficient (e.g., 
less than ±0.10) suggests that the relationship between 
two items is weak or non-existent. A high correlation 
coefficient (i.e., closer to plus or minus one) indicates that 
the dependent variable will usually change when the 
independent variable change 

 As shown in the results (Table 3) there exists 
significant correlation between FII equity investment and 
Exchange rate movement (0.02) and also significant 
correlation between FII debt investment and Exchange 
rate movement (0.076). This indicates that the Indian 
rupee appreciates/depreciate with the increase in 
purchase/sales done by FII’s in Equity/Debt segment. 

Table 4 - Granger Causality Test

Dependent Variable FII Equity Investment

Excluded Chi-sqare  Degrees of Probability
 Statistic Freedom

FII Debt Investment 1.409 2 0.494

Chage in Exchange Rate 0.015 2 0.992

All 1.436 4 0.838

Dependent Variable FII Debt Investment

FII Debt Investment 2.164 2 0.339

Change in Exchange Rare 0.789 2 0.674

All 2.414 4 0.660

Dependent Variable Change in Exchange Rate

FII Debt Investment 2.688 2 0.002

Change in Exchange Rate 1.395 2 0.032

All 4.083 4 0.026

Table 4 represents the outcomes of the VAR Granger 
Causality Test in Vector Auto Regression (VAR) model 
for FII’s Equity investment, FII debt investment and 
Exchange rate flows.

The results specify that there occurs the unidirectional 
causality in direction of FII equity investment to the 
modification in exchange rate behaviour (Chi square 
statistic is 12.098 with p value 0.002). 

In other cases, the no causal association is found. The 
results of VAR Granger Causality Test support the 
hypothesis that FII investments in equity have a 
important causal impact on exchange rate movement in 
India. 

Table 5 - Variance Decomposition Test

Variance Decomposition of FII Equity Investment

Period S.E. FII Debt FII Equity Chance in
  Investment Investment Exchange 
    Rate

1 1.469304 52.31369 47.68631 0.000000

2 1.693186 46.83997 53.15873 0.001298

3 1.694366 46.86334 53.13496 0.001697

4 1.716175 46.10297 53.86494 0.032088

5 1.725566 45.64337 54.32325 0.033377

6 1.725995 45.62425 54.33655 0.039197

7 1.726359 45.61029 54.34672 0.042990

8 1.726618 45.59679 54.36006 0.043148

9 1.726648 45.59540 54.36131 0.043483

10 1.723351 45.59533 54.36125 0.043421
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Since it is a documented fact that many financial time 
series are random walk and contains unit root, hereafter 
testing of the unit root in the FII investment in equity and 
debt in India and the exchange rate is essential as the 
existence of unit root may give unacceptable implications 
in the examination. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test 
is the widespread test for unit root testing of time series. 
Table 2 shown above specifies the results of unit root test 
functional on the FII investment in the equity and debt in

India as well as in exchange rate series data using ADF 
test. The outcome of the ADF unit root test specifies the 
both of the net investments of FII in equity and debt are 
stationary. In the case of the exchange rate time series, the 
series at the level is found to be non-stationary, but 
converts into stationary at their first difference. Thus, for 
more study where stationary series are needs, the 
investment ratios of gross purchase to gross sales and the 
first difference in exchange rate is used.

Correlation Analysis

Variables USD/INR Net Debt investment Net Equity Investment

USD/INR 1 0.07676707 0.02260530

Net Debt Investment 0.07676707 1 -09937985

Net Equity Investment 0.02260530 -09937985 1

Table 3 - Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis measures the association among two 
items. When equating the correlation among two items, 
one item is called the "dependent" item and the other the 
"independent" item. The objective is to see if a alteration 
in the independent item (which is usually an indicator) 
will effect in a alteration in the dependent item (usually a 
security's price). This evidence helps one to comprehend 
an indicator's predictive capabilities. Here, the 
correlation analysis is done in order to examine the 
relation between FII Equity investment, FII debt 
investment and Exchange rate movement.

The correlation coefficient can range between ±1.0 (plus 
or minus one). A coefficient of +1.0, a "perfect positive 
correlation," means that changes in the independent item 
will result in an identical change in the dependent item. A 
coefficient of -1.0, a "perfect negative correlation," 
means that changes in the independent item will result in

an identical change in the dependent item, but the change 
will be in the opposite direction. A coefficient of zero 
means there is no relationship between the two items and 
that a change in the independent item will have no effect 
in the dependent item. A low correlation coefficient (e.g., 
less than ±0.10) suggests that the relationship between 
two items is weak or non-existent. A high correlation 
coefficient (i.e., closer to plus or minus one) indicates that 
the dependent variable will usually change when the 
independent variable change 

 As shown in the results (Table 3) there exists 
significant correlation between FII equity investment and 
Exchange rate movement (0.02) and also significant 
correlation between FII debt investment and Exchange 
rate movement (0.076). This indicates that the Indian 
rupee appreciates/depreciate with the increase in 
purchase/sales done by FII’s in Equity/Debt segment. 

Table 4 - Granger Causality Test

Dependent Variable FII Equity Investment

Excluded Chi-sqare  Degrees of Probability
 Statistic Freedom

FII Debt Investment 1.409 2 0.494

Chage in Exchange Rate 0.015 2 0.992

All 1.436 4 0.838

Dependent Variable FII Debt Investment

FII Debt Investment 2.164 2 0.339

Change in Exchange Rare 0.789 2 0.674

All 2.414 4 0.660

Dependent Variable Change in Exchange Rate

FII Debt Investment 2.688 2 0.002

Change in Exchange Rate 1.395 2 0.032

All 4.083 4 0.026

Table 4 represents the outcomes of the VAR Granger 
Causality Test in Vector Auto Regression (VAR) model 
for FII’s Equity investment, FII debt investment and 
Exchange rate flows.

The results specify that there occurs the unidirectional 
causality in direction of FII equity investment to the 
modification in exchange rate behaviour (Chi square 
statistic is 12.098 with p value 0.002). 

In other cases, the no causal association is found. The 
results of VAR Granger Causality Test support the 
hypothesis that FII investments in equity have a 
important causal impact on exchange rate movement in 
India. 

Table 5 - Variance Decomposition Test

Variance Decomposition of FII Equity Investment

Period S.E. FII Debt FII Equity Chance in
  Investment Investment Exchange 
    Rate

1 1.469304 52.31369 47.68631 0.000000

2 1.693186 46.83997 53.15873 0.001298

3 1.694366 46.86334 53.13496 0.001697

4 1.716175 46.10297 53.86494 0.032088

5 1.725566 45.64337 54.32325 0.033377

6 1.725995 45.62425 54.33655 0.039197

7 1.726359 45.61029 54.34672 0.042990
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Variance Decomposition of FII Debt Investment

Period S.E. FII Debt FII Equity Chance in
  Investment Investment Exchange 
    Rate

1 0.274299 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.306966 99.73830 0.035644 0.226060

3 0.311647 96.89990 2.269638 0.830461

4 0.317526 94.22402 1.940032 0.835951

5 0.318514 93.74595 5.423070 0.830982

6 0.318543 93.73025 5.434669 0.835084

7 0.318733 93.62537 5.539472 0.835157

8 0.318794 93.59007 5.575012 0834917

9 0.318796 93.58901 5.575696 0.835299

10 0.318799 93.58746 5.577120 0.835422

Variance Decomposition of Change in Exchange Rate

Period S.E. FII Debt FII Equity Chance in
  Investment Investment Exchange 
    Rate

1 0.022401 11.12805 0.301146 88.57081

2 0.023675 13.39857 1.045786 85.55564

3 0.023683 13.42707 1.076423 85.49651

4 0.023705 13.46389 1.078658 85.45745

5 0.023706 13.46551 1.080301 85.45419

6 0.023706 13.46546 1.080682 85.45386

7 0.023706 13.46531 1.082006 85.4286

8 0.023707 13.46529 1.082446 85.45226

9 0.023707 13.46529 1.082455 85.45225

10 0.023707 13.46529 1.082478 85.45223

Variance decomposition clarifies the percentage of 
predicting error that can be explicated with the aid of 
variances in the lagged behaviour of other series as well 
as in its own lagged behaviour. The outcomes of variance 
decomposition of FII equity investment, FII debt 
investment and exchange rate movement for ten lags are 
shown in table 5. The result shows that in case of FII debt 
investment the maximum percentage of forecasting error 
can be clarified with the assistance of variance in its own 
lagged behaviour rather than the variations in the lagged 
behaviour of other series. Though, in case of FII equity 
investment forty-six percent variations in the projecting

error can be elucidated by the disparities in the lagged 
values of FII debt investment and around fifty-three 
percent with the help of variance in its own lagged 
behaviour. Also in instance of Exchange rate movement, 
one percent difference in the forecasting error can be 
clarified by the disparities in the lagged values of FII 
equity investment and around thirteen percent difference 
in forecasting error can be explained by disparities in the 
lagged values of FII debt investments. The results of 
variance decomposition again sustenance the hypothesis 
that FII investments in equity and debt have a momentous 
causal relationship with exchange rate movement in 
India. 

CONCLUSION

There subsists the unidirectional causality in the path of 
FII equity investment to the exchange rate behaviour and 
also FII debt investment to the exchange rate movement. 
In this analysis it is established that in the Indian economy 
momentousfactorsclarifying the flow in the rate of 
exchange is equity and debt investment done by FII's. 
Rupee appreciation is likely to arise if the FII money 
revives to flow in. An appreciating Rupee will make 
imports inexpensive and result inbetter-managed 
shortages and inflation. Rupee devaluation even by the 
moderately orderly outflow of USD 15 billion of FII 
money over a year could result in the INR depreciating by 
22–30%. It could get even poorer if the flight of capital 
were to take place over a shorter period. This would 
suggest a higher outlay of petrol, diesel, and petroleum 
products in India, prominent to even higher food prices 
and Consumer Price Index. The third scenario is status 
quo in which the exchange rate lasts to move in its current 
range and slowly appreciates over the long term as the 
economy remains to develop and India fortifies its 
position in the international markets. As India is a 
developing country, it attracts the international financial 
institutions of the world, due to which demand of Indian 
currency upsurges and as a result the Indian rupee grows 
against dollar. However this can also be interpreted in the 
way that in bearish situation when FII's starts selling the 
equity in India, this hints to depreciation in the Indian 
rupee. Hence it can be concluded that the hypothesis that 
FII investments in the equity and debt have a noteworthy 
relationship with the exchange rate movement in India

can be accepted. Foreign investment inflows to India 
sustained to increase over the last two decade as a result of 
investment favourable policies implemented by the 
Indian government. There is sufficient indication to show 
that there are momentous effects of foreign capital flow 
on foreign exchange rate. The data for computation is 
taken on monthly basis. However, the data on daily basis 
can give more exact results. �Also the period of analysis 
could have been segmented on the basis of variations in 
exchange rate to see more profound results.there exists 
significant correlation between FII equity investment and 
Exchange rate movement (0.02) and also significant 
correlation between FII debt investment and Exchange 
rate movement (0.076). This indicates that the Indian 
rupee appreciates/depreciate with the increase in 
purchase/sales done by FII's in Equity/Debt segment. 
Whereas in respect of second hypothesis, the results of 
VAR Granger Causality Test support the hypothesis that 
FII investments in equity have a more robust causal 
impact on exchange rate movement in India. 

LIMITATIONS 

• In this study influence of FII on USD-INR only has 
been examined, other currencies are not taken into 
concern. �

• The secondary data that is used might not give true 
image of the area to be considered. �

• Various other elements have impact on both FII and 
Exchange rate like political and environmental 
conditions, which are not taken in the analysis. 
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Variance decomposition clarifies the percentage of 
predicting error that can be explicated with the aid of 
variances in the lagged behaviour of other series as well 
as in its own lagged behaviour. The outcomes of variance 
decomposition of FII equity investment, FII debt 
investment and exchange rate movement for ten lags are 
shown in table 5. The result shows that in case of FII debt 
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investment forty-six percent variations in the projecting

error can be elucidated by the disparities in the lagged 
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in forecasting error can be explained by disparities in the 
lagged values of FII debt investments. The results of 
variance decomposition again sustenance the hypothesis 
that FII investments in equity and debt have a momentous 
causal relationship with exchange rate movement in 
India. 

CONCLUSION
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FII equity investment to the exchange rate behaviour and 
also FII debt investment to the exchange rate movement. 
In this analysis it is established that in the Indian economy 
momentousfactorsclarifying the flow in the rate of 
exchange is equity and debt investment done by FII's. 
Rupee appreciation is likely to arise if the FII money 
revives to flow in. An appreciating Rupee will make 
imports inexpensive and result inbetter-managed 
shortages and inflation. Rupee devaluation even by the 
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money over a year could result in the INR depreciating by 
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were to take place over a shorter period. This would 
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LIMITATIONS 

• In this study influence of FII on USD-INR only has 
been examined, other currencies are not taken into 
concern. �

• The secondary data that is used might not give true 
image of the area to be considered. �

• Various other elements have impact on both FII and 
Exchange rate like political and environmental 
conditions, which are not taken in the analysis. 
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ABSTRACT

It’s a perfect time for the Indian companies to take up 
Digitalization as there is ample scope for the same. Today, 
the Indian consumers are rapidly getting digital-
yellingup for tablets and smartphones. E-commerce on 
the other hand is on expansion spree. The India’s digital 
talent pool is growing. An explosion in amount of data 
traffic is promising even more feedstock for systematic 
engines to pull out the useful business insights from data. 
Governments at the Centre and in States are also doing 
their bit by building digital infrastructure to bridge the 
last mile network gaps.

INTRODUCTION

Being digital has become the way of life for millions of 
Indian consumers in almost all cities and rural  In the 
morning  today most of the Indians  wake up in morning

the first thing they do in place of brushing their teeth is 
checking their mails and messages. Looking at their 
friends face book posts and theirs app messages and 
status. Now a commonplace among the Indian consumers 
mind is Goggling. Tweeting and face booking, It’s not 
only the Consumers but also the Indian workers who are 
on the same platform.

NEED OF THE STUDY

In the present era, the Digitized Employees and 
Consumers are more connected and informed than ever, 
in such a way that they no longer submissively 
acknowledge the products and services which the 
companies are offering and the opportunities that the 
employers need to provide. Digital customers are 
insistently influencing companies and are re-defining the 
way the work is being done. With the penetration of E-
commerce, they can easily pick n choose the way they

want to connect with, Similarly the Business Houses 
cannot expect to recruit and retain the best talent and if 
they ignore the digital persona of the digitalized 
employees.

RESEARCH DESIGN

This paper is a conceptual study which provides a step-
by-step approach towards transforming digitalization 
into a driver of profitable growth.

• A conceptual framework for industrial revolution has 
been designed to clearly understand the revolution in 
Industries.

• Digitizing Indian Business today and why not 
yesterday

• The study focuses on a three step approach towards 
creating awareness and confidence around 
digitalization benefits with the business,  

• And building a business model for digitalization 
supported by the right capabilities and culture. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many Indian companies in order to avoid the “Digital 
Buzz” have flashed to digital technologies such as social 
media and cloud technologies appropriately aligning 
them to their broader business goals. With a keen focus to 
earn quick returns on these digital investments, business 
houses are working towards plucking a “low-hung fruit” 
such as productivity gains and process efficiencies. As a 
result, of which, many of them have missed out 
implementing a designed orientation of digital 
technologies with regard to the offerings new-to-market 
the true value innate in digitalization. As Digitalization is 
real, the increasing number of Indian companies are 
already harvesting the striking or an attractive reward 
from it. Digital awareness now needs to be finely tuned to 
be backed by a real workable action plan. The way they 
lead are fundamentally changing which is stretching the 
digital boundaries of their business to take on every 
occasion to knock into the expanding array of digital 
businesses and digital Customers.”CEOs who choose 
togo on board on such drive without a roadmap will be 
putting the future of their company and shareholders at 
pledge.

DIGITALIZING BUSINESS – INDUSTRY 4TH 
REVOLUTION

• The first industrial revolution began in Britain in the 
last quarter of the 18th century with the mechanization 
of the textile industry, harnessing of steam power, and 
birth of the modern factory. 

• The second revolution began roughly a century after 
the first and peaked at the beginning of the 20th 
century, embodied in Henry Ford’s creation of the 

moving assembly line that ushered in mass 
production.

• The third industrial revolution, beginning c. 1970, 
was digital - and applied electronics and information 
technology to processes of production. Mass 
customization and additive manufacturing — the so-
called ‘3D printing’ — are its key concepts, and its 
applications, yet to be imagined fully, are quite mind-
boggling.

The Fourth industrial revolution is conceptualized as an 
upgrade on the third revolution — and is marked by a 
fusion of technologies straddling the physical, digital and 
biological worlds

Digitalization of Businesses: Why Now in India?

During the last decade, Indian Enterprises expanded their 
presence across different products and Geographies. 
Their challenge went from delivering scalable 
standardized value across customers to offering tailored 
value to different client segments at scale. Companies 
now needed end-to-endvisibility into their value chains 
and enhanced process efficiency throughout the 
organization. To these ends, they began integrating 
standardized automated IT services across the value 
chain – the so-called factory model of developing and 
delivering IT. In aligning their operating model to 
maximize gains from industrial IT investments, 
Enterprises have now been compelled to take note of the 
Digitalization phenomenon, which differs markedly from 
companies’ earlier experiences.

Indian Digital Talent

Digitalization is driven by technologies of the central 
nervous system constituted by various softwares. To 
connect together the real power of digitalization all 
businesses need a spread consortium of proficient 
software developers. It‘s reason for Indian enterprises, to 
cheer when it comes to Talent. United States in the year 
2013 leads the world in the domain of the software 
developers, daring about 3.6 million of these workers in 
the nation’s labor force. in which Indians were about 2.75 
million. And by the end of 2017, India is expected to have 
about 5.2 million software developers, for about a nearly 
90 percent increase, versus 4.5 million in the United 
States.

The pool of Indian college students talent is somewhere 
expected to exceed that of many emerging markets by 
2017which might , reach to  about 45 million at the end of 
2021.

CONSTRAINTS ALONG THE WAY

Many of the Indian executives as per our study have only 
a basic grasp of the value that digitalization can create. To 
acquire the full plunder assurance by digitalization, Chief
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Executives will need to drive themselves and their 
colleague to better understand what they can acquire from 
digitalization—and to fund the digitalization hard work  
in a maintained  way

• SMAC-ing” Confusion

In their fervor to meet the essence of digitalization, lot 
many companies have sprinted to embrace the digital

technologies we refer to as SMAC: Social Media, 
Mobility, Analytics and Cloud. As a result, they failed to 
spot the various opportunities to grab the larger 
opportunities which the digitalization presents. For a 
leading number of respondents “being digital” involves 
simply deployingany or some SMAC technologies. (See 
3Figure)Many businesses confuse SMAC adoption with 
digitalization

Table 1 - What Digitalization or Being Digital Mean to Your Business

Mobility 73%

Analytical technologies 61%

cloud technology 53%

social media 40%

using digital technology to enhance productivity and efficiency 24%

Replacing business/ functional process with digitally enabled process 22%

Turning digitizedresouces into new sources of resources 7%

Figure 1 - What Digitalization or Being Digital Mean to Your Business

Only a handful of respondents (7 percent) see it as being 
about transforming digitized resources into new sources 
of revenue. Companies that confuse adoption of SMAC 
with digitalization tend to view digital technologies as 
toolsfor gaining process efficiencies rather than meeting 
more strategic priorities—such as 

• Delivering compelling customer experiences 

• Accelerating customer-focused

• R&D or innovation. (See Figure)

Figure 2 - What are the Business Priorities currently being Addressed by Digital Technologies in Your Firm
(Business Priorities in the Space of Talent and Processes)

Figures 3 - Business Priorities in the Space of Collaboration

Figures 4 - Business Priorities in the Space of Customer Value Creation

Missing: A Digital Roadmap

Numerous of the Business organizations hunting for the 
process competence gains through digital technology 
operation pay no attention for the development of a 
roadmap for capitalizing on the more strategic occasion 
offered by digitalization. Without a roadmap, executives 
miscomprehend the key characteristics of digital 
technologies—especially their cost. 

For example, nearby 86 percent of the business houses 
symbolizes lack of a well-defined digital roadmap. They 
criticize that the high costs of digital acceptance and 
digital communications as well as infrastructure shortfall 
are stopping them from confining the full potential of the 
digital technologies (See Figure) Barriers to leveraging 
digital technologies; Lack of a digital strategy or roadmap 
creates misperceptions about digital technologies
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Figure 5 - What are the Key Barriers your Companies Face in Leveraging Digital Technologies?
86% not having a digital strategy are experiencing:

To cast off the additional light on the study, a number of 
executives have been interviewed and it has been found 
that many companies, lack adeliberate approach for 
adopting and deploying digital technologies, balanced 
with caution about costs, which has led them to digitize 
only certain functions or processes, as regard setting up a 
private cloud for data feast and distribution.

 These companies are under pressure to install the digital 
technologies at scale across their businesses to generate 
new sources of savings and value. They converge on 
digitizing resources to hold up their existing business 
model, 

A ROAD AHEAD

Barricades to transform digitalization into a driver of 
profitable growth may seem scary, but they are by no 
ways overwhelming as in India has started finding its feet 
in this endeavor. While they have into their shares of 
upraises and hindrances, they are also getting benefitted 
by moving toward digitalization in a logical and 
organized behavior. Illustrating on such business firms’ 
occurrences, we have codified a three-step framework for 
attaining competent and lucrative digitalization. 

STEP 1: Create Awareness and Ownership Around 
Digitalization

The Board’s tasks will comprise of learning more about 
Digitalization, using existing channels to commune its 
benefits and foremost digitalization initiatives. 

• Building a Sense of Ownership

CEOs need to expose their ownership of the digitalization 
drive to set an example for other members of the council. 
For doing so, they can use proposals such as articles of 
Top Management in  annual general meetings, the CEO 
articles and letter in the annual report and regular 
interactions with media. For example, the chief executive 
of a sizeable Indian FMCG company was highlighted in a 
media article as someone who is open to learning the 
requisites of social media from a very young individual in 
his organization. The communication from the company 
hunted to provide was clear and loud. If a head or CEO is 
unable to understand.

STEP 2: Design a Digitalization Roadmap

 An Effective Digitalization roadmap contains seven 
key components.

• A Strong Outcome Orientation

On the ball focus Digitalization throughout an 
organization and Enterprise-wide collaboration to arrest 
is its opportunities. In a Digitalized organization, 
outcomes are customer driven. To accomplish gainful or 
lucrative digitalization, businesses need to initiate with 
identifying the connects among the information, 
decisions, motivations, and actions pouring customers’ 
decisions. They require to describe an “outside-in" 
approach or plan for making digital customers whether -
other businesses or consumers - shapers and co-creators 
of experiences.

• Digitalize the Business Model

After nurturing awareness and scheming a digital 
roadmap, Indian business enterprises require to digitalize 
their business model. Any business model hold four  
basic mechanisms which are as follows : customer value 
proposition, resources, profit formula and metrics. 
Companies need to synchronize these four components 
with their digitalization agenda.

• Be Digital to Improve the Customer Value 
Proposal

Customers oblige the digital world, in B2C and B2B 
businesses alike. The data and demographic make over in 
recitation in India is providing B2C companies with an 
occasion to link social media and mobility with critics to 
quickly process and gather new mode of qualitative and 
quantitative data. 

For example, more than 90 percent of the manufacturing 
executives we studied articulate a zeal to experiment with 
the Internet of Things (IOT). In the B2C Kingdom, many 
Indian companies now have entree to large volumes of 
diverse data being generated through social media such as 
Twitter and Face book. They can complement such data 
with non-digital data gathered through phone 
conversations with customers as well as insights 
provided by dealers and salespeople. Companies can use 
vigorous data analytics skills to produce superior insights 
on how to continually improve their customer value 
proposal

STEP 3:Build the Right Capabilities and Culture

For Indian business Organizations mission to digitalize 
their business model, the attempt will remain only a 
pipeline vision unless they can master two elements of  
structuring  relevant and cheering a digital culture and 
organizational make over. 

• Partner with the Right Digipreneurs

The challenge here lies in shaping as how to choose the 
right digipreneur, as their partner, fully pulling the 
partner’s strengths and nurturing the partner. While many 
big business houses know how to finish the first two

tasks, very few are investing in their digital partners’ 
development. As for example, large companies in India 
still have to grow to a culture of respect for startups. 
“Innovation labs in many large companies,” he pointed 
out, “do not have the cultural makeup to mix and socialize 
with the youngsters running startups.”Even as large 
companies in India is  struggling to master this part, some 
MNC’s have begun launching speed up programs for new 
technology ventures in India..

• Accelerating along the Road

As per study on average, four out of every five 
respondents are already aware and checking out the 
generation- next digital technologies such as the Internet 
of Things, 3D printing and mobile robots. And for these 
companies, the domestic market will be revealing out the 
substantive prospects for trial and succeed. Initiatives 
such as ‘Make in India’ (in the domain of manufacturing), 
‘Jan Dhan Yojana’ (aimed at financial enclosure), ‘Smart 
Cities’ (in the Infrastructure space) will be opening large 
markets  for  companies  to  launch new-to-
themarketMeasurable offerings in partnerships with 
governments, startups and other key players in the digital 
ecosystem.

CONCLUSION

Eighty percent executives in our study said that 
digitalization will be vital for their companies over the 
next five years to come. Many of them are  focusing on 
implementation  of digital technologies such as social 
media, mobile devices, analytics and cloud computing 
(“SMAC”) - with the goal of enhance their existing IT 
systems’ efficiency (58 percent) or their supply chains’ 
efficiency (48 percent). While such gains are important, 
businesses focusing exclusively  on these enhancements 
are mislaid  on much more transformative forms of value 
that digital technologies can deliver-such as development 
of breakthrough offerings and closer connections with 
customers. To cite two data points: Only 5 percent of our 
survey respondents accounted for  using digital 
technologies to create a more convincing customer 
experience, and just 7 percent said that being digital was 
about transforming digital resources  into new sources of 
revenue.

Many of our survey participants believe that high costs 
are stopping them from taking full benefits of   digital 
technologies. Furthermore, a large number are seeing the 
gains they’ve made from digital adoption hit a flat terrain 
they haven’t yet realized that such results stem from the 
practice of “fastening” digital technologies onto their 
present operating and business model. For instance, 86 
percent of the companies  as per the study , that haven’t 
defined a clear digital roadmap grumbled  that because of 
the high costs of digital adoption and digital transactions,
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systems’ efficiency (58 percent) or their supply chains’ 
efficiency (48 percent). While such gains are important, 
businesses focusing exclusively  on these enhancements 
are mislaid  on much more transformative forms of value 
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defined a clear digital roadmap grumbled  that because of 
the high costs of digital adoption and digital transactions,
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combined with infrastructure shortage, they haven’t 
captured digital technologies’ full potential. As explained 
by the CIO of a large fast-moving consumer goods 
company, “We have digitized our processes, but now we 
need to think through... obtaining revenue from our 
digital investments”. Clearly, while companies are aware 
of the significance of digitalization and keen to squeeze 
it, many are going about it the wrong way.

Our study findings suggest that companies are ready to 
digitalize in a big way. We believe that mastering the 
three-stepprocess described in this report, corporations 
based in India can accelerate their transition into 
becoming truly digitalized powerhouses capable of 
profiting from such material opportunities the nation has 
to offer.
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ABSTRACT

Employee engagement is linked to leading organizational 
outcomes. Gamification is a fast growing trend in 
boosting employee engagement which uses a digital 
environment to make employees accomplish their 
objectives and mission. Enterprises are initiating to 
unveil the value which games could enumerate in the 
organization to improve performance by motivating 
employees. It is the procedure of applying game 
mechanics and game design technique to different 
business processes to boost employee engagement, 
enhance productivity and lift performance. On improving 
their performance the employees play a game whereby 
they are offered points, rewards and status which impacts 
their behavior in a positive manner. It breaks down 
complicated tasks into manageable tasks that the brain

grasps over time, beyond stress and lethargy. In the HR 
association companies are using gamification to boost 
employee engagement which is related to performance, 
retention and positive business outcomes. Gamified 
approach is enforced in HR to attract, train, engage and 
retain employees. It is all about provoking one’s intrinsic 
motivation. Gamification can incorporate a dynamic 
boost to arbitrate the employees to learn more.  The 
establishment of games in the workplace make work 
more pleasing and interesting, thus boosting employee 
engagement and motivation. This paper desires to 
contribute to the conceptual understanding of 
gamification and also there is an extensive analysis of few 
organizations across sectors exercising gamification 
initiatives as an element to engage the employees of the 
organization.
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Gamification: A Tool to Boost 
Employee Engagement

INTRODUCTION

Research reveals around 70% of business revolution 
attempts to fail in the absence of engagement. For 
decades there are things about which employees have 
always complained which tends to ruin their commitment 
and overall corporate culture like favoritism, inadequate 
feedback, ambiguous goals, lack of transparency etc. 
Employees are eager to know about their performance 
and do they really matter to their employer and concerned 
company they are working with in today’s digital era. The 
growth of social and mobile technology has facilitated 
companies with a tool for tackling with employee 
disengagement-gamification. Gamification is a fast 
growing trend in boosting employee engagement which 
uses a digital environment to make employees 
accomplish their objectives and mission. There is a 
similarity between games and real life job scenario. As 
points, levels and scores are related with games, job has 
incentives, promotions and targets. It is the idea of 
digitally motivating employees with the help of gaming 
practices. The funda is simple that everyone is fond of 
games and the competition associated with it. The 
employees are exposed to a game which they play and on 
crossing each level of their performance they are 
rewarded in form of points, status and rewards. Through 
this technique companies reach their objectives through 
employees, enriching their work experiences. It can make 
employees more productive and engaged in a very fun 
and entertaining manner. Approximately fifty five 
percent of American workers prefer to work for a 
company which applies gamification to boost 
engagement. The game mechanics help companies to 
overcome employee disengagement and to handle day 
today challenges in a very interesting manner. A well 
devised gamification medium inculcated with training 
process would lead to motivation and it would encourage 
the employees to learn and develop skill for a specific 
goal. Their performance could be measured and can lead 
to a positive business outcome.  Gamification could also 
ignite energy for monotonous work, provide feedback 
related to performance and also help in smart recruitment. 
It could improve the outcome of training initiatives. By 
applying game techniques in form of incentives 
organizations could improve the data quality for 
forecasting. Companies could make compliance training 
more interesting through gamification. There is extensive 
analysis of few organizations across sectors exercising 
Gamification initiatives as an element to engage the 
employees of the organization. This paper contributes to 
the understanding of Gamification in various 
organizations and its impact on employee engagement. 

OBJECTIVES

• To study the concept of gamification and examine its  
importance to the workforce.

• To scrutinize the initiatives of the companies who 
adopt gamification as a tool to engage employees.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Kahn (1990) illustrated that in engagement, people 
employ and express themselves physically, cognitively, 
and emotionally during role performances. Employee 
engagement is a powerful tool to aid every organization to 
achieve competitive advantage over the others 
(Baumruk, 2004). Employee engagement is an effective 
factor to measure a company’s vigor. Employee 
engagement affects the key performance indicators like 
productivity, turnover, profitability etc. According to 
Cognizant report companies with more engaged 
employees have high earning per share and revenues as 
well as the employee turnover could be reduced upto 
87%. Gamification is the process of employing game 
mechanics design techniques to engage and motivate 
employees to attain their goals. Gamification increases 
engagement levels among employees. The incorporation 
of  game ingredient into work exercise motivation is 
raised (Shneiderman, 2004) but, to implement  we need 
to consider  the proper  combination of tasks and 
activities  within the game design (Von Ahn and Dabbish, 
2008) gamification is used in order to make the content 
more agreeable  and engage users. By administering 
gamification in e-learning we can bring about a more 
decisive and engaging learning behaviour. B.J. Fogg 
(2002) stated that people responded to computers as they 
were persons, particularly when gaming . Games form an 
emotionally fascinating context for the player and create 
reminiscence, curiosity, visional appeal and worker’s 
interest. Gamification came into existence in 2000 but 
was not that popular until 2010. According to Gabe 
Zichermann author of the book “The Gamification 
Revolution” gamification is a process of applying game 
mechanics and design to solve problems as well as 
engage employees. They are motivated by recognition in 
form of gifts, promotion and bonuses. Broadly 
gamification is a medium to enhance social interaction, 
improve user engagement, accelerate user activity, and 
enrich user experience. The result is attained through 
motivational drive and game design elements. The 
leading IT R&A Company Gartner predicted that more 
than fifty percent of innovative companies shall gamify 
their processes.(Gartner Group, 2011) Around forty 
percent of Global 1000 will be using gamification to 
engage their employees. The gamification market will be 
flourishing rapidly by 2018. Motivation is a key factor in 
user engagement in gamified systems. Apart from 
anincreasing startups and applications incorporating 
gamification, it can also be seen in anacademic context. 
Hamari et al (2014) intheir paper “Does Gamification 
Work? – A Literature Review of Empirical Studies on

Gamification.” explored an empirical studies on 
gamification and found that studies on gamification is 
increasing. Their result is demonstrated in Figure 1 and

confirms that study on gamification by researchers is 
growing.

Deterding et al. (2011) defined gamification as "the use of 
game design elements in non-game contexts". Werbach 
and Hunter (2012) concluded that elements of a game-
design comprise of dynamics, mechanics and 
components which are intertwined all together. 
Dynamics depicts the broader picture or element of game 
design and this is followed by application of mechanics 
and components. Game elements could be applied in an 
organization for developing an innovative culture as well 
as for employee development. Engagement of user could

be generated through mechanics which also enhances the 
curiosity and fun element for the user. A gamified module 
cannot contain all the mechanics and components. So it is 
important to know what the module wish to achieve. 
Once it is confirmed the developer could apply the 
elements in that certain module according to its goals. It’s 
more than verifying elements. It’s about creating an 
enriching gaming experience which adds value to the 
users like points, rewards, motivation, desired behavior 
etc.

Dynamics  Mechanics Components

Constraints Challenges  Achievements

Emotions Chance Avatars

Narrative Competition Badges

Progression Cooperation Boss Fight (Hard Challenges)

Relationships Feedback Collection 

 Resource Content Unlocking

 Rewards Leader boards

 Transactions Levels

 Turns Turns Points

 Win States Win States

  Social Graph

  Teams

  Virtual goods

Source:Game-design elements (adopted from Werbach and Hunter, 2012)

There are certain prerequisites for effective gamification. 
First organization need to identify the goals it wants to 
reach for attaining a positive business outcome. Poor 
planning could be a hindrance for gamification. One 
should understand the need of the user and the leaders 
should incorporate the objectives with the game

mechanics. Rewards should be linked with the game so 
that employees get motivated as their career progress. 
The incentives should bring the desired changed 
behavior. Lastly, constant feedback should be provided to 
the user so that they should know where they are leading 
and what improvement is required.

Table 1 - Game Design Elements

Figure 1 - Search Hits for “Gamification”
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Table 2 - Questions to Start Gamifying a Process

BENEFITS OF GAMIFICATION AT 
WORKPLACE

Gamification can be administered in HR for attracting, 
inducting, training and developing, engaging and 
retaining employees. In order to attract the youth and 
provide exposure Google and Facebook set up events and 
championships like Google Code Jam and Facebook 
Hacker Cup. Application of latest technology within 
training programs could engage the employees and will 
encourage them to learn new skills in an interesting 
manner as compared to the conventional style. Big giants 
like McDonalds and Walmart had inculcated gamified 
technique in their training and development program so 
that employees can become more efficient leading to cost 
reduction and revenue generation. The feedback could 
help them to know where they need to work upon and 
hence they could improve. Also gamification relieves 
stress by making the monotonous job interesting and 
rewarding, so employees enjoy the healthy competition 
among them. It leads to enhancing work experience in a 
very pleasant manner. To create brand awareness, 
effective marketing and customer loyalty Gamification is 
used successfully in websites in order to create loyalty, 
brand awareness and effective marketing engagement, 
gamification is used in websites. (Daniels, 2010). Gallup 
Report reveals that around seventy percent of employees 
are facing disengagement. It calls for innovative 
strategies boosting employee engagement. Research 
proved that the millennials belongs least of the engaged 
workforce, which clearly conveys that they need to be 
engaged for the success of any business In order to 
motivate and engage its

enormous salesforce, SAP enforced a gamified 
application “Roadwarrior” which facilitated the sales 
reps to fight against each other in a multiple choice type 
game to grow into proficient leaders (Pyle, 2015). The 
best way to boost employee engagement is recognition 
and timely feedback. This could be achieved through 
gamification. Telstra Australia has incorporated a social 
recognition system to engage its employees.  Thus 
gamif icat ion boosts  employee engagement .  
Gamification may help in retention of employees through 
engagement in activity that the employee recognizes to be 
relevant. According to Burke (2014) the major to 
sustainable gamification is to develop behaviour change 
basically with elemental rewards compared to extrinsic 
rewards - that we are capable to preserve momentum by 
assuring that, as employee gets engaged in a game, the 
test matches the competence level and we are capable to 
provide employee with substantial  incentives. By 
incorporating game elements into their processes and 
systems organizations can collect integral insights 
regarding the behavior pattern of the employee and create 
a noble convolution of information that could drive their 
engagement strategy.

GAMIFICATION USED IN BUSINESS

In the HR association, companies are enforcing 
gamification to drive employee engagement, boost 
performance and inspire healthy style amidst other 
outcomes. By patting into people's inborn passion of 
playing games, employees are motivated to solve 
problems while developing measurable conclusion for 
the organization.

METRICS  • Are there specific measurable metrics or actions that need to be changed 
   or improved?

FEEDBACK  • Is there a way to provide immediate feedback to the player?

GAME MECHANICS  • Is there a way to integrate game mechanics into the business process that 
   the user is already engaged in?

MASTERY  • Is there a path to mastery?

SOCIAL  • Will the process improve by adding social elements?

ENGAGEMENT  • Will increased user engagement improve the metrics?

SN Companies Gamification Application

1 US Army Games for training purposes, but now it’s using gamification to fascinate new
  recruits and promote alertness of the U.S. armed forces 

2 Samsung Designed user-generated content by rewarding users for being engaged with the
  society, involving in Q&A analysis with different users, watching videos,
  examining products etc. 

3 Deloitte Adopted gamified constituents like badges, leaderboards and status symbols that
  measured how many executives were engaging and accomplishing courses

SN Companies Gamification Application

4 Bluewolf With the help of Bunchball’s technology, Bluewolf devised its own Going Social
  program which used a variety of initiatives, including ‘Pack   Profiles (employee)
  giving points and rewards for participation internally and externally.

5 ICICI Bank An interactive learning portal has upgraded the experience of employees by
  devising a threat-free environment and  that can be accessed on multiple
  devices—from web browsers, to mobile phones, to tablets

6 Treehouse Gamification is used for tracking goal and performance. The tracks are broken
  into simpler chunks and tracker shows the student’s progress as soon as he
  reaches a desired level.

7 Recyclebank Here gamification is used for customer loyalty and showing concern for
  environment like saving water and buying green products.

8 Keas Keas employs gamification for employee wellness and cost reduction and also
  supports co worker to attain their goals.

9 Proof It is a mindbloom app and could be employed by small business to bring healthy
  competition and attain goals.

10 Chore wars Tool used to get teams more motivated to finish  the more dull tasks 

11 Jillian Motivates users to be on track by her fitness programs applying gamification
 Michaels techniques for several fitness challenges.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To pursue the work on the conceptual understanding of 
gamification, its components and mechanics, this paper is 
positioned on a systematized review of literature on 
gamification. Insistence is haggard exactly on the role of 
gamification and its importance for the workforce today 
and also scrutinize the initiatives of the companies who 
adopt gamification as a tool to engage employees which 
results in employee‘s performance and commitment. 
Literature for this study was essentially derived from 
internet searches and use of management journal and 
reports

FINDINGS AND RESULTS

Through this study, the researchers found  that 
gamification of HR processes has terribly contributed to 
strengthening the relationships among various 
stakeholders of an organization – the employees, the 
customers, the creditors, the suppliers and the partners. In 
the HR association, companies are enforcing 
gamification to drive employee engagement, boost 
performance and inspire healthy style amidst other 
outcomes. By patting into people's inborn passion of 
playing games, employees are motivated to solve 
problems while developing measurable conclusion for 
the organization. Gamified approach is adopted by HR in 
attracting, onboarding, and training, engaging and 
retaining employees. It is also highly compulsory for all 
the HR professionals to understand this concept 
thoroughly to evolve effective Gamification strategies in

order to establish organizational objectives. It tends to be 
efficient as soon as employees do finish their learning 
modules thus upgrading their knowledge base and 
improving their commitment as well as results. Besides 
on boarding new employees, gamification is useful for 
training older employees on new products and policies. 
Based on gamification programs, the management 
provides appreciation to the best performer in a team 
depending on competence, speed and support. 
Gamification could be successful and can be measured 
through engagement. The engagement can be measured 
by analytics and is enclosed into web application. The 
noteworthy significance of this process is that it attempts 
to offer channel for encouraging employee’s beyond 
altering their task nature. While using it efficaciously, 
gamification enhances performance and notion regarding 
work environment. Gamification is adopted by the 
businesses to make employee’s task pleasurable, leading 
to engaged employees. We should try practicing 
gamification which can be a simple adoption of leader 
boards or more citified gamification function to enhance 
employees’ commitment and encouragement. According 
to Maan (2013) Gamification has lead to drastic growth in 
attaining different positive business outcomes in the 
companies and also a new approach by aligning game 
elements with the objectives of the organizations. The 
reinforcement of positive behaviours and desired skill 
sets in millennials could be done through gamification 
and also targets could be attained in a more interesting 
and pleasant manner.
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The proper communication between employees and 
mangers could be smoothen through gamification and 
this could lead to a proper functioning of the organization.

The exploration of new gaming techniques in developing 
enterprises could influence the desired behaviours of the 
stakeholders.

Source Burke B. (2012)

PROSPECT OF GAMIFICATION

Strategic Human Resource Management approaches 
have resulted in companies becoming more tech savvy in 
the workplace. Gamification Schemes, in future, will 
endeavor models for customer and employee-facing 
initiatives for a citified and fast gamification distribution. 
It does not suggest designing a game; it means to 
synthesize HR initiatives to engage employees in a fun 
manner without losing its credibility. Employees are 
motivated in performing their role and they are pushed 
further by the instant positive feedback. It can incorporate 
a dynamic drive to arbitrate the employees to learn more. 
Although the desired results of gamification are not fully 
materialized then it’s predicted that utilization of this 
gaming technique is done in a friendly fashion rather than 
mere diagrams and numbers. It is expected that 
gamification business model should diversify and 
become the regular practice in achieving positive 
outcomes.

CONCLUSION

The theory of gamification works on the involvement of 
the human behavior in games related activities and

incorporating it with their day today tasks directing to 
employee engagement. As the users are stimulated by the 
games their behavior is impacted by it. Rewards, points, 
status, incentives are some of mechanics of game that 
tends to stimulate behaviour. Gamification is all about 
provoking one's intrinsic motivation to gain. People go to 
the extra mile to win and achieve unprecedented results. 
Well executed games exaggerate people’s underlying 
motivation to enlist in company challenges by furnishing 
a risk free environment. The bottom-line is to develop a 
culture of change and fix the essentials and make sure that 
role clarity should b known i.e. what they need to do and 
how they can do it to achieve the goals to ensure company 
success. This paper has confirmed that gamification is 
very successful in engaging people and motivating them 
to modify behaviors, foster skills, or deal with problems. 
HR related operational processes gets impacted by the 
game mechanics and enhance employee engagement. 
This research paper scrutinizes the concept of 
gamification, analyze its extensive literature along its 
applications by different organizations and their impact 
on employee engagement.
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ABSTRACT

Social networking sites have positive benefits both for 
users and the online marketers using them. The focus of 
research in this topic has mostly been determinants (e.g. 
Socio cultural, Demographic, Psychological, 
Environmental and Marketing). However, a prior key 
question is what leads a user to use a social networking 
site. The user process of adoption and use of such 
recommenders involves subjective factors which need a 
psychological approach. This perspective has been 
neglected so far. The purpose of this paper is to discuss 
and validate an integrative model which adapts various 
elements and models in order to explain such a process. 
The field study consisted of a simulated online social 
networking process undertaken by a valid sample of 300 
internet users with a regularly updated account. Many of 
the constructs’ measurement scales have been adapted 
from previously validated scales never before applied to 
this study’s context, and the authors have consequently

rigorously validated them here too. Detailed exploratory 
and confirmatory factor analyses are applied to assess the 
empirical validity of the model. The user’s psychological 
angle has been overlooked by previous studies on the 
adoption and use of social networking destinations. To 
the best of the knowledge, this is the first attempt to 
validate a model aimed at comprehensively approaching 
the user’s adoption of a social networking site. The 
findings provide several theoretical contributions and 
implications for markets and new global markets could 
use this data to improve their marketing strategy 
development decisions.

INTRODUCTION 

The Web has transformed into a more social stage since 
the development of information and technology. There 
has never been such a situation which furnishes ability to 
interface client content with each other. The Web gives 
content systems that offer value. It has been observed that 
traditional media has tumbled to the low side since the

broad use of online social networking sites, for instance, 
web blogging, Twitter, Facebook, and other Web sites. In 
the contemporary situation social networking sites, for 
instance, Facebook and MySpace, pull in more than 200 
million visitors for each month. Social networking sites 
have ended up being one of the fragments with 
tremendous number of Internet customers with contents 
update on regular basis all through the world (Kaplan and 
Haenlein, 2010). In any case, there are couple of 
academic examinations on person to person 
communication locales, and a substantial part of the 
examinations are contained diverse components of Social 
systems administration destinations i.e. Wikipedia 
organizations, Facebook marketing, Instagram supported 
promotions (Boyd and Ellison, 2008). 

Interpersonal interaction destinations are as of now 
making a powerful stage for promoting products. 
Advertisers are beginning to appreciate the usage of 
electronic long range informal communication locales as 
a fragment in their vital promoting frameworks and battle 
to interface with customers (Gul, Shahzad, and Imran, 
2014). Advance consumer understanding, behavioral 
pursuit, advancement, exhibiting tributes and product 
and customer organization are sub-sorts of showcasing 
that may use online person to person communication 
destinations. Each electronic informal communication 
arrangement (for instance, sites, online talk dialogs, and 
online gatherings) influences advancing execution (e.g., 
bargains), so it is basic to grasp their relative criticalness 
and their interrelatedness (Gensler, Volckner, Liu-
Thompkins, and Wiertz, 2013). 

People express the highs and lows of their general 
everyday presence, develop new fraternities and refresh 
old ones, share intermittent and gathering pictures, 
remark and audit about brands, appreciate the 
achievements of their connections through different 
online long range informal communication goals – direct 
which is earnestly impacted by feeling (Naidu and 
Agrawal, 2013). Sentiments can be conveyed through 
words, pictures, emojis and chronicles. Long range 
interpersonal communication destinations have changed 
the ways associations and customers interface 
(Anderson, 2016). Allegorically, Social systems 
administration destinations has punctured holes into 
associations' dividers and made them straightforward in 
an unforeseen way. Informal communication 
destinations have elevated the change in which the 
opposition is develop more in light of brands' ability to 
inspire eager experiences, than on particular determined 
components of products and administrations (Akar and 
Topcu, 2011). Thus, advertisers are nowadays obliged to 
encounter their customers and distinctive accomplices 
more genuinely (Arora and Predmore, 2013). 

For a couple of associations, social systems

administration locales give new open entryways, 
however various others stand up to issues too. Likely, the 
capability lies in paying little mind to whether the 
association is prepared to take after disappointed 
customers, survey their enormity and speak with them. 
Be it sensible or not, electronic long range interpersonal 
communication powers associations to oversee truly 
pardoned criticism and grievances (Diephay, 2016). 

The inarguable advancement of electronic person to 
person communication has allowed noteworthy changes 
in condition. Web-based interpersonal interaction is 
altering the business while introducing change, new 
learning aptitudes and correspondence organization 
frames (Li, Wang, Li, and Che, 2016). Electronic 
interpersonal interaction has changed the standard 
advancing strategies which is a limited stream of 
information (for representation, TV and radio) while 
engaging a two-way correspondence stream. The usage 
of online long range interpersonal communication 
empowers basic sharing of information to a broader 
social event of individuals while extending brand care 
and propelling association's things and organizations. 
Along these lines of this introduction, associations 
attempt to keep up a positive picture, have a dynamic on 
the web (Carson, 2010).

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

A qualitative approach was adopted for the research paper 
as the goal was to determine the determinants of the user 
which affect the acceptance level for the social 
networking sites, as perceived from the individual’s 
viewpoint. The following research question is posed: 

• What are the determinants of the user which affect the 
acceptance level for the social networking sites i.e. 
that relate to the individual’s uses, needs and goal 
fulfillment?

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Web based systems administration promoting can be 
simply described as the usage of online interpersonal 
interaction channels to propel an association and its 
items. This kind of exhibiting can be thought of as a 
subset of online publicizing practices that aggregate 
regular, Web-based progression systems, for instance, 
email announcements and web advancing endeavors 
Web-based long range interpersonal communication, so 
to speak, changes over customers into sponsors and 
promoters, and buyers can make constructive or 
antagonistic weight for the association, its items, and its 
organizations, depending both on how the association is 
shown on the web and on the idea of items and 
organizations acquainted with the customer. Purchasers 
using electronic long range interpersonal communication 
stages can make, change, and offer online information 
about associations, items, and organizations
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ABSTRACT
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opposition is develop more in light of brands' ability to 
inspire eager experiences, than on particular determined 
components of products and administrations (Akar and 
Topcu, 2011). Thus, advertisers are nowadays obliged to 
encounter their customers and distinctive accomplices 
more genuinely (Arora and Predmore, 2013). 

For a couple of associations, social systems

administration locales give new open entryways, 
however various others stand up to issues too. Likely, the 
capability lies in paying little mind to whether the 
association is prepared to take after disappointed 
customers, survey their enormity and speak with them. 
Be it sensible or not, electronic long range interpersonal 
communication powers associations to oversee truly 
pardoned criticism and grievances (Diephay, 2016). 

The inarguable advancement of electronic person to 
person communication has allowed noteworthy changes 
in condition. Web-based interpersonal interaction is 
altering the business while introducing change, new 
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frames (Li, Wang, Li, and Che, 2016). Electronic 
interpersonal interaction has changed the standard 
advancing strategies which is a limited stream of 
information (for representation, TV and radio) while 
engaging a two-way correspondence stream. The usage 
of online long range interpersonal communication 
empowers basic sharing of information to a broader 
social event of individuals while extending brand care 
and propelling association's things and organizations. 
Along these lines of this introduction, associations 
attempt to keep up a positive picture, have a dynamic on 
the web (Carson, 2010).

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

A qualitative approach was adopted for the research paper 
as the goal was to determine the determinants of the user 
which affect the acceptance level for the social 
networking sites, as perceived from the individual’s 
viewpoint. The following research question is posed: 

• What are the determinants of the user which affect the 
acceptance level for the social networking sites i.e. 
that relate to the individual’s uses, needs and goal 
fulfillment?

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Web based systems administration promoting can be 
simply described as the usage of online interpersonal 
interaction channels to propel an association and its 
items. This kind of exhibiting can be thought of as a 
subset of online publicizing practices that aggregate 
regular, Web-based progression systems, for instance, 
email announcements and web advancing endeavors 
Web-based long range interpersonal communication, so 
to speak, changes over customers into sponsors and 
promoters, and buyers can make constructive or 
antagonistic weight for the association, its items, and its 
organizations, depending both on how the association is 
shown on the web and on the idea of items and 
organizations acquainted with the customer. Purchasers 
using electronic long range interpersonal communication 
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(Abels, White, and Hahn, 1997). They can in like manner 
make online gatherings and frameworks that prompt 
where information streams out of a business' control. 
Customers see this information as more tried and true 
than clear business correspondence. Thus, peer appraisal 
transforms into a critical impact on obtaining conduct. 
The once-over of web based systems administration 
channels consolidates destinations, accommodating 
undertakings, (for instance, Wikipedia), long range 
relational correspondence areas, (for instance, 
Facebook), content gatherings, (for instance, YouTube), 
virtual social universes, (for instance, Second Life), 
virtual entertainment universes, (for instance, World of 
War make), and scaled down scale blogging, (for 
instance, Twitter) (Baird and Parasnis, 2011). 

Buyer statistic attributes are here and there used to 
recognize client specialties that would be keen on the buy 
of a particular item advertising. Thus, an advertiser can 
figure out what it would take to fulfill and hold a 
particular gathering of customers). A fruitful e-retailer 
would view this as a continuous procedure (Berthon, Pitt, 
Plangger, and Shapiro, 2012). There is a factually critical 
relationship between the statistic qualities (sexual 
orientation, age, pay and area) of web clients and 
recurrence of purchaser online buys. The contrast 
between the site brands was because of programs' sex, 
age, instructive history, profession, neighborhood and 
pay. The sexual orientation asymmetry in the selection 
and utilization of the web has been relentlessly declining 
as an ever increasing number of ladies sign on to utilize 
the web. Past research recommends that despite the fact 
that men and ladies are similarly prone to utilize the long 
range interpersonal communication destinations for 
business and individual purposes (Bhandari and Sharma, 
2017). From a regulatory perspective, a social 
comprehension is one of the zones that necessities closer 
examination. The effect of culture is multifaceted as in 
social regards that are key to one get-together of people 
may mean little to another. Social differentiations 
significantly impact gathering of items and organizations 
and diverse sorts of market direct (Bochenek and Blil, 
2013). Obviously, social forces have gone up against key 
importance that can't be neglected while advancing new 
and additionally existing items and organizations. Social 
factors embody a culture's key affiliation, including its 
get-togethers and foundations, its course of action of 
social system and their associations, and the strategy by 
which resources are appropriated. Ordinarily, social 
structure impacts factual looking over decisions 
including the cost of coordinating the examination, 
accomplishing the goal markets, assembling the data, et 
cetera. The goal market's data and nature with item 
advantage offerings furthermore accept a fundamental 
part in coordinating investigation (Constantinides and 
Fountain, 2008). Measurable reviewing aces ask for

specific levels of informative and mechanical capacities. 
A country may have an enormous masses, yet only a small 
fraction of those masses may be furnished with the data 
essential to use and explore devices either at work or at 
home. In a mechanically complex family, associations 
have more opportunities to change existing 
items/organizations to consolidate new mechanical plans 
and incorporates  and develop tota l ly  new 
items/organizations and advances (Erdogmus and Cicek, 
2012).

Research organizations working in an intricate market, 
where size of the customer assemble is significant and 
gainful, have the good position over associations working 
in those business parts that need such advancement 
(Godes, et al., 2005). Person to person communication 
locales insinuate how much people believe they have the 
aptitudes and ability to play out a foreordained lead. 
Interpersonal interaction locales shape a particular 
relevance to development gathering as the thought 
mirrors the perspective of a man about their own ability 
and, assurance to use another mechanical progression 
which takes this view help by observing that a man's 
feeling about a particular advanced system chooses the 
customer affirmation of the structure (Kim, Jeong, and 
Lee, 2010). Informal communication site is viewed as a 
factor that underlies internal motivations. Because of 
online social gatherings, when individuals feel prepared 
for passing on what's all the more, partner with others on 
the web, the more significant the likelihood is that they 
will see web arranging practices as fun, and, 
subsequently, will impact their mentality emphatically 
(Safko and Brake, 2012). Mental components mean 
musings, sentiments, and other intellectual qualities that 
impact the conduct, state of mind, and elements of the 
individual personality. These mental variables can impact 
on human reasoning and likewise influence human basic 
leadership instincts and connections in everyday life 
(Hanna, Rohm, and Crittenden, 2011). Clinician portrays 
singular financial specialist conduct by maintaining 
center around individual's identity or his attributes. 
Conduct, the more plausible the individual will be to play 
out that direct. Past contemplations have given strong 
observational affirmation to help the effect of mien on 
behavioral objective, social appeal inclination; and there 
is a flawed association between genuine points and 
genuine direct (Shah, 2016). Perspective towards using 
another development reflects notions that playing out a 
particular lead would incite a particular response, which 
client get the brimming with feeling part of perspective, 
subsequently people's appraisals and excited assessments 
towards Social systems administration destinations 
(Goldsmith, Pagani, and Lu, 2013). The virtual portion 
feel happy collaborating with various people in the web, 
besides, this loaded with feeling sway adds to a 
constructive evaluation towards their online casual

association bolster. People who have perfect passionate 
auras are presumably going to emphatically influence 
their decision to share in online individual to individual 
correspondence (Kilgour, Sasse, and Larke, 2015). 

It has been perceived in the informal communication that 
enactment is consistently a major pre-cursor for singular 
conduct change where the change is gigantically 
troublesome for people to achieve. One of the 
assumptions of various long range interpersonal 
communication destinations endeavors is that individuals 
are responsible for their own lead since they settle on 
savvy and instructed decisions (Kawaski and Fitzpatrick, 
2014). 

This brief survey highlights different factors as a 
speculative foundation of exploring the multifaceted idea 
of online long range interpersonal communication 
destinations and its recommendation in affiliation. It 
additionally focuses on different factors in understanding 
the impact of Social systems administration locales 
which can be different, dynamic and complex to 
affiliation (Roy, Datta, and Basu, 2016). 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Design: Social networking sites as 
socialization tool, is more specifically at an progression 
stage of enlargement with inadequate prior research, thus 
exploratory research design was designed. The study 
used well-structured questionnaire as a tool for survey 
with key variables. All the identified variables were

scaled on Likert scale of 1 to 5 where 1 stands for strong 
disagree with the statement and 5 stands for strongly 
agree with the given statement.

Sampling Technique: A multi stage random sampling 
approach was used in order to identify social networking 
site users who are associated to one or more sites to seek 
out socialization with key informants. The responses 
were collected through well-structured survey from 300 
respondents for the most part from the National Capital 
Region in India. The information collected from the 
selected respondents was then coded on SAS University 
edition for further more comprehensive statistical 
analysis.

Data Analysis and Interpretation: Table I provides a 
structured overview of the selected respondents’ social 
networking sites usage and demographical variables. 
Young generation mainly accessed social networking 
sites majorly from mobile devices, which represented 
58% of the responses. The massive use of mobile devices 
among young users is a well-known trend that is 
supported by both males and females. Young users’ social 
networking sites length of usage is relatively evenly 
spread between one to three years. This is a rational result, 
since younger adolescents would have been utilizing 
Social networking sites for a shorter time frame owing to 
age restrictions on sites such as Facebook, Young users 
primarily logged on to social networking sitesregularly 
and several times a week (30%), which is equivalent to 
other countries SNS usage.

Table 1 - Social Media Usage and Demographic Profile of Respondents 

Access Male Female % 18-20years 20-22years 22-24 years %

Mobile 96 79 58% 67 45 43 52%
Laptop & PC 85 90 52% 37 47 61 48%

Length of usage       

>1 year 23 38 20% 19 23 21 21%
2 years 28 28 19% 16 19 23 19%
3 years 34 36 23% 12 17 19 16%
4 years 32 31 21% 24 25 26 25%
<5years 19 31 17% 14 18 24 19%

Log-on frequency      

Daily 54 36 30% 33 27 39 33%
Once in week 40 22 21% 25 19 28 24%
2-4 weeks 36 51 29% 19 21 38 26%
Once in month 12 49 20% 12 15 24 17%

Log-on duration     

>1 hour 20 38 19% 23 15 24 21%
1-2 hours 31 28 20% 25 19 15 20%
2-3 hours 40 36 25% 19 21 28 23%
3-4 hours 32 25 19% 12 15 38 21%
< 4 hours 19 31 17% 10 12 24 15%
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(Abels, White, and Hahn, 1997). They can in like manner 
make online gatherings and frameworks that prompt 
where information streams out of a business' control. 
Customers see this information as more tried and true 
than clear business correspondence. Thus, peer appraisal 
transforms into a critical impact on obtaining conduct. 
The once-over of web based systems administration 
channels consolidates destinations, accommodating 
undertakings, (for instance, Wikipedia), long range 
relational correspondence areas, (for instance, 
Facebook), content gatherings, (for instance, YouTube), 
virtual social universes, (for instance, Second Life), 
virtual entertainment universes, (for instance, World of 
War make), and scaled down scale blogging, (for 
instance, Twitter) (Baird and Parasnis, 2011). 

Buyer statistic attributes are here and there used to 
recognize client specialties that would be keen on the buy 
of a particular item advertising. Thus, an advertiser can 
figure out what it would take to fulfill and hold a 
particular gathering of customers). A fruitful e-retailer 
would view this as a continuous procedure (Berthon, Pitt, 
Plangger, and Shapiro, 2012). There is a factually critical 
relationship between the statistic qualities (sexual 
orientation, age, pay and area) of web clients and 
recurrence of purchaser online buys. The contrast 
between the site brands was because of programs' sex, 
age, instructive history, profession, neighborhood and 
pay. The sexual orientation asymmetry in the selection 
and utilization of the web has been relentlessly declining 
as an ever increasing number of ladies sign on to utilize 
the web. Past research recommends that despite the fact 
that men and ladies are similarly prone to utilize the long 
range interpersonal communication destinations for 
business and individual purposes (Bhandari and Sharma, 
2017). From a regulatory perspective, a social 
comprehension is one of the zones that necessities closer 
examination. The effect of culture is multifaceted as in 
social regards that are key to one get-together of people 
may mean little to another. Social differentiations 
significantly impact gathering of items and organizations 
and diverse sorts of market direct (Bochenek and Blil, 
2013). Obviously, social forces have gone up against key 
importance that can't be neglected while advancing new 
and additionally existing items and organizations. Social 
factors embody a culture's key affiliation, including its 
get-togethers and foundations, its course of action of 
social system and their associations, and the strategy by 
which resources are appropriated. Ordinarily, social 
structure impacts factual looking over decisions 
including the cost of coordinating the examination, 
accomplishing the goal markets, assembling the data, et 
cetera. The goal market's data and nature with item 
advantage offerings furthermore accept a fundamental 
part in coordinating investigation (Constantinides and 
Fountain, 2008). Measurable reviewing aces ask for

specific levels of informative and mechanical capacities. 
A country may have an enormous masses, yet only a small 
fraction of those masses may be furnished with the data 
essential to use and explore devices either at work or at 
home. In a mechanically complex family, associations 
have more opportunities to change existing 
items/organizations to consolidate new mechanical plans 
and incorporates  and develop tota l ly  new 
items/organizations and advances (Erdogmus and Cicek, 
2012).

Research organizations working in an intricate market, 
where size of the customer assemble is significant and 
gainful, have the good position over associations working 
in those business parts that need such advancement 
(Godes, et al., 2005). Person to person communication 
locales insinuate how much people believe they have the 
aptitudes and ability to play out a foreordained lead. 
Interpersonal interaction locales shape a particular 
relevance to development gathering as the thought 
mirrors the perspective of a man about their own ability 
and, assurance to use another mechanical progression 
which takes this view help by observing that a man's 
feeling about a particular advanced system chooses the 
customer affirmation of the structure (Kim, Jeong, and 
Lee, 2010). Informal communication site is viewed as a 
factor that underlies internal motivations. Because of 
online social gatherings, when individuals feel prepared 
for passing on what's all the more, partner with others on 
the web, the more significant the likelihood is that they 
will see web arranging practices as fun, and, 
subsequently, will impact their mentality emphatically 
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impact the conduct, state of mind, and elements of the 
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on human reasoning and likewise influence human basic 
leadership instincts and connections in everyday life 
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singular financial specialist conduct by maintaining 
center around individual's identity or his attributes. 
Conduct, the more plausible the individual will be to play 
out that direct. Past contemplations have given strong 
observational affirmation to help the effect of mien on 
behavioral objective, social appeal inclination; and there 
is a flawed association between genuine points and 
genuine direct (Shah, 2016). Perspective towards using 
another development reflects notions that playing out a 
particular lead would incite a particular response, which 
client get the brimming with feeling part of perspective, 
subsequently people's appraisals and excited assessments 
towards Social systems administration destinations 
(Goldsmith, Pagani, and Lu, 2013). The virtual portion 
feel happy collaborating with various people in the web, 
besides, this loaded with feeling sway adds to a 
constructive evaluation towards their online casual

association bolster. People who have perfect passionate 
auras are presumably going to emphatically influence 
their decision to share in online individual to individual 
correspondence (Kilgour, Sasse, and Larke, 2015). 

It has been perceived in the informal communication that 
enactment is consistently a major pre-cursor for singular 
conduct change where the change is gigantically 
troublesome for people to achieve. One of the 
assumptions of various long range interpersonal 
communication destinations endeavors is that individuals 
are responsible for their own lead since they settle on 
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which can be different, dynamic and complex to 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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socialization tool, is more specifically at an progression 
stage of enlargement with inadequate prior research, thus 
exploratory research design was designed. The study 
used well-structured questionnaire as a tool for survey 
with key variables. All the identified variables were

scaled on Likert scale of 1 to 5 where 1 stands for strong 
disagree with the statement and 5 stands for strongly 
agree with the given statement.

Sampling Technique: A multi stage random sampling 
approach was used in order to identify social networking 
site users who are associated to one or more sites to seek 
out socialization with key informants. The responses 
were collected through well-structured survey from 300 
respondents for the most part from the National Capital 
Region in India. The information collected from the 
selected respondents was then coded on SAS University 
edition for further more comprehensive statistical 
analysis.

Data Analysis and Interpretation: Table I provides a 
structured overview of the selected respondents’ social 
networking sites usage and demographical variables. 
Young generation mainly accessed social networking 
sites majorly from mobile devices, which represented 
58% of the responses. The massive use of mobile devices 
among young users is a well-known trend that is 
supported by both males and females. Young users’ social 
networking sites length of usage is relatively evenly 
spread between one to three years. This is a rational result, 
since younger adolescents would have been utilizing 
Social networking sites for a shorter time frame owing to 
age restrictions on sites such as Facebook, Young users 
primarily logged on to social networking sitesregularly 
and several times a week (30%), which is equivalent to 
other countries SNS usage.

Table 1 - Social Media Usage and Demographic Profile of Respondents 
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Mobile 96 79 58% 67 45 43 52%
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Length of usage       

>1 year 23 38 20% 19 23 21 21%
2 years 28 28 19% 16 19 23 19%
3 years 34 36 23% 12 17 19 16%
4 years 32 31 21% 24 25 26 25%
<5years 19 31 17% 14 18 24 19%

Log-on frequency      

Daily 54 36 30% 33 27 39 33%
Once in week 40 22 21% 25 19 28 24%
2-4 weeks 36 51 29% 19 21 38 26%
Once in month 12 49 20% 12 15 24 17%

Log-on duration     

>1 hour 20 38 19% 23 15 24 21%
1-2 hours 31 28 20% 25 19 15 20%
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Table 2 - Descriptive Statistics of Identified Variables

Variables Mean StdDev Max Min. Skewness Kurtosis

Culture 2.7685460 1.5621515 5 1 0.5163976 -1.4059114
Attitude 2.8902077 1.5725867 5 1 0.4319878 -1.5341848
Marketing mix 2.9080119 1.6239909 5 1 0.3004480 -1.6286583
Economic factors 3.1008902 1.3212658 5 1 1.2773849 0.3740315
Personality 2.3086053 1.5137318 5 1 1.0041360 -0.5808235
Geographical location 2.1513353 1.3510158 5 1 1.2668193 0.2915188
Social class 2.3560831 1.4197481 5 1 1.0098814 -0.4315693
Religion 2.8872404 1.0346887 5 1 1.0545506 -0.0544143
Motivation 3.2077151 0.5811010 5 1 2.5980581 5.0645592
Marketing objective 2.6023739 1.5340560 5 1 0.6638017 -1.1742650
Technological factors 2.1869436 1.3857508 5 1 1.2139107 0.0906895
Perception 1.9080119 1.1854128 5 1 1.6455954 1.8276837
Income 3.3857567 1.2414609 5 1 -0.0416839 -1.6707497
Education 2.6617211 1.5014241 5 1 0.5641120 -1.2559521
Social status 2.8189911 1.2978444 5 1 0.9974832 -0.9416926
Lifestyle 2.4356787 1.3456678 5 1 0.4564677 0.5678299
Subculture 2.3086053 1.6239909 5 1 1.0041360 -1.5341848
Social groups 2.1513353 1.3212658 5 1 1.2668193 -1.6286583
Learning 2.3560831 1.5137318 5 1 1.0098814 0.3740315
Marketing strategy 2.8902077 1.3510158 5 1 1.0545506 -0.5808235
Legal structure 2.9080119 1.4197481 5 1 2.5980581 0.2915188
Beliefs 3.1008902 1.0346887 5 1 0.6638017 -0.4315693
Political factors 2.3086053 0.5811010 5 1 1.2139107 -0.0544146

Table 2 explains the univariate analysis of the identified 
variables which are employed for Hypothetical testing. 
The variables with high mean values i.e. Income (Mean 
=3.39), Motivation (Mean=3.21), Marketing mix

(Mean=2.91) and Beliefs (Mean=2.90) are considered to 
be most impactful variables for the impacting brand 
equity of the firm.

Table 3 - Kaiser's Measure of Sampling Adequacy: Overall MSA = 0.82392075
Final Communality Estimates: Total = 16.424505

Culture Attitude Marketing Economic  Personality Geographical Social Religion
  mix factors  location class

0.7023* 0.7704* 0.6492* 0.7959* 0.7098*  0.6268* 0.6587* 0.7383*

Motivation Marketing Technological Perception Income Education Social Lifestyle
 Objective factors    status

0.7054* 0.5853* 0.6854* 0.8279* 0.8407* 0.6571* 0.7859* 0.6854*

Subculture Social  Learning Marketing Legal Beliefs Political
 groups  strategy structure  factors

0.7098* 0.7383* 0.7098* 0.6571* 0.7023* 0.7704*  0.5853* 

Initial value =1
*= Extraction value                                                              Extraction method = Principal Component analysis

Table 3 describes Kaiser's Measure of Sampling 
Adequacy: Overall MSA is 0.824 which is considered to 
be an acceptable value; this indicates that the data 
collected would be suitable for hypothetical testing. 
Principal component analysis was employed to measure 
the degree of variability in the variables. The degree of

variability calculated from the initial value [=1], 
variables with extraction value more than 0.5 would be 
considered acceptable for hypothetical testing.

HYPOTHESIS

The motivation behind this exploration is to explore the

impacts of the various identified factors on the 
acceptance level of the social networking sites. In view of 
the past writing, the determinants of Social networking 
sites have been arranged into 5 fundamental 
measurements:

• Demographic factors and social networking sites

H1: Acceptance level for social networking sites is 
positively with respect to demographic profile of the 
individual

• Socio cultural factors and social networking sites

H2: Acceptance level for social networking sites is 
positively with respect to Socio cultural profile of the 
individual

• Psychological factors and social networking sites 

H3: Acceptance level for social networking sites is 
positively with respect to psychological profile of the 
individual

• Environmental factors and social networking sites

H4: Acceptance level for social networking sites is 
positively with respect to Environmental profile of the 
individual

• Marketing factors and social networking sites

H5: Acceptance level for social networking sites is 
positively with respect to marketing mix profile of the 
marketer

Figure 1 - Conceptual Framework of the Study

HYPOTHETICAL TESTING

The hypothesized relationships were tested using 
multiple regression analysis.5 models were created 
where independent variables which were entered into the 
equation using “Stepwise regression” method” which 
were derived from literature review. Following are the 
models testing hypothesis:

H1: Model 

The hypothesized model for Demographic factors and 
Social networking sites is represented in Table 4, the p 
values in the table is less than 0.0001, F value (27.19) and 
Adjusted R. sq. (0.4669) which is acceptable, therefore 
all the estimated coefficients are statistically significant.

Variable DF Parameter Standard t Value Pr > |t|
  Estimate Error

Intercept 1 1.44805 0.39727 3.65 0.0003
Age 1 -0.57522 0.09293 -6.19 <.0001
Income 1 -0.01890 0.12204 -0.15 0.8770
Education 1 -0.01823 0.06266 -0.29 0.7713
Geographical location 1 0.38823 0.08940 4.34 <.0001
Lifestyle 1 0.60040 0.05759 10.43 <.0001
Personality 1 -0.43391 0.16875 -2.57 0.0106
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multiple regression analysis.5 models were created 
where independent variables which were entered into the 
equation using “Stepwise regression” method” which 
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The hypothesized model for Demographic factors and 
Social networking sites is represented in Table 4, the p 
values in the table is less than 0.0001, F value (27.19) and 
Adjusted R. sq. (0.4669) which is acceptable, therefore 
all the estimated coefficients are statistically significant.
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Analysis of Variance

Source DF Sum of Mean
  Squares Square F Value Pr > F

Model 10 230.75308 23.07531 27.19 <.0001

Error 289 245.24692 0.84861 Depd. Mean R-Square
    2.000000 0.4848

Corrected Total 299 476.00000 Root MSE Coeff. Var Adj R-Sq
   0.92120 46.05989 0.4669

H2: Model 2

The hypothesized model for Socio cultural factors and 
Social networking sites is represented in Table 5, the p

values in the table is less than 0.0001, F value (24.51) and 
Adjusted R. sq. (0.4134) which is acceptable, therefore 
all the estimated coefficients are statistically significant.

Variable DF Parameter Standard t Value Pr > |t|
  Estimate Error

Intercept 1 4.05830 0.52895 7.67 <.0001
Culture 1 -0.26054 0.13216 -1.97 0.0496
Social status 1 -0.60533 0.17259 -3.51 0.0005
Subculture 1 -0.14801 0.08545 -1.73 0.0843
Social class 1 0.40134 0.10584 3.79 0.0002
Religion 1 -0.27593 0.08549 -3.23 0.0014
Social groups 1 -0.30511 0.14321 -2.13 0.0340

Analysis of Variance

Source DF Sum of Mean
  Squares Square F Value Pr > F

Model 10 165.68178 16.56818 24.51 <.0001

Error 289 455.43822 1.57591 Depd. Mean  R-Square
    2.36000 0.4367

Corrected Total 299 621.12000 Root MSE Coeff. Var Adj R-Sq
   1.25535 53.19292 0.4134

Table 5 - Results for Socio Cultural Factors and Social Networking Sites

H3: Model 3

The hypothesized model for Psychological factors and 
Social networking sites is represented in Table 6, the p

values in the table is less than 0.0001, F value (26.13) and 
Adjusted R. sq. (0.4804) which is acceptable, therefore 
all the estimated coefficients are statistically significant.

Variable DF Parameter Standard t Value Pr > |t|
  Estimate Error

Intercept 1 0.11503 0.66441 -0.17 0.8627
Perception 1 0.53158 0.09296 -5.72 <.0001
Learning 1 0.11629 0.12504 -0.93 0.3531
Attitude 1 0.01588 0.06187 -0.26 0.7976
Beliefs 1 0.35809 0.08887 4.03 <.0001
Motivation 1 0.58694 0.05704 10.29 <.0001

Analysis of Variance

Source DF Sum of Mean
  Squares Square F Value Pr > F

Model 11 237.77966 21.61633 26.13 <.0001

Error 288 238.22034 0.82715 Depd. Mean R-Square
    2.000000 0.4995

Corrected Total 299 476.00000 Root MSE Coeff. Var Adj R-Sq
   0.90948 45.47400 0.4804

Table 6 - Results for Psychological Factors and Social Networking Sites

H5: Model 5

The hypothesized model for Marketing factors and Social 
networking sites is represented in Table 8, the p values in

the table is less than 0.0001, F value (21.93) and Adjusted 
R. sq (0.4351) which is acceptable, therefore all the 
estimated coefficients are statistically significant.

Variable DF Parameter Standard t Value Pr > |t|
  Estimate Error

Intercept 1 1.08341 0.71882 1.51 0.1329
Marketing objectives 1 -0.48104 0.09636 -4.99 <.0001
Marketing strategy 1 -0.25695 0.12721 -2.02 0.0443
Marketing mix 1 -0.00560 0.06452 -0.09 0.9309

H4: Model 4

The hypothesized model for Environmental factors and 
Social networking sites is represented in Table 7, the p

values in the table is less than 0.0001, F value (19.15) and 
Adjusted R. sq (0.4306) which is not acceptable, 
therefore all the estimated coefficients are statistically 
insignificant.

Variable DF Parameter Standard t Value Pr > |t|
  Estimate Error

Intercept 1 1.91540 0.44141 4.34 <.0001
Economic factors 1 -0.08062 0.10451 -0.77 0.4411
Technological factors 1 -0.22818 0.13086 -1.74 0.0823
Political factors 1 -0.08457 0.06689 -1.26 0.2072
Legal factors 1 0.24409 0.10078 2.42 0.0161

Analysis of Variance

Source DF Sum of Mean
  Squares Square F Value Pr > F

Model 11 97.07316 8.82483 19.15 <.0001

Error 288 277.84350 0.96473 Depd. Mean R-Square
    1.68333 0.4589

Corrected Total 299 374.91667 Root MSE Coeff. Var Adj R-Sq
   0.98221 58.34905 0.4306

Table 7 - Results for Environmental Factors and Social Networking Sites
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Analysis of Variance

Source DF Sum of Mean
  Squares Square F Value Pr > F

Model 11 87.07316 7.82483 9.15 <.0001

Error 288 267.84350 0.97673 Depd. Mean R-Square
    1.68333 0.2289

Corrected Total 299 354.91667 Root MSE Coeff. Var Adj R-Sq
   0.98221 38.34905 0.2306

FINDINGS

The data collected from the respondents was normally 
distributed, as the researcher checked the data for 
multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity. The 24 variables 
identified and were employed in exploratory factor 
analysis and were reduced to five factors by using the 
Principal component analysis and varimax method. The 
five evolved factors from this were: 

Factor 1: Demographic factors on social networking sites 
which were based on variables i.e. Age, Income, 
Education, Geographical location, Lifestyle and 
Personality, Factor 2: Socio cultural factors on social 
networking sites which was based on variables i.e. 
Culture, Social status, Subculture, Social class, Religion, 
and Social groups, Factor 3: Psychological factors on 
social networking sites which was based on variables i.e. 
perception, learning, attitude, beliefs and motivation, 
Factor 4: Environmental factors on social networking 
sites which was based on variables i.e. economic 
environment, technological environment, political 
environment and legal structure, Factor 5: Marketing 
factors on social networking sites which was based on 
variables i.e. marketing objectives, marketing strategy 
and marketing mix.

The findings from this research have been classified into 
two sections as descriptive analysis and inferential 
statistical analysis; the results are presented in the 
respected tables. The data collected is normally 
distributed, the results of multiple regression shows that 
Model 3 [Psychological factors of an individual on the 
acceptance level of the social networking sites (F value 
26.13 & Adj. R sqr.0.4804)] significantly explained 48% 
of the variance for acceptance level, Model 
1[Demographic factors of an individual on the 
acceptance level of the social networking sites ( (F value 
27.19 & 0.4669)] explained 47% of variance for 
acceptance level followed by Model 4 [Environmental 
factors of an individual on the acceptance level of the 
social networking sites (F value 19.15 & 0.4306)] 
explained 43% of variance for acceptance level. The 
remaining two models Model 2 [Socio cultural factors of

an individual on the acceptance level of the social 
networking sites(F value 24.51& Adjusted R sqr. 
0.4134)] and Model 5 [Marketing factors of an individual 
on the acceptance level of the social networking sites(F 
value 9.15 & Adjusted R sqr. 0.2306)] were also accepted 
in this study.

DISCUSSION

The consequences of this investigation give both 
scholarly as well marketing suggestions. Indeed, the 
present investigation influences a noteworthy 
commitment for scholastics by proposing the social 
networking administrative to display for inspecting the 
reception of business advancements, which is a dynamic 
current innovation. Besides, the investigation similarly 
extended the relevance of Social networking sites by 
concentrating on another social scenario. Finally, this 
study is able to extend the hypothetical parameters of the 
Social networking sites by including other outside 
variables from the innovation reception writing, 
including Psychology, Environment and Socio culture. 
Practically analyzing, the proposed display gives 
entrepreneurs, supervisors, and advertisers in creating 
nations comprehension of perpetual expectation to utilize 
social networking advances. It gives a reasonable way to 
deal with characterize which factors require encourage 
consideration so as to acquire the most elevated 
advantages from the reception of Social networking 
innovations by guaranteeing that shoppers keep on 
accepting the cutting edge method for associating 
through web-based social networking stages to direct 
business. In light of the proposed conceptual model, 
entrepreneurs, and advertisers needs to give careful 
consideration to a few issues, especially the finding that 
the most critical anticipated builds of behavioral 
expectation to keep on using Social networking sites in 
trust. This implies entrepreneurs, administrators, and 
advertisers need to give careful consideration to 
manufacture online trust with buyers, by associating with 
them and giving on the web protection and security 
approach, and additionally promising client appraisals, 
audits, and proposals on Social networking to create

client produced content, which will prompt purchaser 
trust. Moreover, saw convenience was observed to be a 
solid indicator of saw satisfaction and in addition saw 
helpfulness. This implies entrepreneurs, administrators, 
and advertisers’ needs to guarantee that the SNS they are 
utilizing to interface with their customers are anything 
but difficult to utilize, and thus, buyers will appreciate 
utilizing the Social networking sites to lead business, and 
discover them helpful in their day by day lives.

CONCLUSION

This investigation means to recognize the essential 
factors that impact client behavioral goal to keep on using 
Social networking destinations. The conceptual model 
has been distinguished as a reasonable hypothetical 
establishment for proposing an applied model. 

The investigation has included all noteworthy elements 
i.e. Psychological, Socio cultural, alongside Social 
networking sites builds to define the model. Keeping in 
mind the end goal to achieve the investigation's 
destinations, a quantitative field review was circled to 
acquire information from an accommodation test of 
Indian users and a self-regulated poll utilized for 
information gathering, before the respondents' profile 
and qualities were exhibited. Next, the examination 
results and dialog was offered, including approval of the 
estimation show, thing dependability, inside consistency, 
and discriminate legitimacy for the researched factors. At 
last, basic model evaluation and theory testing was led. 
The discoveries demonstrated that the identified factors 
assume a critical part in behavioral goal to keep on using 
Social networking destinations.
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Analysis of Variance

Source DF Sum of Mean
  Squares Square F Value Pr > F

Model 11 87.07316 7.82483 9.15 <.0001

Error 288 267.84350 0.97673 Depd. Mean R-Square
    1.68333 0.2289

Corrected Total 299 354.91667 Root MSE Coeff. Var Adj R-Sq
   0.98221 38.34905 0.2306

FINDINGS

The data collected from the respondents was normally 
distributed, as the researcher checked the data for 
multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity. The 24 variables 
identified and were employed in exploratory factor 
analysis and were reduced to five factors by using the 
Principal component analysis and varimax method. The 
five evolved factors from this were: 

Factor 1: Demographic factors on social networking sites 
which were based on variables i.e. Age, Income, 
Education, Geographical location, Lifestyle and 
Personality, Factor 2: Socio cultural factors on social 
networking sites which was based on variables i.e. 
Culture, Social status, Subculture, Social class, Religion, 
and Social groups, Factor 3: Psychological factors on 
social networking sites which was based on variables i.e. 
perception, learning, attitude, beliefs and motivation, 
Factor 4: Environmental factors on social networking 
sites which was based on variables i.e. economic 
environment, technological environment, political 
environment and legal structure, Factor 5: Marketing 
factors on social networking sites which was based on 
variables i.e. marketing objectives, marketing strategy 
and marketing mix.

The findings from this research have been classified into 
two sections as descriptive analysis and inferential 
statistical analysis; the results are presented in the 
respected tables. The data collected is normally 
distributed, the results of multiple regression shows that 
Model 3 [Psychological factors of an individual on the 
acceptance level of the social networking sites (F value 
26.13 & Adj. R sqr.0.4804)] significantly explained 48% 
of the variance for acceptance level, Model 
1[Demographic factors of an individual on the 
acceptance level of the social networking sites ( (F value 
27.19 & 0.4669)] explained 47% of variance for 
acceptance level followed by Model 4 [Environmental 
factors of an individual on the acceptance level of the 
social networking sites (F value 19.15 & 0.4306)] 
explained 43% of variance for acceptance level. The 
remaining two models Model 2 [Socio cultural factors of

an individual on the acceptance level of the social 
networking sites(F value 24.51& Adjusted R sqr. 
0.4134)] and Model 5 [Marketing factors of an individual 
on the acceptance level of the social networking sites(F 
value 9.15 & Adjusted R sqr. 0.2306)] were also accepted 
in this study.

DISCUSSION

The consequences of this investigation give both 
scholarly as well marketing suggestions. Indeed, the 
present investigation influences a noteworthy 
commitment for scholastics by proposing the social 
networking administrative to display for inspecting the 
reception of business advancements, which is a dynamic 
current innovation. Besides, the investigation similarly 
extended the relevance of Social networking sites by 
concentrating on another social scenario. Finally, this 
study is able to extend the hypothetical parameters of the 
Social networking sites by including other outside 
variables from the innovation reception writing, 
including Psychology, Environment and Socio culture. 
Practically analyzing, the proposed display gives 
entrepreneurs, supervisors, and advertisers in creating 
nations comprehension of perpetual expectation to utilize 
social networking advances. It gives a reasonable way to 
deal with characterize which factors require encourage 
consideration so as to acquire the most elevated 
advantages from the reception of Social networking 
innovations by guaranteeing that shoppers keep on 
accepting the cutting edge method for associating 
through web-based social networking stages to direct 
business. In light of the proposed conceptual model, 
entrepreneurs, and advertisers needs to give careful 
consideration to a few issues, especially the finding that 
the most critical anticipated builds of behavioral 
expectation to keep on using Social networking sites in 
trust. This implies entrepreneurs, administrators, and 
advertisers need to give careful consideration to 
manufacture online trust with buyers, by associating with 
them and giving on the web protection and security 
approach, and additionally promising client appraisals, 
audits, and proposals on Social networking to create

client produced content, which will prompt purchaser 
trust. Moreover, saw convenience was observed to be a 
solid indicator of saw satisfaction and in addition saw 
helpfulness. This implies entrepreneurs, administrators, 
and advertisers’ needs to guarantee that the SNS they are 
utilizing to interface with their customers are anything 
but difficult to utilize, and thus, buyers will appreciate 
utilizing the Social networking sites to lead business, and 
discover them helpful in their day by day lives.

CONCLUSION

This investigation means to recognize the essential 
factors that impact client behavioral goal to keep on using 
Social networking destinations. The conceptual model 
has been distinguished as a reasonable hypothetical 
establishment for proposing an applied model. 

The investigation has included all noteworthy elements 
i.e. Psychological, Socio cultural, alongside Social 
networking sites builds to define the model. Keeping in 
mind the end goal to achieve the investigation's 
destinations, a quantitative field review was circled to 
acquire information from an accommodation test of 
Indian users and a self-regulated poll utilized for 
information gathering, before the respondents' profile 
and qualities were exhibited. Next, the examination 
results and dialog was offered, including approval of the 
estimation show, thing dependability, inside consistency, 
and discriminate legitimacy for the researched factors. At 
last, basic model evaluation and theory testing was led. 
The discoveries demonstrated that the identified factors 
assume a critical part in behavioral goal to keep on using 
Social networking destinations.
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ABSTRACT

In the present scenario, gold is being one of the most 
desirable type of investment due to its multiple benefits. 
Gold is never the less very attractive, easy mode for 
putting in surplus money when it comes to Indian Society. 
India however does not have the storage of gold reserves 
to serve the demands of the society and fulfill their 
investment goals. There are certain limitations associated 
with the physical investments in the gold from both the 
ends, first, the government, as it has to incur the cost of 
imports of the gold from foreign and secondly, as well as 
the investors who have to take due care of the investments 
safety. Therefore, the government has realized the need of 
systematic investment in gold and came out with a golden 
opportunity for gold investors in form of SOVEREIGN 
GOLD BOND SCHEME. The scheme is pertaining to 
zero investments in physical gold, but a liked demat 
investments in the gold, giving similar returns as of gold

and mitigating the risk of loss of investments when it 
comes to safety. Above all, a saving on the Balance of 
Payment too. The paper is focused on analysis of gold 
investment trend in India, the scheme scrutiny, its 
benefits and challenges, the comparison between the 
Gold bonds and the ETFs, which will give a clearer 
picture on the scheme launched by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi for betterment of Indian economy while 
keeping in mind the sentiment and belief of Indian society 
when it comes to investments in yellow metal. The 
research paper is strictly pertaining to the doctrinal 
approach of analysis of facts and figures about the 
scheme. The reading available online of the various 
articles, journals, newspapers have been scanned for a 
guidance to write this paper. Many citation of various 
economist as well as the business players have been taken 
into account for successful completion of this paper 
which can give better insights to the readers.

INTRODUCTION

"In the long run, the gold price has to go up in relation to 
paper money. There is no other way. To what price, that 
depends on the scale of the inflation - and we know that 
inflation will continue”                        - Nicholas L. Deak

Indian government has tried various measures to bridge 
the gap and move from a developing to developed 
country. We, as Indian citizen soften curse our various 
laws and regulations, find a better lifestyle overseas but 
fail to change the psychology of our residents and put a 
curb on the demand of physical form of gold which takes 
a major share in lowering the current account balance of 
the country.

Keeping in mind our citizens love for gold and at the same 
time to put it to constructive use, government has 
launched the sovereign gold bond scheme which will 
lower the physical demand of gold and will not hamper 
the investment pattern of the frequent gold investors. On 
5th November 2015, under the supervision of Finance 
Minister Arun Jaitley, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
introduced three gold investment schemes for the public 
which was 100 percent beneficial for the investors and 
Indian economy at large. These are Gold Monetization 
Scheme, Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme and the Gold 
Coin and Bullion Scheme. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SCHEME

Sovereign Gold Bond scheme launch received the 
overwhelming response by the people because it freezes 
the investment for 5 years to 7 years and redemption in 
8th year with an option to freely trade in Bombay stock 
exchange and national stock exchange of India as the gold 
was issued in paper or demat form. There is no physical 
buying of gold rather the same value gold is taken in 
certificate form which will be giving benefits directly 
linked to the current gold price prevailing in the market.

FOCUS AREA OF THE RESEARCH PAPER

To bring Indian economy at a better position steps like 
these sovereign gold bond scheme, gold monetization 
scheme is a necessity. The paper is to examine how this 
schemes will affect the gold investors, the economy of the 
country, the value of the rupee and why it has gained 
marketability in India. There has been a detailed analysis 
of these factors which will help to examine the scheme in 
a much better position.

GOLD IN INDIA- BACKGROUND

India, being a culture oriented country has an oversized 
usage as well as the value of gold. It’s being considered as 
one of the supreme components to value a person’s 
market image as more wealth more power is a prevailing 
concept in this developing country. Being a poor country 
but still, citizens have classic and expensive preferences

in terms of investing in gold. As the genes pass so does 
gold in India. Gold is being used in India endlessly in 
Jewellery (primary Use of Gold in India), for financial 
purposes like Coinage, Bullion, Backing, used in industry 
like Electronic, Computers, Dentistry, Medical usage, 
Aerospace and so on. Used in awards and as Status 
Symbols etc. All these uses of gold lead to more market 
demand for gold which can’t be fulfilled by the country 
through its own production capacity. Therefore, it 
becomes mandatory need to import from overseas. 
Around the globe, top producers of gold are China, 
Australia, Russia, United States, and Canada. India 
imports gold from Switzerland, United Arab Emirates, 
South Africa, Australia, and the USA.

Though there are several investment zones like fixed 
deposits, mutual funds, stock market, property etc., still 
people have a keen inclination towards investing in this 
yellow metal because there has been a constant 
appreciation in the price of gold in India since 2001, 
which attract citizens of India to invest in physical gold 
because it fetches more returns in over a period of time. 
India is a gold-obsessed country in terms of blocked gold 
deposits in bank lockers, jewellery, and temples. As 
physical gold has its own advantages, it has certain 
demerits also. But the universal fact is that gold is not a 
productive product.

Apart from making an investment in physical gold, the 
public had two other modes also to invest in gold as Gold 
EFTs (Gold Electronic Fund Transfer) and Gold Mutual 
Funds. These forms had their own benefits and have 
attracted investments from the gold investors. Still, the 
trust of Indian investors lies in physical gold. However, 
these two instruments couldn’t reach to an extent where 
fund accumulation was high and public interest in 
investments was also maintained at the same pace.

If we put four factors in line i.e. increasing demand, 
limited supply increasing price and no alternative then a 
clear-cut need arises to do homework on how to scale 
down the rising demand for physical gold to maintain the 
country’s progress in the long run. Therefore, in 
November 2015, Govt. of India under the Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi worked on alternatives in which the gold 
investor's interest is also not at stake as well as the 
demand is balanced with the same growing graph. Three 
excellent outcome of this brainstorming activity which 
government did were Gold Monetization Scheme,  
Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme,  Indian Gold Coin.

The basic agenda of these schemes is to reduce the 
demand for physical gold in turn which will drop down 
the imports of gold leading to a reduction in trade deficit 
balance and bring out the accumulated deposits of gold 
flowing in the market. All these interconnected factors 
will help to boost the currency value of the country so as 
to list itself in the better rank of economic growth.The
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gold bond scheme has the clear-cut agenda of reduction in 
yellow metal demand from those who were focusing only 
on gains arising with the price increment.

ABOUT THE SCHEME

The scheme name that is sovereign, in financial terms 
signifies that it is backed by the government, therefore the 
scope of losing one’s investment is negligible. On the 
other hand, bonds are basically loans given by the 
investor to an entity with the objective of getting certain 
interest with the principal amount at the time of 
redemption of the bond. In a nutshell, it’s a bond which 
will link the investment to the prevailing market price 
along with the benefits of no physical buying of gold, 
storage, wastage, impurity, risk issues. Above all, it can 
be easily traded in Bombay and National Stock Exchange 
of India because it is also issued in dematerialized form. 
The investor as easily avails the benefit of loan 
sanctioning by placing this as a collateral security.

The bond is brought in the denomination of 1 to a 
maximum of 500 grams per person per year. The 
eligibility criteria of this scheme are Indian Entities 
including individuals, HUFs, trusts, universities and 
charitable institutions . The Reserve bank of India issued 
it on behalf of the government. Investors can apply for the 
bonds through scheduled commercial banks and 
designated post offices. NBFCs, National Saving 
Certificate (NSC) agents, and others can act as agents. 
They would be authorized to collect the application form 
and submit in banks and post offices. BSE and NSE are 
included as receiving offices, apart from the commercial

 ICICIdirect.com Sovereign gold bonds N.p., 2016. Web. 6 Sept. 2016.
<http://content.icicidirect.com/mailimages/IDirect_SovereignGoldBondvsETF_Nov15.pdf>
 "Sovereign Gold Bonds". Finmin.nic.in. N.p., 2016. Web. 27 Aug 2016.<http://finmin.nic.in/swarnabharat/sovereign-gold-bond.html>
 Reserve bank of India, Sovereign gold bond scheme 2015, frequently asked questions. N.p., 2016. Web. 1 Sept. 
2016.<https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=109>
 Reporters, BS. "Gold Bond Scheme toBe Launched On Thursday". Business-standard.com. N.p., 2016. Web.28 Aug. 
2016.<http://www.business-standard.com/article/finance/gold-bond-scheme-to-be-launched-on-thursday-115103001692_1.html>
 "Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme – Tranche III – March 2016 Issue".Onemint.com. N.p., 2016. Web. 27 Aug 2016. 
<http://www.onemint.com/2016/03/07/sovereign-gold-bond-scheme-tranche-iii-march-2016-issue/>
 "Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme Efficient Way to Invest; Here’S Why". The Financial Express. N.p., 2016. Web. 29 Aug. 2016. 
<http://www.financialexpress.com/personal-finance/sovereign-gold-bond-scheme-efficient-way-to-invest-heres-why/321040/>
 "Gold Bond Scheme: Govt Realises Record Rs 919 Crore In 4Th Tranche - The Economic Times". The Economic Times. N.p., 2016. Web. 30 
Aug. 2016.<http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/gold-bond-scheme-govt-realises-record-rs-919-crore-in-4th-
tranche/articleshow/53468886.cms>

banks, SHCIL, designated post offices . These are not 
readily available as per investors wish. They are launched 
in tranches with is announced well in advance and 
remains open for a span of 4-5 days. The price per gram is 
fixed by considering the price of last week’s average price 
of gold (Monday to Friday) as given by IBJA (Indian 
Bullion Jewelers Association). 

The Bonds bear interest at the rate of 2.75 percent (fixed 
rate) per annum on the amount of initial investment. 
Interest will be credited semi-annually to the bank 
account of the investor and the last interest payable on 
maturity along with the principal ,will be credited to the 
investor's bank account. The bond is redeemed after 8 
years but the redemption is possible from 5th year on 
every interest payment dates. It will be possible to sell and 
trade the bonds in exchanges, in case investors want to 
redeem them before maturity. Know-your-customer 
(KYC) norms will be the same as that for the purchase of 
physical gold. KYC documents such as voter’s ID card, 
Aadhaar card, PAN card, passport etc. will also be 
required .

The issue price for the first tranche was fixed at Rs. 2,684 
per gram of gold and that of the second tranche was Rs. 
2,600 per gram of gold. The third tranche price was fixed 
atRs. 2,916 per gram of gold . The issue price in the fourth 
tranche was higher than the previous three tranches 
i.e.Rs. 3119 per gram of gold . In the 4th tranche “The 
capital gain tax arising out of redemption stood 
exempted, in line with the Budget 2016-17 
announcement, said the ministry. This exemption was 
extended to the other three tranches, too” .

Table 1 - Comparison between 3 Tranches of 2015 and Tranche of 2016 of the Scheme

Features Product Features for Previous  Features for the New Tranche
 Three Tranches (FY 2016-17)

1. Minimum subscription Two grams One grams

2. Maximum subscription 500 grams (per fiscal year) Same as the previous tranche

3. Denomination of bonds The bonds are in denomination of  The bonds are in denomination of 1,
 2, 5, 10, 50, 100 grams of gold or 2, 5, 10, 50, 100 grams of gold or
 other denominations. other denominations.

4. Interest The interest on the Gold Bonds  Same as before
 shall commence from the date of its 
 issue and shall have a fixed rate of 
 interest i.e. at 2.75 percent per annum 
 on the amount of initial investment. 

5. Forms of issue of  The Bonds will be available in  The Bonds will be available both in
    gold bond certificate of holding De-mat and certificate of holding

6. Redemption price  Issuance and redemption price of  Same as before
    of the bond Bond was fixed in Indian Rupees on 
 the basis of the price of gold of 999 
 purity of previous week published by 
 the India Bullion and Jewellers 
 Association Limited. 

7. Period of subscription Three tranches have been released in  Subscription date for the 4th Tranche
 FY 2015-16 (i.e. November, January  has been fixed from 18-22nd July
 and March 2016) 2016 and the Bonds shall be issued
  on the 5th August 2016

8. Premature redemption Premature redemption of Gold Bond  Same as before
    facility may be permitted after the fifth year 
 from the date of issue of such Bond
 on the date on which interest is payable 

9. Receiving offices Scheduled commercial banks, Stock  BSE and NSE are included as receiving
 Holding Corporation of India Ltd  offices, apart from the commercial banks, 
 (SHCIL), designated post offices. SHCIL,   designated post offices.

10. Commission for  Paid at the rate of rupee one per  The existing commission at one 
      distribution hundred of the total subscription  percent has been retained for 4th
 received by the receiving offices. tranche

11. Tax benefit The interest on the Gold Bond shall  Capital gain tax arising on
 be taxable as per the provisions of  redemption of SGB to an individual
 the Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961)  has been exempted.
 and the capital gains tax shall also  The indexation benefit will be 
 remain the same as in the case of  provided to LTCG arising to any
 physical gold. person on the transfer of bonds.

12. Tradability The Gold Bonds shall be eligible for  The Gold Bonds issued on November
 trading from such date as may be  30, 2015, held in dematerialized form
 notified by the Reserve Bank of India. are eligible for trading on the Stock
  exchanges recognized by the
  Government of India w.e.f. 13.06.2016. 
  The date of commencement of trading in
  respect of Bonds issued in subsequent
  tranches will be notified later.

 "Sovereign Gold Bond 4Th Tranche - 2016-2017 (Series-I)". Finmin.nic.in. N.p., 2016. Web. 6 Sept. 2016.
<http://www.finmin.nic.in/swarnabharat/4thTranche_SGB_advertisement.html>
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The scheme name that is sovereign, in financial terms 
signifies that it is backed by the government, therefore the 
scope of losing one’s investment is negligible. On the 
other hand, bonds are basically loans given by the 
investor to an entity with the objective of getting certain 
interest with the principal amount at the time of 
redemption of the bond. In a nutshell, it’s a bond which 
will link the investment to the prevailing market price 
along with the benefits of no physical buying of gold, 
storage, wastage, impurity, risk issues. Above all, it can 
be easily traded in Bombay and National Stock Exchange 
of India because it is also issued in dematerialized form. 
The investor as easily avails the benefit of loan 
sanctioning by placing this as a collateral security.

The bond is brought in the denomination of 1 to a 
maximum of 500 grams per person per year. The 
eligibility criteria of this scheme are Indian Entities 
including individuals, HUFs, trusts, universities and 
charitable institutions . The Reserve bank of India issued 
it on behalf of the government. Investors can apply for the 
bonds through scheduled commercial banks and 
designated post offices. NBFCs, National Saving 
Certificate (NSC) agents, and others can act as agents. 
They would be authorized to collect the application form 
and submit in banks and post offices. BSE and NSE are 
included as receiving offices, apart from the commercial

 ICICIdirect.com Sovereign gold bonds N.p., 2016. Web. 6 Sept. 2016.
<http://content.icicidirect.com/mailimages/IDirect_SovereignGoldBondvsETF_Nov15.pdf>
 "Sovereign Gold Bonds". Finmin.nic.in. N.p., 2016. Web. 27 Aug 2016.<http://finmin.nic.in/swarnabharat/sovereign-gold-bond.html>
 Reserve bank of India, Sovereign gold bond scheme 2015, frequently asked questions. N.p., 2016. Web. 1 Sept. 
2016.<https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=109>
 Reporters, BS. "Gold Bond Scheme toBe Launched On Thursday". Business-standard.com. N.p., 2016. Web.28 Aug. 
2016.<http://www.business-standard.com/article/finance/gold-bond-scheme-to-be-launched-on-thursday-115103001692_1.html>
 "Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme – Tranche III – March 2016 Issue".Onemint.com. N.p., 2016. Web. 27 Aug 2016. 
<http://www.onemint.com/2016/03/07/sovereign-gold-bond-scheme-tranche-iii-march-2016-issue/>
 "Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme Efficient Way to Invest; Here’S Why". The Financial Express. N.p., 2016. Web. 29 Aug. 2016. 
<http://www.financialexpress.com/personal-finance/sovereign-gold-bond-scheme-efficient-way-to-invest-heres-why/321040/>
 "Gold Bond Scheme: Govt Realises Record Rs 919 Crore In 4Th Tranche - The Economic Times". The Economic Times. N.p., 2016. Web. 30 
Aug. 2016.<http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/gold-bond-scheme-govt-realises-record-rs-919-crore-in-4th-
tranche/articleshow/53468886.cms>

banks, SHCIL, designated post offices . These are not 
readily available as per investors wish. They are launched 
in tranches with is announced well in advance and 
remains open for a span of 4-5 days. The price per gram is 
fixed by considering the price of last week’s average price 
of gold (Monday to Friday) as given by IBJA (Indian 
Bullion Jewelers Association). 

The Bonds bear interest at the rate of 2.75 percent (fixed 
rate) per annum on the amount of initial investment. 
Interest will be credited semi-annually to the bank 
account of the investor and the last interest payable on 
maturity along with the principal ,will be credited to the 
investor's bank account. The bond is redeemed after 8 
years but the redemption is possible from 5th year on 
every interest payment dates. It will be possible to sell and 
trade the bonds in exchanges, in case investors want to 
redeem them before maturity. Know-your-customer 
(KYC) norms will be the same as that for the purchase of 
physical gold. KYC documents such as voter’s ID card, 
Aadhaar card, PAN card, passport etc. will also be 
required .

The issue price for the first tranche was fixed at Rs. 2,684 
per gram of gold and that of the second tranche was Rs. 
2,600 per gram of gold. The third tranche price was fixed 
atRs. 2,916 per gram of gold . The issue price in the fourth 
tranche was higher than the previous three tranches 
i.e.Rs. 3119 per gram of gold . In the 4th tranche “The 
capital gain tax arising out of redemption stood 
exempted, in line with the Budget 2016-17 
announcement, said the ministry. This exemption was 
extended to the other three tranches, too” .

Table 1 - Comparison between 3 Tranches of 2015 and Tranche of 2016 of the Scheme

Features Product Features for Previous  Features for the New Tranche
 Three Tranches (FY 2016-17)

1. Minimum subscription Two grams One grams

2. Maximum subscription 500 grams (per fiscal year) Same as the previous tranche

3. Denomination of bonds The bonds are in denomination of  The bonds are in denomination of 1,
 2, 5, 10, 50, 100 grams of gold or 2, 5, 10, 50, 100 grams of gold or
 other denominations. other denominations.

4. Interest The interest on the Gold Bonds  Same as before
 shall commence from the date of its 
 issue and shall have a fixed rate of 
 interest i.e. at 2.75 percent per annum 
 on the amount of initial investment. 

5. Forms of issue of  The Bonds will be available in  The Bonds will be available both in
    gold bond certificate of holding De-mat and certificate of holding

6. Redemption price  Issuance and redemption price of  Same as before
    of the bond Bond was fixed in Indian Rupees on 
 the basis of the price of gold of 999 
 purity of previous week published by 
 the India Bullion and Jewellers 
 Association Limited. 

7. Period of subscription Three tranches have been released in  Subscription date for the 4th Tranche
 FY 2015-16 (i.e. November, January  has been fixed from 18-22nd July
 and March 2016) 2016 and the Bonds shall be issued
  on the 5th August 2016

8. Premature redemption Premature redemption of Gold Bond  Same as before
    facility may be permitted after the fifth year 
 from the date of issue of such Bond
 on the date on which interest is payable 

9. Receiving offices Scheduled commercial banks, Stock  BSE and NSE are included as receiving
 Holding Corporation of India Ltd  offices, apart from the commercial banks, 
 (SHCIL), designated post offices. SHCIL,   designated post offices.

10. Commission for  Paid at the rate of rupee one per  The existing commission at one 
      distribution hundred of the total subscription  percent has been retained for 4th
 received by the receiving offices. tranche

11. Tax benefit The interest on the Gold Bond shall  Capital gain tax arising on
 be taxable as per the provisions of  redemption of SGB to an individual
 the Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961)  has been exempted.
 and the capital gains tax shall also  The indexation benefit will be 
 remain the same as in the case of  provided to LTCG arising to any
 physical gold. person on the transfer of bonds.

12. Tradability The Gold Bonds shall be eligible for  The Gold Bonds issued on November
 trading from such date as may be  30, 2015, held in dematerialized form
 notified by the Reserve Bank of India. are eligible for trading on the Stock
  exchanges recognized by the
  Government of India w.e.f. 13.06.2016. 
  The date of commencement of trading in
  respect of Bonds issued in subsequent
  tranches will be notified later.

 "Sovereign Gold Bond 4Th Tranche - 2016-2017 (Series-I)". Finmin.nic.in. N.p., 2016. Web. 6 Sept. 2016.
<http://www.finmin.nic.in/swarnabharat/4thTranche_SGB_advertisement.html>
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OUTCOMES OF THE SCHEME

"Given the cultural and traditional affinity of Indians to 
their family-owned gold ornaments," Unnikrishnan 
writes, "the only incentive for them to come forward and 
pledge their gold under the scheme is higher returns".The 
overwhelming response has been received from the retail 
investors who are the focus of this scheme. The positive 
response to this new and innovative saving instrument 
has elicited a response from across the country and it is 
expected that subsequent tranches will continue to 
receive such enthusiastic response. The scheme was the 
smartest thing as its way better than any other investment 
of gold. The Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Da 
said that “Gold Bond Scheme: Innovative savings 
instrument for all sections. Attractive substitute for the 
purchase of physical gold as a mode of savings".

The scheme will help to reduce the current account 
balance of payments as we all know that after crude oil, 
gold takes over a rank as a major reason for trade deficit. 
With this scheme, the gold investors will not be much 
affected as the redemption is directly linked with a 
current prevailing market price. But the gold imports will 
be reduced. As imports have a relationship withmoney 
supply and value. "The value of a currency depends on 
factors that affect the economy such as imports and 
exports, inflation, employment, interest rates, growth 
rate, trade deficit, performance of equity markets, foreign 
exchange reserves, macroeconomic policies, foreign 
investment inflows, banking capital, commodity prices 
and geopolitical conditions," says Pramit Brahmbhatt, 
Chief Executive Officer, Alpari Financial Services 
(India), a foreign exchange brokerage .

As the imports increase the money supply increases and 
thus reducing the value of money. As the value of import 
will reduce and the exports will remain roughly the same, 
the Rupee depreciation will be controlled. Therefore, it 
will boost up the Indian economy to a larger extent.

CHALLENGES

As we all know that Indian adore gold. Although tradition 
explains part of gold’s allure, such vast purchases are a 
modern phenomenon. Gold buyers are being rational, in 
their own way. Purchasing gold in paper format for 
investment purpose also is a challenge for the 
government to convince them. As Indians are more 
attached to the physical gold especially jewellery, 
purchasing bonds, on the contrary, will not fascinate 
them. Only the gold bars and coins investors will be 
inclined towards the purchase of adematerialized form of 
gold. The financially lagging rural sector is also nowhere

 "Rupee - What Leads to The Change in The Currency's Value?".Businesstoday.in. N.p., 2016. Web. 3 Sept. 
2016.<http://www.businesstoday.in/moneytoday/cover-story/rupee-dollar-value-drop-factors-forfall/story/21881.html>
 Barbora, Lisa. "Comparing Paper Gold: Bonds Versus Etfs". http://www.livemint.com/. N.p., 2015. Web. 29 Aug. 2016. 
<http://www.livemint.com/Money/rsgmF343CO9QGSXy6Zk2FO/Comparing-paper-gold-bonds-versus-ETFs.html>

in the picture for the purchase of such bonds.

 Above all, these bonds are not readily available, they are 
issued in tranches. The citizens of the country have the 
tendency to utilize the money when it's at their disposal. 
Waiting for sovereign gold bonds to be announced and 
issued will be difficult for the investors. The time frame 
for opening the scheme is at times a hindrance for the 
public as the tranche is opened on an average of 4 to 5 
days’ slot. By launching such schemes, the government 
cannot assume that the demand for physical gold will 
definitely fall because the purchasing power of Indians is 
high. The public can maintain the purchases of yellow 
metal and can also be inclined towards gold bonds as an 
investment for 5 to 8 years.

GOLD ETFs - A TOUGH COMPETITION TO 
GOLD BONDS

There is, of course, no doubt that gold bonds have an 
equivalent product in the market that is gold electronic 
fund transfers. There are slight differences between the 
two but it does not mean that it can be overlooked.  People 
who already have a comfort zone in gold ETFs will have a 
lesser inclination towards buying of gold bonds. 

“There is excitement around the proposed bonds. While 
some demand can shift, ETFs and gold bonds may coexist 
given the varied investor needs,” said Lakshmi Iyer, 
Chief Investment Officer (debt) and Head (products), 
Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Co. Ltd. An item that 
tracks the profits of putting resources into gold, yet 
without the stock head up and quality check stresses, is an 
appreciated advancement. Given its elements, the gold 
bond is relied upon to reflect the progression of putting 
resources into physical gold. Be that as it may, this isn't 
the primary such item; gold ETFs have been around since 
2007 and are a productive alternative to get gold-like 
returns in an electronic organization. Gold ETFs are 
common asset units, which give financial specialists the 
chance to get returns in accordance with the adjustment in 
gold costs however without owning the metal. Every unit 
is supported by the 24-karat gold of 99.5% 
immaculateness.

All these questions make the ministry think that how to 
curl the demand of physical gold as it was affecting the 
growth of Indian economy, gold being a dead investment. 
The government wants to maintain the demand for gold 
but side by side reducing the demand for physical gold. 
Naveen Mathur, Associate Director, Commodities & 
Currencies, Angel Commodities Broking, says, while 
gold ETFs can be sold at transparent prices, they come at 
a cost. “A fee is charged by the fund

house, so the return is slightly less than the actual increase 
in gold price. Moreover, there are additional costs 
involved at the time of buying and selling in the form of 
brokerage or commission,” he says.

  "Sovereign Gold Bond OrEtfs? Which One Should You Invest in". The Financial Express. N.p., 2016. Web. 30 Aug 2016. 
<http://www.financialexpress.com/personal-finance/investing-bond-with-yellow-metal/163655/>

Gold bonds are a better way to invest in the metal as the 
investment will earn an interest. Vidya Bala, Head of 
Mutual Funds Research at Funds India, says sovereign 
gold bonds are a superior option for those looking to 
invest in gold .

Table 2 - Comparison between Gold Bond and Gold ETFs

FEATURES GOLD BONDS GOLD ETFs

1. Capital  Yes Yes (investors can earn only the difference
 appreciation  in the buying and selling rate)

2. Interest rate 2% to 3% p. a.  No

3. Guarantee Backed by sovereign guarantee Backed by gold

4. Safety Issued by government of India  Managed by   house funds

5. Brokerage No Yes

6. Commission 1% (government gives to the distributors) Yes   

7. Lock-in period 5 to 7 years  No

8. Expense ratio No  Yes (1%)

9. Taxation No  Short-term capital gains and long-term
   capital gains tax are applicable

10. Loan facility Available Unavailable

11. Payment mode 1. Cash 1. Cheque
  2. Cheque 2.  Cash
   3. Online transfer

12. Market Commodity exchange Stock exchange

13. Form Paper, demand Demat only

14. Liquidity Low High 

15. Accessibility Post office and banks (accessible to small  Online (high net worth individuals)
  retail investors in village and towns) 

CONCLUSION

"This is a good beginning," said Sunil Kumar Sinha, 
Principal Economist at India Ratings & Research, adding 
that the amount is small in the context of India's gold 
imports. "The government will have to do more to market 
it to popularize it." He said the investment has come from 
the informed investor. The success of gold bond scheme 
lies in the hand of the investors. The government is taking 
steps to make changes in the predominant market 
conditions, but at the end, it’s the people who make efforts 
by accepting change and implementing for effective as 
well as efficient overall growth. 

The government can come up with such schemes which 
can attract more investors and even the group who are not 
responding to this scheme. By doing more research,

taking customer requirements into consideration, 
analysing all the factors and situation there is the vast 
scope of innovation. The hardships and challenges which 
came as a hurdle in this scheme can be studied in depth for 
higher returns in future as there is always room for 
improvement. 

“Strive for continuous improvement, instead of 
perfection”                                                   -Kim Collins

Only time will tell the fate of the scheme which is aimed 
at controlling the gold import and reducing the burden of 
trade deficit due to India’s unquenchable thirst for gold. 
Restrictions on gold imports are unlikely to work . But 
collectively the schemes have the potential to change the 
gold habits of the people — to access gold without 
possessing it. It will also institute a more India-friendly
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As the imports increase the money supply increases and 
thus reducing the value of money. As the value of import 
will reduce and the exports will remain roughly the same, 
the Rupee depreciation will be controlled. Therefore, it 
will boost up the Indian economy to a larger extent.
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As we all know that Indian adore gold. Although tradition 
explains part of gold’s allure, such vast purchases are a 
modern phenomenon. Gold buyers are being rational, in 
their own way. Purchasing gold in paper format for 
investment purpose also is a challenge for the 
government to convince them. As Indians are more 
attached to the physical gold especially jewellery, 
purchasing bonds, on the contrary, will not fascinate 
them. Only the gold bars and coins investors will be 
inclined towards the purchase of adematerialized form of 
gold. The financially lagging rural sector is also nowhere
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issued in tranches. The citizens of the country have the 
tendency to utilize the money when it's at their disposal. 
Waiting for sovereign gold bonds to be announced and 
issued will be difficult for the investors. The time frame 
for opening the scheme is at times a hindrance for the 
public as the tranche is opened on an average of 4 to 5 
days’ slot. By launching such schemes, the government 
cannot assume that the demand for physical gold will 
definitely fall because the purchasing power of Indians is 
high. The public can maintain the purchases of yellow 
metal and can also be inclined towards gold bonds as an 
investment for 5 to 8 years.
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There is, of course, no doubt that gold bonds have an 
equivalent product in the market that is gold electronic 
fund transfers. There are slight differences between the 
two but it does not mean that it can be overlooked.  People 
who already have a comfort zone in gold ETFs will have a 
lesser inclination towards buying of gold bonds. 

“There is excitement around the proposed bonds. While 
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Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Co. Ltd. An item that 
tracks the profits of putting resources into gold, yet 
without the stock head up and quality check stresses, is an 
appreciated advancement. Given its elements, the gold 
bond is relied upon to reflect the progression of putting 
resources into physical gold. Be that as it may, this isn't 
the primary such item; gold ETFs have been around since 
2007 and are a productive alternative to get gold-like 
returns in an electronic organization. Gold ETFs are 
common asset units, which give financial specialists the 
chance to get returns in accordance with the adjustment in 
gold costs however without owning the metal. Every unit 
is supported by the 24-karat gold of 99.5% 
immaculateness.

All these questions make the ministry think that how to 
curl the demand of physical gold as it was affecting the 
growth of Indian economy, gold being a dead investment. 
The government wants to maintain the demand for gold 
but side by side reducing the demand for physical gold. 
Naveen Mathur, Associate Director, Commodities & 
Currencies, Angel Commodities Broking, says, while 
gold ETFs can be sold at transparent prices, they come at 
a cost. “A fee is charged by the fund

house, so the return is slightly less than the actual increase 
in gold price. Moreover, there are additional costs 
involved at the time of buying and selling in the form of 
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investment will earn an interest. Vidya Bala, Head of 
Mutual Funds Research at Funds India, says sovereign 
gold bonds are a superior option for those looking to 
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1. Capital  Yes Yes (investors can earn only the difference
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2. Interest rate 2% to 3% p. a.  No
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"This is a good beginning," said Sunil Kumar Sinha, 
Principal Economist at India Ratings & Research, adding 
that the amount is small in the context of India's gold 
imports. "The government will have to do more to market 
it to popularize it." He said the investment has come from 
the informed investor. The success of gold bond scheme 
lies in the hand of the investors. The government is taking 
steps to make changes in the predominant market 
conditions, but at the end, it’s the people who make efforts 
by accepting change and implementing for effective as 
well as efficient overall growth. 

The government can come up with such schemes which 
can attract more investors and even the group who are not 
responding to this scheme. By doing more research,
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analysing all the factors and situation there is the vast 
scope of innovation. The hardships and challenges which 
came as a hurdle in this scheme can be studied in depth for 
higher returns in future as there is always room for 
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“Strive for continuous improvement, instead of 
perfection”                                                   -Kim Collins

Only time will tell the fate of the scheme which is aimed 
at controlling the gold import and reducing the burden of 
trade deficit due to India’s unquenchable thirst for gold. 
Restrictions on gold imports are unlikely to work . But 
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and feminine gold economy (Sovereign gold bond 
scheme, gold monetization, and gold coins). But in 
comparison to the schemes like gold mutual funds and 
gold electronics funds transfers there is a tough 
competition with this scheme, but still, there is upper 
hand for the investors as discussed in the challenges. 
Above all, the Indian investors cannot be predicted 
because it’s a vast cultural rich country where people 
have different lifestyles.

“The product being out is a good start, but for distributors, 
there has to be enough incentive to market it,” said 

R. Sivakumar, Head-Fixed Income, Axis Asset 
Management Co. Ltd. 

Therefore, the government can always take a positive 
step like this for the betterment of the Indian economy 
and few surveys can also play an important role in 
bringing up new ideas for the government and get actual 
figures as to what extent the new schemes a bringing a 
change in society as well as the economy. A major step of 
advertisement and more promotions should also come 
into the picture to make more worth of what government 
comes for the betterment of the society.

Government's Gold Bond Scheme A Hit, Gets 63,000 Applications For Gold Worth 246 Crore". timesofindia-economictimes. N.p., 2016. Web. 
3 Sept. 2016. <http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2015-11-28/news/68623951_1_gold-imports-gold-bond-gold-monetisation-
scheme>
Kanjilal, Kakali. "India’S Trouble with Gold Demand". http://www.livemint.com/. N.p., 2014. Web. 6 Sept. 2016. < 
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/B9trram6IqRIff9I5VCXqK/Indias-trouble-with-gold-demand.html>
 The New Indian Express; How Gold Schemes Work for Indians and India; 2 sept 2016 
<http://www.newindianexpress.com/opinion/columns/s_gurumurthy/How-Gold-Schemes-Work-for-Indians-and-
India/2015/11/15/article3129165.ece>
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Case Study

ABSTRACT

Our contemplations and activities are impacted by other 
individuals, regardless of whether we are latently 
watching their conduct or effectively agreeing to their 
solicitations. Persuasion is a type of social impact in 
which a group of people is purposefully urged to receive a 
thought, mentality, or game-plan by typical means. This 
paper expects to concentrate on social persuasion 
marketing adopted by Nykaa.com. Persuasion is a way to 
deal with outlining sites and web administrations which 
puts the accentuation on planning the webpage and 
informing to accomplishing the business targets of the 
website (Chaffey, 2015). Dr. Robert Cialdini considers 
the specialty of persuading and, as per his work; 
persuasion depends on six weapons that are hardwired 
into our social and intellectual personalities (Cialdini, 
1984). The components attempted in this case study are

reciprocity, commitment, social proof, authority, liking 
and scarcity. This paper can possibly assist both research 
and promoting practice and to efficiently target potential 
customers from a social gathering.

INTRODUCTION

The Brand: Making a Difference 

Nykaa was established in 2012 by Falguni Nayar. It is a 
beauty and wellness web based business stage that offers 
marked items under wide classes of skin care, cosmetics, 
extravagance items, scents, hair, shower and body items 
for men and ladies. The separating element of Nykaa 
from other magnificence web based business 
organizations is their thought process to enable Indian 
ladies to make the best excellence and health decisions 
regarding cosmetics, hair, bath and so forth. They have an 
enormous gathering of new and honest to goodness items

and administrations that convey them crosswise over 
India (Bhel, 2016). Gotten from the Sanskrit word 
"Nayaka" that truly signifies "Performing artist" or one in 
the spotlight, Nykaa.com is tied in with commending the 
star in you (Karan, 2016).

Nykaa's Marketing Approach

Nykaa's promoting procedure incorporates various 
pertinent markdown coupons and offers separated from 
the typical battling of the showcasing wanders. They 
have a group of specialists for beauty and health who 
instruct and help customers around the globe in the given 
region. With more than 25 specialists, Nykaa gives 
beauty and wellbeing arrangements online for every one 
of the questions that customers have (Preety, 2016). They 
however get this fulfilled through text and video 
recordings over the organization's web page and online 
networking stages. Nykaa has five stores in Mumbai, 
Delhi and Bengaluru. It plans to take that tally to 30 stores 
in 20 cities by 2020(Rediff, 2017) They have a committed 
group to direct different expertise showcasing efforts that 
fundamentally include: 

• Conveying through the content 

The e-retailing brand makes utilization of top of the line 
content structures for making the general population 
mindful of the worldwide patterns that have made a brand 
a triumphant name. They have dynamic blog on 
excellence and health giving make-up tips and master 
advices(Soni, 2017).

• Making it additionally captivating through the 
YouTube channel 

Understanding the significance of video publicizing, 
Nykaa claims a committed YouTube channel "Nykaa 
TV" that gives the purchasers a la mode and best video 
direction for utilizing excellence and wellbeing items. 
With the assistance of various "how-to recordings" they 
help the customers in picking the correct items and 
additionally in utilizing them in the correct way. YouTube 
Channel of Nykaa has accumulated more than 169k 
supporters (Banerjee, 2017). 

• Empowering communications through the social 
media

The advertising group at Nykaa use different web-based 
social networking stages for not simply associating with 
the customers, drawing in them and creating leads 
additionally changing over them into deals by offering 
them with the different rebates. The organization makes 
utilization of its Facebook fan page for sharing different 
offers and arrangement posts for Facebook has yielded 
them with a monstrous 2.2 million fan following on this 
stage(Nykaa, 2017). Actually, the e-retailing brand in 
light of the Facebook fan page achievement has now

coordinated a "Shop now" alternative on it that sidetracks 
buyers to their online business site for acquiring the 
excellence items on the off chance that they wish to. The 
organization has accumulated more than 20K fan 
following on Twitter by posting alluring and lucrative bits 
of content over the stage. Instagram profile for Nykaa has 
developed huge with more than 375K instafollowers.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Social Persuasion Factors

Influence is a piece of our regular day to day existences. 
How frequently do you think a friend or family has 
persuaded you to purchase something that you wouldn't 
have purchased all alone? How frequently do you think 
your companions or relatives talk you into accomplishing 
something? What number of ads and notices do you see or 
hear each day? It's anything but difficult to disparage 
exactly how much of the time we are influenced by 
influence methods. Fruitful organizations and salesmen 
know numerous influence procedures to control our 
states of mind and conduct so we will burn through cash 
on their item. Be that as it may, one doesn't need to be in 
deals to successfully impact somebody. A definitive 
objective of influence is to persuade the objective to 
disguise the convincing contention and embrace this new 
disposition as a piece of their center conviction 
framework. 

Cialdini's standards are central when you are hoping to 
impact and induce others. These truths give knowledge 
on how to reach your crowd on a more profound, 
enthusiastic level and support them to follow through 
with a coveted activity. It is imperative to be mindful with 
this technique; if a customer feels they have been 
deceived you'll lose business as well as risk losing new 
business through awful audits and criticism. 
Continuously utilize these standards genuinely and 
morally without deception.

Dr. Robert Cialdini thinks about the craft of persuading 
and, as indicated by his work; persuasion depends on six 
weapons that are hardwired into our social and 
intellectual personalities (Cialdini, 1984). 

Reciprocity

Customers react well when they are given something for 
nothing without being requested anything forthright, 
henceforth the commonness of free specimens in 
promoting.

Commitment

We, as people, have a natural need to be viewed as steady. 
Conveying on a guarantee is consistent with our mental 
self portrait, implying that we need to consider ourselves 
to be a person who remains consistent with his assertion. 
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Social Proof

Social evidence is a mental wonder where individuals 
expect the activities of others trying to mirror the fitting 
conduct in a given circumstance. 

Authority

This individual is a specialist in his or her field and shows 
two key characteristics: learning and reliability. 

Liking

As per Cialdini, "liking"somebody is greatly important as 
it influences the shot of being affected by that person. 
Preferring somebody is typically in light of sharing 
something associated, regardless of whether that is an 
identity characteristic, objective, or esteem. Highlighting 
the parallels in you and your group of onlookers' 
relationship is a successful approach to encourage 
improves conversions. 

Scarcity

Seen shortage will produce request as individuals have a 
tendency to want a greater amount of something 
inaccessible to them. The straightforward thought that 
something might be constrained wills alone spur activity. 

Research Gap and Research Problem 

A survey of the current writing uncovers that research on 
the brand Nykaa has been restricted to business and 
working model, organizations, procedures and their 
development. Little research has been examined on social 
persuasion on customers’. Hence, to gain a theoretically 
understanding of social persuasion marketing adopted by 
Nykaa.com.,  it is critical to think about the fundamental 
factors like reciprocity, commitment, social proof, 
authority, liking and scarcity.  This paper can possibly 
assist both research and promoting practice and to 
efficiently target potential customers from a social 
gathering. 

Objective of the Study

• To understand the social persuasion marketing factors 
in connection to Nykaa.com 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Design 

Research design shall be descriptive research design. 

Data Type 

Secondary information has been collected for the purpose 
of this study. A few sources include data that are collected 
from the organization.

Data Analysis

In this study, observational facts were collected over a 
period of 5 months that is from July-November, 2017.The

six factors of persuasion that have undertaken in this 
study are reciprocity, commitment, social proof, 
authority, liking and scarcity.

Reciprocity

To inaugurate Nykaa Nail Enamels, Nykaa had spoiled 
blogger visitors by treating them to nail treatments and 
pedicures. Adding to the general understanding, there 
were cupcakes in the state of nail finish bottles, 
committed nail specialists to get the float. This not simply 
got incredible surveys and scope, but rather got a great 
deal of natural online networking consideration, which 
was an imperative fixing in the achievement of Nykaa’s 
product inauguration plan. 

This current Mother's Day, Nykaa facilitated an occasion 
for 10 fortunate customers and their moms at Jean Claude 
Biguine Salon, Mumbai where they got a chance to enjoy 
a total spoiling session, including, however not restricted 
to nail trims, pedicures, nail craftsmanship, victories et 
cetera. They additionally got an opportunity to associate 
with some of the superstar visitors over canapés and tea. 
(Ghakar, 2016)

Commitment

The organization's way to deal with sorting its customers 
in 3 sections helped the organization to take into account 
the requirements of the customers adequately. 

• Customers who are short on time: For them, online 
business is practical and helpful. 

• Customers who are magnificence specialists: They 
recognize what they will purchase. 

• Cosmetics or magnificence amateurs: They don't 
recognize what they are searching for. 

By giving content and specialists online to its gathering of 
people, Nykaa guaranteed they have given profitable 
content to its customers by settling their questions which 
helped in building their customer base. By presenting 
more items like supplements and vitamins, Nykaa is 
opening up new roads for development. This 
incorporated approach helped them to develop. By 
utilizing their online nearness to influence their retail to 
store a win, Nykaa is expanding its incomes and deals. 

As of lately, since the inauguration of their own Private 
Label and Beauty Services, Nykaa has turned out to be 
fantastic and for them to be stretching out their 
advertising system to some measure of all types of media 
is a great success; henceforth, Nykaa additionally has 
taken an intense choice and picked to experiment with 
experiential marketing for their advancement, also. This 
will permit buyers of Nykaa draw in with them more, and 
get all the more profoundly required engagement with 
their journey as a brand. 

Nowadays the content is over-burdened across all sites 
but Nykaa solidly trust that genuine encounters which 
will effectively include the people who purchase from 
them, past retweeting and sharing on their social media 
accounts, will enable them to resound as a trusted brand 
among their customer base. Having said that, Nykaa will 
keep on focusing on their standard advanced advertising 
exercises – just experiential marketing will be a 
fundamental turn in glove push to give their customers an 
all encompassing collaboration with Nykaa.

Social Proof

A strong content technique is an absolute necessity to 
make a reliable and committed group. Web-based social 
networking holds a multi-dimensional part for Nykaa. 

Immersive content exhibiting global patterns, introduced 
flawlessly has turned out to be a triumphant equation. 
Individuals expend content that either hoists their social 
remainder or widens their insight. The objective is to see 
how brands can build the offer esteem and incite 
individuals to share content to their system. 

Nykaa is extraordinary when compared to its competitors 
by engaging their customers and by utilizing their center 
resource. Nykaa gives enough sharing choices at basic 
checkpoints in their purchasing venture for instance: 
Facebook offer or tweet catches on all 'How to' articles, 
WhatsApp sharing on item pages to enable customers to 
get sentiments on their choices or possibly a 'Take after' 
catch on offer pages to enable customers to think about up 
and coming arrangements or offers. 

Another critical perspective is drawing in with customers 
on an ongoing premise. Web-based social networking 
stages ought to be utilized as a medium to associate with 
the customers specifically, influencing them to feel like 
they are a piece of a group. Nykaa hopes to answer all 
their customers' inquiries, react to their worries, tune in to 
their criticism, regardless of whether positive or negative 
and begin a discussion with them. 

Last however not minimal, Nykaa keeps an eye out for 
patterns in new media. For instance, the engagement they 
get every day from Snapchat is astounding and 
energizing. One additionally needs to figure out how to 
have the capacity to alter content according to the 
distinctive online networking stages. What may chip 
away at Facebook might possibly deal with Instagram. 

Nykaa's methodology on Facebook includes utilizing the 
energy of influencers – fundamentally excellence and 
mold bloggers/vloggers that have a solid, specialty 
following to enable them to spread the compass of their 
subject. They additionally tie up with other accomplice 
brands and post content which enable them to use their 
customer base. They have near a million adherents on 
Facebook, so they get a kick out of the chance to give their

customers elite offers to keep them drew in and shopping! 
They likewise do a considerable measure of information 
examination to make sense of which content peg can be 
returned to or destroyed. 

Nykaa have organizations collaborations with a portion 
of the world's best individual care organizations  
including Unilever, P&G, L'Oreal, Beiersdorf, Johnson 
and Johnson, alongside prevalent Indian brands like 
VLCC, Khadi, Parachute, Himalaya, and so on, and have 
likewise joined forces with India's best merchants of 
universal extravagance and premium brands. Nykaa.com 
is additionally the main approved online retailer of 
extravagance aromas in India that offer first class 
extravagance scents from brands, for example, Calvin 
Klein, DKNY, Davidoff, Yves Saint Laurent, Giorgio 
Armani and L'Occitane, too.

Authority

Nykaa is Falguni's obsession that mirrors her yearning to 
praise ladies just like the focal point of their lives. "For 
quite a long time ladies have enabled themselves to be the 
emotionally supportive network of the family and I 
simply need ladies to think beyond practical boundaries 
and accomplish all of which they dream," said Nayar. 
(Srinivasan, 2017)

With their top to bottom item offer and store of data they 
need to enable customers to settle on the best decisions 
for themselves. They are putting resources into 
foundation, innovation, ability with a specific end goal to 
have the capacity to contact a bigger gathering of people 
and manufacture a system of solid, sure ladies. 

Regardless of whether disconnected or on the web, they  
make a drawing in space to take customers on an 
excursion of disclosure and pleasure. Furthermore, 
through this manufacture the conviction of the Indian 
lady in herself and help her locate her ideal place in the 
public arena. The brand is exceptionally cheerful to be 
here today with the team to partake in this 
accomplishment. 

Liking

As per Cialdini, "liking" somebody is greatly important 
as it influences the shot of being affected by that person. 
Additionally, by curating magnificence items and giving 
customers rich content, make-up instructional exercises, 
reviews and recommendations on its blog and YouTube 
channel. Nykaa has made a sticky, drawn in group of 
customers, a key canal in the vicious discount based 
universe of web based business. 

As a wonder vertical, DIY recordings and pictures yield 
the most astounding engagement via web-based 
networking media. "New trends" subjects, for example, 
'Shading Correcting' or 'Strobing' additionally have a 
high social sharing quality. Nykaa’s customers get
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Social Proof

Social evidence is a mental wonder where individuals 
expect the activities of others trying to mirror the fitting 
conduct in a given circumstance. 

Authority

This individual is a specialist in his or her field and shows 
two key characteristics: learning and reliability. 

Liking

As per Cialdini, "liking"somebody is greatly important as 
it influences the shot of being affected by that person. 
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the parallels in you and your group of onlookers' 
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Scarcity
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understanding of social persuasion marketing adopted by 
Nykaa.com.,  it is critical to think about the fundamental 
factors like reciprocity, commitment, social proof, 
authority, liking and scarcity.  This paper can possibly 
assist both research and promoting practice and to 
efficiently target potential customers from a social 
gathering. 
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in connection to Nykaa.com 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Design 
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Data Type 
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Authority
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emotionally supportive network of the family and I 
simply need ladies to think beyond practical boundaries 
and accomplish all of which they dream," said Nayar. 
(Srinivasan, 2017)

With their top to bottom item offer and store of data they 
need to enable customers to settle on the best decisions 
for themselves. They are putting resources into 
foundation, innovation, ability with a specific end goal to 
have the capacity to contact a bigger gathering of people 
and manufacture a system of solid, sure ladies. 

Regardless of whether disconnected or on the web, they  
make a drawing in space to take customers on an 
excursion of disclosure and pleasure. Furthermore, 
through this manufacture the conviction of the Indian 
lady in herself and help her locate her ideal place in the 
public arena. The brand is exceptionally cheerful to be 
here today with the team to partake in this 
accomplishment. 
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As per Cialdini, "liking" somebody is greatly important 
as it influences the shot of being affected by that person. 
Additionally, by curating magnificence items and giving 
customers rich content, make-up instructional exercises, 
reviews and recommendations on its blog and YouTube 
channel. Nykaa has made a sticky, drawn in group of 
customers, a key canal in the vicious discount based 
universe of web based business. 

As a wonder vertical, DIY recordings and pictures yield 
the most astounding engagement via web-based 
networking media. "New trends" subjects, for example, 
'Shading Correcting' or 'Strobing' additionally have a 
high social sharing quality. Nykaa’s customers get
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energized when they manufacture buildup and on-board 
marks that are slanting all around, similar to Kiehl's or 
BeautyBlender. They likewise adore outwardly 
engaging, motivational or even promo-related subjects. 

The key differentiator has been its promoting 
(concentrate on advanced media than on costly TV 
publicizing), item system (right ones and elite brands), 
and a stock drove show that enables it to convey new 
items. Nykaa’s key is to be a retailer than pursue clients 
with rebates. Nykaa offers 650 brands on its site. Many 
brands are offered solely on its site. These incorporate 
MAC, Kiehl's, Innisfree, Ciaté London and LA Girl that 
are accessible online just at Nykaa in India; brands like 
The Shave Doctor or Milani Cosmetics are accessible 
only at Nykaa in India. 

The online space of Nykaa holds incredible potential to 
teach and advise customers through influencers, for 
example, bloggers and web-based social networking, 
where content is vital. Their key is to incorporate 
substance into web based business, with the goal that the 
shopper does not miss the 'touch and feel' perspective on 
which the make-up class has been flourishing up until 
now.

Scarcity

There are different rebate coupons and offers given by the 
organization to its clients alongside extra offers gave by 
the organization at the season of the celebrations. 

Nykaa Spin the wheel challenge play to win taps the focal 
point of the wheel to turn.(Nykaa, Spin the wheel, 2017)

 Terms and Conditions

• Coupon is restricted to single utilize per client. 

• Markdown may not make a difference if qualifying 
things are not added to cart when coupon is as a result. 

• Coupon can't be utilized with different advancements 
continuous on Nykaa.com amid recovery. 

• Dispatching and dealing with charges are pertinent to 
all requests. 

• On the off chance that things acquired with coupons 
are returned, coupon rebate is subtracted from return 
credit.

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

For Nykaa, the standards of "reciprocity" and "scarcity" 
are huge factors in the social persuasion. Customers feel 
more slanted when they've been given something

customized or startling. In that same vein, they likewise 
tend to need things that are scarcer, which is the reason 
constrained time offers have a tendency to be a major 
offering point. Customers are additionally enthusiastic 
about trust. The organization can manufacture enduring 
client connections by accentuating information and 
"authority" in the separate business.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

This paper can possibly advance both research and 
promoting practice and to proficiently target potential 
customers from a social gathering. This paper offers 
marketing specialists and experts another integrative way 
to deal with target customers with particular social 
personalities by means of social influencers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

While the six standards of influence began as "weapons 
of impact" that were utilized by "consistence experts," we 
should rehearse the positive side of employing impact. 
Concentrate on making esteem and starting the 
correspondence guideline by gifting your web-based 
social networking contacts with high-esteem content, bits 
of knowledge, reports, and so on. Genuinely compliment 
your supporters, companions, and analyst's by reacting to 
them and sustaining your developing group. Effectively 
connect with individuals you appreciate utilizing online 
networking and pay them the compliment of remarking 
on their web journals, following their tweets, connecting 
to their substance, and so forth. Focus on steady 
engagement on the online networking stages you utilized, 
to the point of avoiding new web-based social networking 
stages that you don't have the assets to effectively take an 
interest in. Utilize social evidence as believability 
prompts where proper. Hotshot your number of 
supporters beside the Subscribe catches. Perhaps utilize 
associates to remarks on essential posts, develop your 
system by visitor posting, remarking, and retweeting. 
Organize inside your group on bigger endeavors for more 
prominent benefit. You'll most likely be psyched at what 
you make or achieve, you'll do great and like it, and you'll 
likely move toward becoming related with the exertion. 
Put the additional exertion in on accomplishing proficient 
and motivating outline. Dress for progress on your blog, 
site, and online networking points of arrival. While 
making a challenge or endeavoring to start prompt 
activity, utilize the shortage rule to constructive outcome. 
Be that as it may, speak the truth about it—no changing "a 
day ago for" dates, no marvelously recharging supplies, 
and so on.
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Information is money and in this information explosion 
era, a country which can analyze the vast sea of 
information that is available and mine useful data will 
lead the rest. Analytics is the most lethal tool in 
information warfare. And successful will be those who 
can combine instincts with analytics. 

Phil Simon in his book “Analytics – The Agile way” has 
wonderfully explained how the leading organizations of 
the world have made use of analytics to succeed in this 
cut-throat competitive environment. Simon has in simple 
but very clear and crisp manner been able to explain 
potential of agile thinking and applying data analytics 
methods for competitive advantages for the 
organizations. Quoting number of examples, he has been 
able to clearly demonstrate how agile analytics can

enable organizations to create lasting value from their Big 
Data efforts without ignoring the privacy and security 
issues those efforts frequently create.

In Preface and Introduction chapter, he discussed the 
example of Foursquare, the local search-and-discovery 
service mobile app to explain how the company collected 
accurate and real-time data and using data analytics its 
people turn around the company’s fortune which was 
otherwise in freefall. He postulates that speed and 
analytics are the key to success and has also tried to define 
the speed i.e. how fast is fast enough today! A key to 
success is further given in the introductory part i.e. data 
and analytics alone can’t do anything, an organization 
needs people to make decisions based upon intelligent 
use of data and analytics.

His second chapter is about how technology has 
penetrated in almost every aspect of life and businesses 
explaining different technological developments like 
WWW, social media platforms like facebook, online 
business platforms and marketplaces like amazon and so 
on. Next chapter is about data and its different forms, data 
flow etc. Chapter 3 of the book deals with fundamentals 
of analytics and different types of analytics.

Second part of the book deals with agile methods and 
analytics. Divided into three chapters, first chapter deals 
with core values of agile development, second chapter 
deals in detail about introducing Scrum, the most popular 
agile method and third chapter is about agile analytics.

Third part of the book deals with cases of analytics viz. 
“Analytics in Action”. It has five chapters. It has dealt 
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